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ABSTRACT
The phenomena of secondary grain growth and grain-growth based
graphoepitaxy in thin films on amorphous insulating substrates were
investigated experimentally using Au as a model system.
Surface-energy-driven secondary grain growth (SEDSGG) in
evaporated thin Au films on SiO2 substrates has been observed. Secondary
grains have uniform {1 11} texture ({1 11) planes parallel to the substrate).
This indicates that surface energy anisotropy provides selectivity in the
driving force for the preferential growth of secondary grains.
SEDSGG in thin Au films was found to initiate during room
temperature deposition when the film reaches a critical thickness
(the thickness at which the film becomes continuous) and continues during
room temperature annealing. We believe that a large driving force inherent
in a thin film is responsible for the observation of grain growth at room
temperature (22% of the melting temperature). Theory predicts the growth
rate of secondary grains to be inversely proportional to film thickness for
films which are both smooth and continuous.
The frequently observed {1 1 1) texture in thin Au films was often
attributed to the process of oriented nucleation. We believe that texture
development in thin Au films is a result of SEDSGG. Below the critical
thickness,the matrix consists of normal grains which do not have a uniform
texture. Texture development began with the onset of SEDSGG at the critical
thickness. We speculate that SEDSGG could be responsible for the
development of deposition texture in other thin film systems with
sufficient grain boundary mobility and surface energy anisotropy.
SEDSGG in thin Au films on SiO2 substrates at room temperature
experiences saturation - cessation of secondary grain growth before the
matrix has been fully transformed. This was attributed to the development
2
of a dragging force which counteracts the driving force. Possible sources of
the dragging force are surface grooving, impurity drag and vacancy drag.
We have demonstrated the feasibility of the grain-growth based
graphoepitaxial approach to restrict in-plane orientations of textured
secondary grains. SEDSGG over a set of 0.2jim period square-wave-profile
gratings of Si0 2 produces {1 1 1}-textured secondary grains with a preferred
in-plane orientation : <112> directions parallel to the grating axis. This
phenomenon was attributed to the additional surface energy minimization
at the grating sidewall.
The role of grain boundary triple junctions in initiating structural
discontinuity in a thin film has been experimentally verified. We have also
shown the feasibility of the use of low energy ion bombardment as a
non-thermal method for enhancing grain growth.
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SECONDARY GRAIN GROWTH AND GRAPHOEPITAXY IN THIN Au FILMS
1. INTRODUCTION
Single crystalline thin films form the basis of a broad range of
electronic, optical and acoustic devices. The use of thin films rather than
bulk substrates as the fundamental device medium facilitates higher levels
of integration and complexity. The contemporary trends in device technology
and processing certainly indicate that thin film technology will continue to
play an indispensable role as the field of microelectronics evolves toward a
higher degree of complexity.
At present, conventional preparation of single-crystal thin films
relies solely on the phenomenon of epitaxy - the growth of a crystalline
material on a single-crystalline substrate of either the same (homoepitaxy)
or a different (heteroepitaxy) material. Some of the common processes
include : liquid phase epitaxy, chemical vapor deposition, organometallic
vapor phase epitaxy and molecular beam epitaxy. Each involves either a
liquid-solid or vapor-solid-transformation in which the properties of the
parent crystal interface (eg. orientation, chemistry, cleanliness,
smoothness, etc.) have a major influence on the properties of the epitaxial
layer. Although all of the aforementioned processes have been used
successfully in research and industry, they nevertheless share the
singularly serious constraint of lattice-matching between the substrate and
the epilayer. Since this common drawback severely limits the number of
16
film-substrate combinations available, a need exists for a process that
could circumvent the constraint of conventional epitaxy. Ideally, such a
process would have the preeminent potential of general applicability for any
film-substrate combination.
One approach to forming an oriented crystalline overlayer without
resorting to lattice matching is that of graphoepitaxy. In 1977, Flanders and
Smith [1,2] proposed the use of artificial surface relief gratings on
amorphous substrates to induce orientation in a film by influencing the
phenomenon of nucleation, growth coalescence and recrystallization. This
was based on the idea that one might be able to produce a single-crystal
film on an amorphous substrate by first creating an artificial pattern of
fine period and appropriate symmetry, and then depositing a film over the
pattern, under conditions that allowed the film to orient itself relative to
the pattern. Later, it was recognized that, in some cases, it is more
desirable to induce orientation after the deposition stage. Many different
approaches have been attempted and these are reviewed in Chapter 2.
Throughout this thesis, the term "graphoepitaxy" refers generally to the
growth of oriented crystalline films through the use of artificial surface
patterning.
The research undertaken in this thesis involves an approach to
graphoepitaxy which combines the original concept with the phenomenon of
grain growth. In particular, secondary grain growth in a thin film is the
emphasis of this study. In thin film systems, where surface-to-volume ratio
is large, surface energy is a significant consideration. An important
contribution to the driving force for grain growth in thin films is the
17
surface energy anisotropy between grains with different crystallographic
orientations. This mode of grain growth can lead to large-grained films with
uniform texture. Chapter 3 provides the background to secondary grain
grow.th as well as the framework on which much of the thesis work is based.
The entry of secondary grain growth as a viable process in
microelectronics-based research is motivated by the search for low
temperature processes for obtaining device-quality films of semiconductors
on insulating substrates (SO1). Currently, the most promising techniques for
fabricating SOI structures are those of laser recrystallization [3,4] and
strip-heater recrystallization [5], both of which involve melting and
resolidificati on. The high temperatures necessary for these processes are
sometimes detrimental to previous processes. If solid-state grain growth
could yield films of comparable quality to those obtained by solidification,
then the inherent low temperature nature of the solid-state process would
be a significant advantage.
The technological implication of this study is the potential
feasibility of a low temperature process for preparing single crystalline
films on amorphous substrates. The grain sizes and textures will be
governed by surface-energy-driven secondary grain growth and the in-plane
orientations of the textured grains determined by graphoepitaxy. In theory,
if the texture and in-plane orientation of each individual grain is the same
as its neighbor, then a single-crystal film results. In practice, in view of
the inevitable imperfections in surface patterning and the statistical nature
of grain growth, we would expect quasi-single-crystal films with large
grains separated by low-angle boundaries. These imperfections will be
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balanced by the advantages of low temperature processing and freedom from
the need of single crystalline substrates. In addition, by means of
lithography it may be possible to confine these imperfections to
predetermined locations, so called entrainement.
The other aspects of interest in this thesis research pertain to the
phenomena related to a thin film system. The importance of surface energy
in influencing grain growth is one of them. As will be shown later, surface
energy driving forces in thin films are sufficiently large to promote grain
growth in a noble metal at room temperature - a decidedly lower
temperature than that required for appreciable grain growth in bulk
systems. Surface energy considerations also enter as a determining factor
in the development of deposition texture in evaporated films. The
achievement of 'graphoepitaxy is intimately related to interfacial
interactions between the thin film and the fine periodic structures of the
substrate surface. Again, surface energy minimization was found to be the
governing process.
Both surface-energy-driven secondary grain growth and graphoepitaxy
are recent ideas adapted to technological needs. The use of one in
conjunction with the other is an even more recent innovation. Although each
of these has been demonstrated, no concerted effort has yet been made to
investigate the detailed characteristics of these processes working in
parallel. In the interest of establishing a clear scientific basis for these
concepts, this study concentrated on model systems; that is, materials and
processes where unambiguous observations could be made under simple and
well-controlled experimental conditions. The substrates used were
19
primarily thermal Si0 2 , with some work done on Si3 N4 and SiC. The model
material chosen was Au, although experiments were also done on Sn, Cu, Al
and Cr. These materials were chosen for their suitability for basic studies
rather than for technological importance. The knowledge gained by studying
model materials will hopefull1y provide guidelines for future applications of
these concepts.
The investigations on surface-energy-driven secondary grain growth
form the bulk of this study since the phenomena found therein are many and
complex. The phenomenon of graphoepitaxy via solid-state grain growth is
demonstrated and shown to be consistent with our current understanding of
surface energy effects. Other issues investigated include the structural
stability of thin films and the enhancement of grain growth with
non-thermal processes.
Structural stability is related to surface energy effects and involves
the initiation of beading, or agglomeration, in thin films - an issue that
merits attention if thin films were to withstand prolonged operation
conditions. Non-thermal processes refer to a preliminary feasibility study
of the use of low energy Ar* ion bombardment to enhance grain growth.
Grain boundary mobilities will be the chief concern in extending the results
of metallic systems to semiconductors because of poor boundary mobilities
in the latter materials. lon-bombardment-enhanced-mobility has the
attractive feature of promoting grain growth without resorting to elevated
temperatures.
In summary, the present study aims to provide understanding of the
characteristics of secondary grain growth and graphoepitaxy, as well as to
20
explore the issues pertinent to future applications. It is hoped that this
study will stimulate further investigations in this rich and challenging area.
21
2. GRAPHOEPITAXY
The term "graphoepitaxy" is taken from the Greek : "grapho" - to write
or incise, "epi" - upon, "taxy" - to arrange in an orderly fashion.
Graphoepitaxy therefore implies the use of artificially fabricated surface
relief structures to achieve a desired crystalline orientation in an
overlayer. The relief structures are usually square-wave-profile gratings of
submicrometer period etched into either an amorphous substrate or the top
surface of the film itself. The major distinction to be made between
conventional epitaxy and graphoepitaxy is that the former requires a single
crystalline substrate as a seed to determine overlayer orientation while the
latter performs the same function on an amorphous substrate using fine
periodic relief structures. This section presents some of the early
experiments and traces the gradual refinement of approach to the one
undertaken in this study.
2.1 ORIGINS AND THEORY
In a 1967 review article on single-crystal Si films on insulators,
Filby and Nielsen [71 first touched on the notion of using substrate
topography to influence nuclei alignment as a possible means to achieve
preferred orientation in an overlayer. However, their preliminary
experiments on Au-Si were inconclusive.
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In 1972, Sheftal and Buzynin reported that NH4 1 crystallites, pre-
cipitated from solution onto gratings scratched into the surface of glass,
showed a weak but definite tendency toward orientation. They interpreted
this as evidence of the existence of discrete microcrystals in the
crystallization medium prior to deposition [8,9]. It was proposed later that
"artificial epitaxy", also called diataxy, could be obtained by
geometrically-constrained sedimentation of crystal particles onto a fine
relief pattern corresponding to the symmetry and shape of the precipitating
crystals [10].
In 1977, Flanders and Smith [1] first discussed the graphoepitaxy
concept, which had been under investigation at M.I.T. since 1968. This
concept did not invoke either oriented nucleation [7] or the attachment of
floating microcrystalline blocks, as in the work of Sheftal et al [10]. Rather
graphoepitaxy was based on earlier in-situ observations that small islands
of solid crystallites readily orient themselves during the "liquid-like"
coalescence stage in film formation [11]. Other observations had shown that
metal islands in contact with natural cleavage steps were sometimes found
to be oriented with respect to the steps [12]. Changes in orientation at
coalescence were observed to take place most readily at small island
dimensions (~0.1pm) and hence, it was assumed that the artificial surface
patterns would have to have submicrometer spatial periods. The precision of
relief structure profile was also considered important.
The first definitive demonstration of graphoepitaxial orientation was
due to Flanders [13, 14]. The materials studied included the liquid crystals
MBBA and M24, KC1 and Sn. The substrates were 0.3ym period gratings
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etched into Si0 2 . Liquid crystal films, sandwiched between facing relief
gratings, showed strong graphoepitaxial alignment. KCl, deposited from an
acqueous solution, formed discrete crystallites that were clearly aligned
with respect to the surface relief grating ( Fig. 1). It appeared that
preferential nucleation occurred at the relief steps and reorientation took
place either during initial growth or with subsequent annealing in humid
atmosphere. Annealing in moisturized air was later shown to give rise to
large oriented KCl crystals through a process of partial dissolution and
recrystallization [151. Sn, however, showed only weakly preferred
graphoepitaxial orientation.
Flanders [131 also presented a thermodynamic model for grapho-
epitaxial orientation on amorphous substrates. This model showed that if
the interfacial tension between a given material and a flat amorphous
substrate is minimum when a particular set of crystallographic planes is
parallel to the substrate, this same material located over a surface relief
structure of appropriate geometry would have minimum interfacial free
energy at a unique azimuthal orientation. The driving force for orientation
was shown to increase with (h/p), where p is the period of the surface
relief grating, and h is the depth. The importance of this idea of interfacial
energy minimization will be examined later.
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2.2 APPROACHES TO GRAPHOEPITAXY
A variety of mechanisms can lead to preferred orientation relative to
relief structures under optimum conditions. The approaches to
graphoepitaxy have been reviewed in Ref. [161. They can be classified as
(1) Attachment of microcrystals with continued growth.
(2) Oriented nucleation with continued growth.
(3) Preferential growth.
(4) Preferential survival.
(5) Solid state grain growth (i) during deposition
(ii) after deposition.
Approach (1) depends on orienting faceted microcrystals that are
mobile within the medium of crystallization [10]. In this approach, the parts
of the structures receiving the microcrystals should be larger than the
microcrystal size [171. The specific mechanisms that can be made use of in
approach (1) have been reviewed in Ref. [161. These mechanisms rely on the
ability to prepare a material in the form of suspended microcrystals with
well-developed facets and sufficient mobility. Material systems which
satisfy this prerequisite are expected to be rather limited. The capability of
fabricating relief structures with precise geometric shapes is also a
legitimate concern. This approach was not pursued.
Approach (2) is also considered not promising because the radii of
critical nuclei are generally very small (<0X) compared to the radii of
curvature of relief structures (250A). Thus, the spread in the distribution of
grain orientations would probably be large [7].
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Approach (3) refers to the deposition of material onto a patterned
surface, with the preferential propagation of certain orientations during
coalescence and reorientation events. Islands with specific orientations
would grow preferentially. The orientation spread would strongly depend on
how readily a material reorients itself during growth and coalescence. For a
relief structure to be effective in influencing this orientation, spatial
periods should be sufficiently small that crystallites can span several
periods while undergoing reorientation. In general, this implies periods
<1000A. This places stringent demands on fabrication techniques. Moreover,
any defective areas incorporated into the crystalline matrix during this
stage are not likely to be eliminated in subsequent growth.
Approach (4) is a refinement of approach (3). This approach might be
accomplished, for example, by using oscillatory deposition and etch-back
over a patterned surface. The oscillatory nature of the growth would provide
an opportunity for poorly aligned and defective regions of a film to be
preferentially removed during the etch-back cycle. Alternatively, material
could first be deposited in amorphous or fine-grained polycrystalline form
over a relief structure. The material can then be melted such that grains
aligned with respect to a step are preferentially retained. These retained
grains act as seeding centers during resolidification.
In approach 5, orientation is induced during grain growth by the
preferential growth of grains with an orientation that minimizes the
surface energy. The selective growth process could occur (i) during
deposition; or, (ii) in an annealing environment after deposition. The present
study is a detailed investigation of this last approach.
27
The following section gives some examples of past graphoepitaxy
research which are representative of several approaches mentioned above.
These are classified according to the method of growth.
2.2.1 Evaporation
Studies based on evaporation were carried out by Anton et al [191 who
deposited Au, Ag, Pb, Sn and Bi on topographically structured C substrates
(approach 3). The overall extent of graphoepitaxial aligment in the metal
deposits was modest. Some improvement in orientation was observed when
two islands, one of which was in contact with a step, coalesced in the solid
state and changed orientation. In-situ electron beam annealing after
deposition was found to be effective in promoting coalescence and further
improving the deposit order. The poor tendency for alignment was attributed
to the limited mobility of islands. The alloy Sn-Bi, which exhibits good
wetting properties with the substrate, did show stronger graphoepitaxial
alignment. These authors suggested that lowering the average surface
energy of a metal through alloying should enhance graphoepitaxy. They also
proposed that graphoepitaxial alignment of small metal crystallites should
depend on two degrees of texture determination. A first degree texture is
determined by surface energy minimization between the crystallite surface
and the substrate. A second degree texture - azimuthal alignment - can be
induced by topographical features on amorphous substrates. Given sufficient
mobility, a small crystallite with a well-developed habit can be expected to
rotate with respect to the planar bottom of the groove such that one of its
28
close-to-perpendicular side surfaces orients itself parallel to the groove
wall. One constraint inherent in this approach is that the symmetry of the
relief structures should be compatible with the equilibrium habit of
discrete metal crystallites. As will be shown in this study, this constraint
is not necessarily valid in an approach based on secondary grain growth in
continuous films.
Useful insights into the phenomenon of graphoepitaxy could also be
gained from experiments done on single-crystal substrates. Osaka et al [20]
studied the orientational relationships between vapor-deposited Sn islands
and cleavage steps on a {100} KCl substrate. The cleavage steps studied
were not parallel to the <100> direction or other prominent crystallographic
directions of the substrate. They observed that islands formed on the flat
portion of the substrate have the following {100) epitaxial relationship
(0 1 0)Sn // (00 1)KCl and [1 00]Sn // [100] or [0101 KCL. However, islands
formed in contact with a step were found to be graphoepitaxially aligned
with respect to the step, ie. (010)Sn // (001)KCl and [100]Sn // [step
direction] instead of [100]KC1. Furthermore, coalescence between an island
that is epitaxial with respect to the substrate and an island located at a
step results in a compound island that is graphoepitaxially oriented with
respect to the step. This occurs as long as the size of the island in contact
with the wall is larger than the coalescing island on the flat region. This
means that the interaction between the Sn deposit and the step walls was
so great that it superceded the {100} epitaxy. Their results are represented
schematically in Fig. 2. Particle C is a Sn crystal with a normal {100)
epitaxy. This configuration minimimizes the interfacial energy between Sn
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Fig. 2 Schematic representation of growth of Sn
crystals at a cleaveage step on a (100}
KC1 substrate.
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and KCl. However, if a {100}-epitaxially-aligned Sn particle would be
located at a step wall (particle B), it would lose two {100) planes ( in Sn,
{ 100} planes have the minimum surface energy) and have another higher
index plane in contact with the wall. It may then be energetically more
favorable for the particle to align itself graphoepitaxially with respect to
the wall (particle A). This is a clear demonstration that interfacial energy
minimization is an important factor in determining the degree of
graphoepitaxy in a particular overgrowth/substrate system. It is expected
that the same process will strongly influence graphoepitaxial alignment in
secondary grain growth as well.
2.2.2 Laser and Strip-Heater Recrystallization
Gat et al [3] and Fan and Zeiger [41 showed that fine-grained
polycrystalline Si over Si0 2 could be recrystallized to large-grained
material by scanning the film through a focussed laser beam. (In accord with
current usage, the term "recrystallization" is generalized from its
traditional meaning of solid state nucleation and growth to include the
process of melting followed by solidification.) Experiments on
graphoepitaxy by laser recrystallization were done on films of amorphous Si
deposited over Si0 2 surface-relief gratings of 3.6 ym period [2 1-231. The
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films were recrystallized by scanning them through a CW Ar-ion laser beam.
RHEED patterns indicated that Si <100> directions were predominantly
perpendicular to the substrate surface and parallel to the grating axis. It
was later shown that recrystallization could also be carried out using a
stationary strip heater oven [5,6].
In the case of laser recrystallization, it was found that a native oxide
layer was necessary for orientation to occur. The thin oxide layer ( < 0.l1pgm)
was formed in the presence of an 02- containing ambient gas. Similarly, in
strip-heater recrystallization, orientation requires a SiO2- encapsulation
layer over the Si. No orientation was observed if the Si was fully molten.
A model based on partial melting has been developed to explain the
above observations [24,25]. When an encapsulated (with Si0 2 ) Si film on an
Si0 2 substrate is heated by irradiation, there is a range of incident radiant
power density over which the Si is partially molten. This has been
attributed to the abrupt increase in reflectivity that accompanies the
melting of Si ( a semiconductor-to-metal transition) [26,271. The power
density required to maintain a pool of fully-molted Si is thus higher than
the power density required to reach the threshold for melting solid Si. For a
fixed power density between these two extremes, a fixed fraction of Si
exists as stable solid crystallites within the melt [25-291. The solid
crystallites have a predominant (100) texture [25,30].
Over a surface-relief grating, crystallites with (100) texture also
have a preferential <100> orientation parallel to the grating axis. These act
as seeds during subsequent solidification of the molten material. The final
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film orientation is thus determined by the orientation of the seed crystals.
Other than providing a template for preferential retention of oriented seed
crystals, the surface-relief grating has no additional influence on
orientation. This mechanism of orientation corresponds to approach (4).
2.2.3 Solid State Grain Growth
Grain enlargement via secondary grain growth is reviewed in Ref. [311.
A driving force for grain growth due to surface energy anisotropy between
adjacent grains should become significant in thin films where the
surface-to-volume ratio is large. The fact that large grains with uniform
texture could, in principle, be formed'in a thin film of any material ( given
sufficient surface energy anisotropy and grain boundary mobility) makes
this approach (5) ideally suited for obtaining graphoepitaxy. The first
demonstration of graphoepitaxy via solid state secondary grain growth was
by Yonehara et al [32], using thin Ge films on 0.2pm-period gratings in Si0 2
This approach will be described in detail in the following chapter.
Past experiments relevant to the background and understanding of the
current study will also be presented there. Here, solid state grain growth is
discussed in the context of a comparison with other approaches to
graphoepi taxy.
As mentioned earlier, approach (2) requires relief structures to have
a sharpness of definition within the same order of magnitude as the critical
radii (< 10). This could be realized in natural cleavage steps of
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single-crystal substrates but is not yet possible in artificially fabricated
relief structures. Approach (3) has some potential, especially coupled with
some form of annealing. The key factor here is the mobility of solid islands
in the reorientation process during coalescence. As will be be dicussed in
Chapter 9, ion bombardment of a growing film could lead to enhanced
diffusivity. Parallel approaches (eg. evaporation onto a grating in the
presence of ion bombardment) is an approach worth investigating. This,
however, was not pursued, pending a more detailed understanding of the
interaction of ion beams with solid surfaces. The principles involved in
oscillatory deposition (approach 4) are sound, but proved to be rather
difficult to implement [33]. Precise control of thermal cycling is necessary
to create preferential but not excessive etch-back, as well as to optimize
supersaturation. Approach (4) has also evolved into the technique of ZMR, or
zone melting recrystallization (an excellent review is given in Ref.[16]). A
host of techniques such as planar constrictions [341 and subboundary
entrainment [351 have been developed to refine various aspects of film
quality. ZMR, however, is confined to applications where high temperatures
are tolerable. In contrast, approach (5) involves a low temperature,
non-melting process. As mentioned earlier, it also has the attractive
feature of being applicable to any material that can be deposited
stoichiometrically in thin film form. Assuming that an oriented film can be
formed, the film thickness could then be increased, if desired, by
conventional means of epitaxial film growth such as MOE or CVD. Therefore,
approach (5), which is strictly based on interfacial phenomena, remains the
most generally applicable method to achieve low temperature graphoepitaxy.
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3. GENERAL CONCEPTS OF GRAIN GROWTH
This section presents some of the current understanding of migration
of high angle grain boundaries - the elementary process responsible for
grain growth. The first part summarizes the phenomena of recovery,
recrystallization and grain growth in bulk metals. Although some of these
processes are not encountered in the present work, they nevertheless
provide a starting point for discussion and lend continuity between the
present work and classical bulk metallurgy. Furthermore, classification of
terminology is important to avoid confusion between similar processes
which have been given different names by different investigators.
The second part presents the subject of grain boundary migration. The
phenomenological approach to migration rate is first discussed and a clear
distinction is made between the two fundamental governing factors of grain
growth : driving force and mobility. These are then discussed separately.
Other theories dealing with specific aspects of grain boundary migration are
then reviewed. Since the current study is on a thin film system, some of the
early experiments and models on free surface effects are also presented.
One must note that the subject of recovery, recrystallization and
grain growth is a vast and extensive one, and has been the focus of many
decades of intensive research. An in-depth review of these subjects can be
found in references [36-381. The aim of this section is to select and
introduce those concepts relevant to the understanding of surface-
-energy-driven secondary grain growth as well as the interpretation of
experimental observations presented later.
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3.1 RECOVERY, RECRYSTALLIZATION AND GRAIN GROWTH IN METALS
We define microstructure as all types, number and distribution of
lattice defects in a material. These include line defects such as
dislocations, planar defects such as grain boundaries and stacking faults,
and point defects such as lattice vacancies and interstitials. The stability
of a microstructure is dictated by kinetic considerations rather than the
criterion of thermodynamic equilibrium. This is because an energy barrier,
known as the activation energy, must be overcome before a state of lower
free energy can be attained. Thus, a microstructure can be metastable even
though it is not in equilibrium. Accordingly, a disturbance of the stability
will lead to changes in the microstructure. This disturbance, or instability,
can be due to a variety of sources such as strain energy, interfacial free
energy or chemical free energy.
The phenomena of recovery, recrystallization and grain growth are
examples of the response of a microstructure to the instability arising
from cold word and interfacial energies.
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3.1.1 Recovery
When a metal is subjected to plastic deformation by cold work, most
of the work done is converted into heat, but the remainder of this energy is
stored in the metal. This energy is stored in the form of elastic strain
energy and lattice imperfections which could either be point defects,
dislocations, or planar defects.
Whenever the kinetic conditions are favorable, a cold-worked metal
transforms in the direction of the unworked or annealed state, the stored
energy providing the driving force for the processes involved. The first
distinction to be made is between the processes of recovery and
recrystallization. The term recovery includes all changes which do not
involve the migration of high angle grain boundaries. The deformed crystal
or polycrystalline structure thus retains its identity, while the density of
defects and their distribution changes. In recrystallization, the crystal
orientation of any region in the deformed material is altered by the passage
of migrating grain boundaries.
The kinetics of recovery have been reviewed by Bever [391 who
pointed out that any simple formulation of the recovery rate is at best an
approximation. If we denote x as the value of some property in the
cold-worked state, the rate of decay of x can be expressed as
ax/at = -cc x (3-1)
where c represents the probability that one imperfection disappears in unit
time and is expressed by the relation
c = A exp (-E/kT) (3-2)
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where E is an activation energy, k is Boltzmann's constant and A is another
constant. Putting (3-1) and (3-2) together and integrating gives
In (x / x) = -K exp (-E/kT) t (3-3)
if E is not a function of x. At constant T, this reduces to
in (x / x) = C t (3-4)
where C is a constant.
It has been found experimentally that several activation energies
apply within the recovery range of a single specimen, implying that
different mechanisms predominate in different parts of the range. The
mechanisms by which stored energy is annealed out could be classified as
recovery involving point defects (lowest activation energy), linear defects,
and planar defects (highest activation energy). The annealing process
usually involves movements of defects, for example, migration to sinks,
mutual annihilation, or rearrangements into stable configurations, all of
which reduce the stored energy without grain boundary migration.
3.1.2 Recrystallization
Reduction of stored energy with grain boundary migration is termed
recrystallization. This involves the nucleation of new, strain-free grains in
the deformed material which then grow until all the latter is consumed. The
basis of recrystallization is the annihilation of defects generated during
plastic deformation by migrating high angle boundaries which act as sinks
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for such defects.
The kinetics of recrystallization is usually represented by the
relationship (shown in Fig. 3) between the fraction recrystallized and the
time of isothermal anneal. This behavior is the resulf of the competing
processes of nucleation and growth. Most experimental data have been
shown to conform to an expression
X = 1 - exp (- B tk) (3-5)
where X is the volume fraction recrystallized, t is time, and B and k are
constants. The above equation, known as the Johnson-Mehl-Avrami equation,
will be used in a subsequent analysis of secondary grain growth. Values of k
are most commonly in the range of 1 to 2 . A low value of k implies one or
two-dimensional recrystallization, i.e., new grains growing in the form of
rods or platelets.
One basic characteristic that distinguishes recrystallization from
other processes is that of nucleation as a precursor to growth. Three
principal models have been advanced to account for the 'nucleation'
mechanism. These are (i) classical nucleation [401; (ii) subgrain formation
[411; and (iii) strain-induced 'bulge nucleation' [42,43]. All these models
predict that local lattice misorientations are a necessary and sufficient
condition for nucleation. The larger the magnitude of the strain gradient, the
greater is the number of nuclei that can be formed. High macroscopic strains
which do not involve local lattice curvature are not expected to give rise to
recrystallization nuclei on annealing.
Another feature of recrystallization is the resultant preferred
orientation of recrystallized grains , so called recrystallization texture.
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Fig. 3 Relationship between fraction recrystallized
and time of isothermal anneal.
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This texture could be a result of either oriented nucleation (recrystalli-
zation nucleii having a preferred orientation), or oriented growth (a higher
growth rate for grains with a specific orientation relative to the deformed
matrix). Both of these theories have found support in the literature.
3.1.3 Normal Grain Growth
Even if the stored energy of deformation has been dissipated via
recovery and recrystallization, there is an additional free energy associated
with the grain boundaries. The resultant process of grain growth is a
tendency for the system to minimize the total grain boundary area, and thus,
grain boundary energy. Grain growth, like recrystallization, involves the
migration of grain boundaries. The major difference lies in the driving force
- the former being driven by grain boundary energy and the latter by stored
energy. Another difference is that grain growth, unlike recrystallization,
does not involve a nucleation event. As will be shown in the next section,
the total driving force for grain boundary migration in grain growth is much
smaller that that in recrystallization. Thus, grain growth is expected to
occur more slowly, or at higher temperatures, than recrystallization.
Normal grain growth can best be understood by considering a thin
section in which the thickness is much less than the average grain diameter,
so that all grain boundaries remain normal to the surface (Fig. 4). If we
assume a random distribution of grain boundary types (discussed in 3.2.3),
then boundaries should, on the average, intersect at 1200. This means that
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Fig.4 Grain shape distribution in a
two-dimensional sheet.
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only six-sided grains will be able to have straight sides, and all others will
be curved. Grains with less then six sides will bulge outwards and those
with more than six sides will bulge inwards. For a given grain size and
shape distribution, the mean radius of curvature r will be PD where D is the
mean grain diameter and p will depend on the dispersion in grain size.
Across a curved boundary, there will be a difference in chemical
potential per atom of
Ay = dgb gb PD (3-6)
where 0 is the atomic volume and Zgb is the grain boundary energy per unit
area. This chemical potential difference gives rise to a driving force for
boundary migration which acts toward the center of curvature. Thus, grains
with concave boundaries will tend to expand and grains with convex
boundaries will tend to shrink.
Normal grain growth as a result of this driving force generally
follows the expression
D = k tn (3-7)
where k is a constant, t is time and n is known as the growth exponent.
Theoretically, an ideal n corresponds to 1/2. For future comparisons,
several important features of normal grain grwoth should be noted. Firstly,
during normal grain growth, the grain size distribution always remains
monomodal. Secondly, normal grain growth is not expected to give rise to
any texture development. Thirdly, normal grain growth in a thin sheet is
expected to stop when grain sizes are on the order of the sheet thickness.
This last aspect is called the specimen thickness effect and will be
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discussed more fully in 3.2.4
3.1.4 Secondary and Tertiary Recrystallization : Terminology
In the literature, secondary recrystallization refers to preferential
grain boundary migration for a minority of boundaries, so that a few grains
grow very large at the expense of all the rest. This process of growth gives
rise to a bimodal grain size distribution, in contrast to the monomodal
distribution of normal grain growth mentioned above. Alternative terms for
secondary recrystallization are coarsening, abnormal grain growth and
exaggerated grain growth. Secondary recrystallization is generally
attributed to these causes : () a dispersed second phase; and (ii) texture
inhibition. A dispersed second phase can be shown to inhibit normal grain
growth (see 3.2.2). Dissolution of the second phase particles in certain
boundaries will result in the rapid growth of these grains. Normal grain
growth can also be inhibited in a material with a sharp annealing texture
because boundaries with low average misorientation generally have low
boundary energy as well as low boundary mobility. Rogue grains with
different orientations can thus continue to grow to very large sizes. The
grain size distribution in the final state of secondary recrystallization is
also monomodal, but with a larger average grain size.
Often, during secondary recrystallization, it is possible to favor the
growth of grains with specific orientations by changing the impurities in
the atmosphere. For example, Walter and Dunn [44] have shown that either a
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(100) or (110) texture could be induced in Fe-3%Si by choosing the
appropriate ambient to influence the surface energy. This has been called
tertiary recrystallization.
The terms 'nucleation' and growth have often been used in discussing
secondary and tertiary recrystallization, the 'nuclei' being certain favored
grains within the matrix ('primary recrystallization' in the literature is
equivalent to 'recrystallization' in 3.1.2). In actuality, no nucleation event
takes place in secondary recrystallization in the sense that no new grains
with new orientations are formed. Secondary and tertiary recrystallization
involve only the migration of grain boundaries and thus, the term
recrystallization', which does imply nucleation and growth, is deemed
inappropriate. They should, instead, be categorized under grain growth. The
following classification will hopefully clarify the terminology.
(1) Recrystallization refers to a necessary first stage of nucleation
of new grains followed by grain boundary migration driven by stored energy.
The prefixes 'primary' or 'secondary' are unnecessary because only one
process fits the definition. (Recrystallization can also refer to melting and
resol i di f i cati on).
(2) Grain growth refers to grain boundary migration without any
nucleation event. The nature of the driving force for boundary migration is
specified independently as a prefix. Thus, 'normal' grain growth,
'surface-energy-driven' grain growth and 'strain-energy-driven' grain
growth would refer to grain boundary energy, surface energy, and strain
energy as driving forces, respectively.
(3) 'Primary' or 'secondary' will serve as prefixes referring to the
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grain size distribution prior to the completion of the process. 'Primary'
would refer to a monomodal distribution while 'secondary' refers to a
bimodal distribution. The absence of a prefix would mean a monomodal
distribution. For the sake of convenience, the terms 'normal grains' and
'primary grains' are sometimes used interchangeably.
Thus, secondary recrystallization as described in [371 should be called
secondary grain growth and tertiary recrystallization should be called
surface-energy-driven secondary grain growth. In this thesis the term
surface energy driven secondary grain growth (SEDSGG) will be used. This
term refers to the migration of grain boundaries driven at least in part by
surface energy, giving rise to a bimodal grain size distribution.
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3.2 GRAIN BOUNDARY MIGRATION
In this section, the physical process of grain boundary migration is
examined. A phenomenological approach is first prsented to clarify the
concepts of driving force and mobility. The variety of driving forces and
their magnitudes are then given. Factors which influence grain boundary
mobility are reviewed next. This is followed by a discussion of some current
theories on grain boundary migration and free surface effects. Emphasis is
placed on material relevant to subsequent discussions.
3.2.1 Single Process Model [451
Many experiments have shown that grain boundary migration is a
thermally activated process. Therefore, it seems reasonable to derive an
expression for the boundary migration rate based on absolute reaction rate
theory. Figure 5 gives an elementary conception of a grain boundary in an
energy-distance diagram. The grain boundary separates two grains (I and II)
which differ in Gibbs free energy by an amount AF. A boundary will migrate
in the direction of grain II when more atoms jump from II to I (jump
frequency r 2 ) than in the opposite direction (jump frequency P,). The
boundary velocity v can be expressed as
v = - X ( P, - P2 ) (3-B)
where a is an atomic distance. In the case where atoms jump independently
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Fig. 5 Free energy along a direction normal to the
boundary plane : single process model.
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'I,
from each other with the same vibrational frequency 2), then
1- f2 = r49 exp (- AFa / RT ) [ exp (-AF / RT ) - 1 ] (3-9)
where rl is a geometrical factor of the order of 1, R is the universal gas
constant, T is the absolute temperature, and AFa is the activation energy per
gram-atom for the jump of one atom from II to 1. Generally, for metals
during grain growth, AF / RT << 1, and thus the migration rate can be
expressed as :
V = rl(x D / RT) [exp ( -AFa / RT) I AF (3-10)
The term AF can be taken as the driving force which is acting on the
grain boundary. Then, the expression :
m = rL (2)/RT) [ exp (-AFa / RT) 1 (3-11)
has the character of a mobility, which represents a property of the boundary
itself. AFa is referred to as the activation energy for grain boundary
migration. The migration rate can thus be represented by
v = m AF (3-12)
According to the absolute reaction rate theory, difusion coefficients
can be written as
D = rX 2 ) exp ( -AF*/RT) (3-13)
where AF* is an activation energy characteristic of the migration
mechanism. Thus, the diffusion coefficient and mobility are related by
m = D / XRT (3-14)
which is also known as the Nernst-Einstein relation. Using this formulation
the migration rate can also be written as
v = ( D / XRT ) AF (3-15)
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It has been suggested that D may be the diffusion coefficient for grain
boundary self-diffusion [45,46].
The simple single process model gives a linear dependence of the
migration rate on the driving force. Since it has been assumed that all
atoms have the same jump frequency and always finds a vacant site on the
adjoining grain surface, the migration rate obtained represents a maximum
possible value. This model does not predict any variation of migration rate
with the misorientation of the two grains. To explain the experimentally
confirmed anisotropy of migration rate with grain misorientation, the model
has to be improved to include the structural details of the boundary.
More recent theories on the mechanism of boundary migration can be
found in [47]. These theories take into account certain structural details of
the boundary. They essentially ascribe boundary migration to a step
propagation and dislocation climb process. However, the rate limiting step
in these models (i.e. dislocation climb) is somewhat indistinguishable from
that of the single atom process. We therefore choose to work with the
single atom model for its simplicity.
The single atom model accomplishes one important task: the
separation of the migration rate into the components of driving force and
mobility (or diffusivity). The mobility is an intrinsic property of the
boundary and is characterized by an activation energy. The activation energy
is directly related to the basic mechanism of grain boundary migration, and
its value can offer valuable clues to the rate-limiting step of the process.
The pre-exponential in the mobility term is a more complicated function and
is usually related to the concentration of physical entities, such as
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vacancies, which, presumably, are active participants in the boundary
migration process.
The driving force, on the other hand, refers to the lowering of the free
energy of the system as a result of boundary migration. It may or may not be
dependent on the nature of the boundary. Different sources of driving forces
are described in the next section.
3.2.2 Driving Forces [36]
(1) Stored Energy from Cold Work
Stored energy resulting from cold work is responsible for recrysta-
llization. It is localized almost entirely in the stress fields around
dislocations formed during cold work. The line energy of a dislocation is
about Gb2, where G is the shear modulus and b the Burgers vector. Denoting
the dislocation density by N, the driving force in a deformed matrix is given
by
AF1 = N G b2  (3-16)
(2) Grain Boundary Energy
Migration of a grain boundary toward its center of curvature results
in a decrease of grain boundary area, and thus total grain boundary energy.
The magnitude of this driving force depends on grain boundary energy per
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unit area dgb and on the radius of curvature of the grain boundary r:
(3-17)AF 2 = P gb/r
where p is a shape factor.
(3) Surface Energy
Driving force due to surface energy arises from surface energy
ani-sotropy between grains of different orientations. A net reduction of free
energy will result from the growth of a grain with an orientation that
minimizes free energy. If we denote AZ as 3 min- i i.e., the difference
between the minimum surface energy and the average surface energy, and h
the thickness of the material, then
AF3 = 2 63 / h (3-16)
(4) Magnetic Energy
When a uniform magnetic field H is applied to a polycrystal
anisotropic in magnetic susceptibility, the difference in specific magnetic
energy between two crystals will represent a driving force given by
AF4 = 1/2 H2 ( kH 1 _ H2 ) (3-19)
where kH I and kH 2 are the susceptibility of crystal 1 and 2 respectively
along the field.
(5) Elastic Energy
Similarly, application of stress to a substance anisotropic in elastic
constants will give rise to a driving force
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AF5 = ( C2 /2) ( 1/El - 1/E 2 )
where Cr is the applied stress and El and E2 are the elastic moduli of the
adjacent grains.
While the above driving forces favor boundary migration, other forces
tend to oppose it. These are called dragging forces and should be taken into
account in evaluating migration rates.
(6) Second Phase Particles
Second phase particles present at or near grain boundaries would
impede grain boundary motion by exerting the so-called 'Zener drag' whose
magnitude (for spherical particles) is given by
- AF6 = (4 Ugb f) / di (3-21)
where Ugb is the interfagial energy and f and di are the volume fraction and
average diameter of the second phase inclusions respectively. The negative
sign denotes a dragging force.
(7) Surface Grooves
Where a grain boundary intersects the free surface, a groove is
formed. If the boundary moves out of the groove, it must increase its area,
producing a dragging force
F7 = gb2 / h 9 (3-22)
assuming similar average surface energy U for adjacent grains. The case
with different surface energies will be examined in (3.2.4).
Table I summarizes these driving forces and dragging forces as well
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(3-20)
as their approximate magnitudes.
3.2.3 Grain Boundary Mobility
Grain boundary mobility can be strongly influenced by temperature,
grain boundary structure, and the presence of solutes. A recent extensive
account of these factors is given by Smith et al [48]. The main observations
will be stated here.
(a) Certain grain misorientations are characterized by a maximum in
mobility but the rotations corresponding to the maxima may vary with
crystal structure.
(b) For a given misorientation, the mobility may vary according to the
orientation of the grain boundary plane relative to the rotation axis.
(c) From single boundary experiments, the mobility of coincidence
site lattice (CSL)-related boundaries is greater than that of randomly
oriented bounaries at low driving forces and in the presence of solutes. This
differentiation disappears both at low solute concentrations and in the
presence of high solute concentrations and high driving forces. No
consistent explanation has yet been offerred.
(d) It is generally observed that coherent twins and low angle
boundaries have low boundary energies and low mobilities.
It is clear that a thorough understanding of grain boundary mobility
must await more detailed knowledge of the structure of the boundary itself,
and especially, how the migration process depends on the structure, both in
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TABLE I : Driving Forces for Grain Growth
Driving Force
1) stored energy
of cold work
2) grain boundary
energy
3) surface energy
4) magnetic energy
5) elastic energy
6) second phase
particles
E.guati on
NGb 2
2?gb/r
2AU /h
0 2 /2(1/E, -1/E 2 )
-4 Ugbf/d
Approximate Values
N ~ 1011/cm 2
Gb2 z 10-3 erg/cm
gb z 500 erg/cm2
r ~10-5 cm
100 erg/cm2
h O 10-5 cm
material : Bi
H 11.9 x 104 G
1 o dyne/cm 2
E z 1012 dyne/cm 2
"gb z 500 erg/cm2
f z 0.01
di
Magnitude
(dyne/cm2)
10 e
108
107
104
104
107
10-6 cm
7) surface
- dgb2/hU
grooves
Ugb 500 erg/cm2
U =1000 erg/cm2
h 10-5 cm.
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the presence and absence of solutes. A generally accepted model is not yet
available. For non-special high angle boundaries in the absence of solutes,
which are the kind generally encountered in the current study, it is
reasonable to assume that grain boundary mobilities do not.vary by a
significant amount from grain to grain.
3.2.4 Theories of Grain Boundary Migration
The following theories of grain boundary migration are refinements of
the single process model (3.2.1). The first one takes into account the
presence of impurity drag, while the second makes use of a simplified
boundary structure.
(1) jmpurityDrag Theory
Unlike second phase particles which represent a velocity-
independent drag term in the driving force, impurity atoms generate a
dragging force which is dependent on the boundary velocity. This is because
impurity atoms may travel in the lattice with a boundary.
This problem has been treated rigorously by Lucke and Stuwe [49] and
by Cahn [50]. A recent review of the various approaches used could be found
in [511. The model put forth by Lucke et al. predicts the following expression
relating boundary velocity v to the driving force &F
AF = .X>v + ( oc CV / 1 + p2 V2) (3-23)
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where x is the reciprocal of the boundary mobility, C is the bulk impurity
concentration, and c and p are parameters dependent on solute-boundary
interaction. This relationship is shown in Fig. 6. Two extreme cases are
examined.
If the velocity of the boundary is appreciably less than the drift
velocity of the impurity atoms in the boundary, ie. v << 1/p, then (3-23)
simplifies to
AF= Xv + ccC v
or
v = AF / ( X+ cC) (3-24)
This low velocity is attainable either by a low driving force or a high
impurity content. In this case 1/v should be a linear function of C, and the
activation energy will be close to the activation energy for impurity
diffusion in the boundary region.
If the velocity of the boundary is much greater than the drift velocity
of the impurity atoms, ie. v >> /p, then
v = AF/X - (c/ p2) (C / AF) (3-25)
For low C or high AF, the second term is negligible so that the
equation reduces to the one for pure boundaries, (3-12).
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(2) Improved Single Process Model
The model given here is a simplified presentation of Gleiter's theory
[521 which takes into accout some aspects of grain boundary structure.
Fig. 7 is an energy-distance diagram for a boundary with finite
thickness a. Referring to the diagram, z, and z,, represent the number of
atoms per cm 2 at the surfaces of grain and matrix, respectively, capable of
jumping; z, and z,,, are the number of atoms per cm 2 at each side of the
boundary; and c, and cH are the number of vacant sites in grain and matrix,
respectively. c. is the number of vacancies in the boundary interior.
The partial fluxes are expressed (assuming equal vibrational
frequencies D)) as:
j=a az 8 B c1 exp(-Agb/RT) - a) zI c. exp -(Ag+Agl 1 /RT) (3-26)
j = l2 D cB zH exp(-Ag,,/RT) - a2 b) zB11 c11 exp (-Agb/RT) (3-27)
jB= D/a ( z, -Z, / a) (3-28)
D is the diffusion coefficient for the transport of atoms across the
boundary and can be expressed by
D = a4 ) cB ex ( -AgB / RT ) (3-29)
Recalling that Ag << RT and using the equation of continuity at steady
state, j, =jII =j, =v a3 , the migration rate can be expressed as
(a6 /a) (z /c1) (Ag/RT) D c. 2 exp (-Ag,,/RT)
V = (3-3.0)
1 + (a cB/ a) (0 /c 1/C)
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In the two limiting cases, the rate-controlling process may be the
transport of atoms through the boundary or the emission of atoms from one
grain and their incorporation into the other.
The above expression retains the basic features of equation (3-12):
the separation of migration velocity into its components of driving force
and mobility. However, the pre-exponential term in the mobility includes
some structural details of the boundary. One important point to be noted is
that migration velocity depends on the concentration of vacancies both in
the lattice (c and c) as well as in the boundary (c.). This theory predicts
that vacancies, unlike solute atoms or inclusions, may enhance grain
boundary mobility.
This could be understood in terms of the atomistic step mechanism of
boundary migration [52]. The surface of a high angle boundary is represented
by a high density of ledge structures and related step features. Migration of
a boundary occurs by the emission of atoms from steps associated with the
surface of the grain being consumed and the absorptive transfer of the same
atoms at the steps of the growing grain. Any vacancy absorption into the
boundary will make the interface phase more mobile by permitting a more
flexible structural arrangement within which the atomic transfer necessary
for migration can take place more easily.
The concept of vancancy-enhanced grain boundary mobility has been
indirectly demonstrated by several experiments. In a study of recrysta-
llization of Cu, Mengelberg et al [53] showed that the recrystallization
temperature was strongly reduced when the metal was deformed at liquid
nitrogen temperature instead of at room temperature. An increased boundary
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mobility due to high vacancy concentrations has also been associated with
the rapid recovery and recrystallization in shock-loaded materials [54] as
well as in irradiated Cu [55]. Vandermeer [561 has observed a migration rate
which decreased strongly with time in isothermal recrystallization of high
purity aluminium. A transition from an initially rapid to a lower migration
rate was also shown in the investigation of Feller-Kniepmeier et al [571 on
the growth of nuclei in high purity Cu. All these observations can be
explained qualitatively in terms of an increased grain boundary mobility
with increased vacancy concentration in the matrix. Conversely, a decrease
in grain boundary mobility could be due to a reduction in vacancy
concentration through the process of boundary migration.
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3.2.5 Free Surface Effects
In wires, it has often been observed that grain growth stops when the
grain size coincides with the diamter of the wire. The boundaries straighten
across the wire and an equilibrium position is reached. It was first reported
by Beck [581 that grain growth also ceases to occur in sheets when the grain
size is on the order of the sheet thickness. The investigators have called
this phenomenon the specimen thickness effect. Several possible causes for
this effect have been proposed.
(1) The termination of growh has been attributed to a sudden
reduction in curvature when grains of a sheet span its thickness [591. The
boundaries lose the double curvature characteristic of a three-dimensional
structure retaining only a single curvature in the plane of the sheet. This,
however, would only decrease the driving force and thus the growth rate by
a factor of ~2, whereas a virtual cessation of growth is observed in the
specimen thickness effect. Furthermore, a two-dimensional stabililization
would only occur if all grains in a sheet have six sides (straight
boundaries), which is certainly not so for the samples in question. Thus,
loss of curvature alone is insufficient to explain the effect.
(2) Thermal grooving occurs at the intersection of a grain boundary
with a free surface during a high temperature anneal. The driving force for
grooving is the tendency of the boundary to shrink in order to reduce its
area, and hence, free energy. The equilibrium groove angle, as illustrated in
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Fig. Be, is given by:
sin Z = 3b / 2 (3-31)
where b nd 9 ere the grain boundary energy and surface energy
respectively. Mullins [601 considered the catenoid (Fig.6b) es the equlibrium
shape of a grain which extends through the film thickness. The catenoid
possesses two redii of curvature, r and r2 , and the boundary normel to the
plene intersects the surface et en engle 9P determined by the ratio of the
sheet thickness h to the radius of curvature in the plane r.I f < = 3 the
boundary will be trapped by the groove. This gives the relation
r, >= h / 2 Z (3-32)
For 9 = 3 gb , this gives a limiting grain size of about 3h, which is
in agreement with the observations of Beck et el [581.
The above enelysis is based on grains with equel surface energies. For
the case of two adjacent grains with unequel surface energies, Mullins [60]
has shown that the picture is somewhat different. The most importent
result is that unequal surface energies make it possible to have steady
state solutions of arbitrary velocity even for cases where the boundary is
dragged along behind. This is equivalent to a shift in the angular
relationships et the groove root such that a boundary would not be trapped
et the groove if the surface energy differences are et least several
percent.Theoretically, thermal grooving is not expected to interfere with
surface-energy-driven secondery grain growth in a thin film. However, so
long es the groove engle is non zero, surface grooving should, from a
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Fig. 8 (a) Schematic representation of a surface groove.
(b) Equilibrium catenoidal shape of a columnar grain.
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practical standpoint, introduce a certain degree of resistance to boundary
motion.
(3) In the two analyses above, the specimen thickness effect is
attributed to a reduction in driving force. A reduction of boundary migration
rate can also be due to a decrease in grain boundary mobility. The discussion
in (3.2.4) indicated that a decrease in boundary mobility can be caused by a
reduction in vacancy concentration. Mullins [61] first discussed this
possibility by assuming that a boundary must have an excess concentration
of vacancies in order to have the good mobility ordinarily observed in grain
growh. When grain growth has proceeded to the point where grain sizes span
the thickness of the film, boundaries would act as easy paths for
transferring vacancies from the interior sources to the free surfaces, which
could be thought of as an infinite sink for vacancies. When the excess
vacancy supply was exhausted, and the diffusion had cleared the boundaries'
excess vacancies to the surface, low equilibrium mobility would result, and
thus, the specimen thickness effect.
In der Schmitten et al. [62], in an experiment using deformed Al
specimens with various diameters, have shown that the migration rate
varies steeply with sample diameter. Their theory predicts that boundary
velocity increases with the concentration of excess vacancies derived from
unit volume of swept matrix. This was expected to occur only if the
diffusion length of vacancies in the boundary would be less than a certain
critical sample radius.
Further support of the role of vacancies in the specimen thickness
effect came from attempts to observe recrystallization of thin metal films
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in-situ in an electron microscope [631. In a massive form, heavily rolled
zone-refined Al recrystallizes below room temperature. However, as a thin
film, recrystallization of the same material is severely restricted to film
regions which exceed 1500% in thickness. Below this thickness, even nuclei
which were previously formed by brief annealing before thinning would not
grow. The most straightforward explanation is that the boundaries present,
as well as the unconsumed cold-worked matrix, are both entirely drained of
excess vacancies by diffusion to the adjacent free surfaces.
From the above examples, it is clear that the effect of vacancy
outdiffusion or exhaustion on boundary mobility has to be considered in an
analysis of grain growth in thin films.
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4. GRAIN GROWTH IN THIN FILMS
In this chapter, the general concepts introduced in the previous
sections are examined for a thin film system. We begin with a review of the
basic processes occurring during thin film formation and follow with a
discussion of intrinsic and thermal stresses in thin films and how these can
affect grain growth. Finally, surface-energy-driven secondary grain growth
is discussed and a model presented.
4.1 GENERAL FEATURES OF THIN FILM GROWTH
The general features of film formation are similar for a great variety
of substrate-deposit combinations and deposition techniques, with the
exception of monolayer growth where the substrate-deposit bonding is very
strong. The several distinct stages are usually classified as (i) nucleation;
(ii) growth and coalescence of nuclei; (iii) channel or network stage; and (iv)
the formation of a continuous film by filling in of holes.
Nucleation refers to the formation of a cluster of atoms (critical
nucleus) which is stable against decay and which will accumulate atoms and
grow. The smallest stable cluster could be on the order of I or 2 atoms [641.
Nucleation on a smooth amorphous substrate results in a random distri-
bution of small nuclei with random crystallogrphic orientations . These
nuclei or 'islands' grow in size and eventually touch one another. At this
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point, coalescence takes place, during which the neck between the two
islands is rapidly eliminated and both islands merge as a single compound
island. This behavior has been attributed to a rapid surface migration of
atoms driven by the tendency of the small islands to minimize their surface
energy [65]. Often, during coalescence, grain boundary migration takes place
such that the compound island takes on a single crystallographic
ori entati on.
With further deposition, the islands become elongated and join to
form a continuous network structure in which the deposit material is
separated by long, irregular, narrow channels. Additional nucleation can
occur in these channels. With further growth, these nuclei may be
incorporated into the rest of the film. At the same time, channels are
bridged at some points and fill in rapidly. Once this stage is reached, little
reorientation takes place via boundary migration.
Eventually, most of the channels are filled in leaving small irregular
holes. Finally, these holes are filled in resulting in a structurally continuous
film. Surface irregularities become smoothed out by further deposition and
growth.
Most polycrystalline films deposited on amorphous substrates are
reported to have a 'fiber texture' - a preferred crystallographic orientation
with respect to the substrate. Bauer [66] noted that this could arise from
either an oriented nucleation mechanism or an oriented growth mechanism.
He proposed that preferred orientation at the nucleation stage is
responsible for the deposition texture observed in most vapor-deposited
BCC, FCC and tetragonal metals, as well as the alkali halides on smooth
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amorphous substrates.
The microstructure of the thin film is generally assumed to be
determined once the film becomes continuous. No studies have been made to
investigate whether there are significant changes in the microstructure of a
continuous film with further deposition. The present study with Au shows
that a fifth stage, namely, that of surface-energy-driven secondary grain
growth, can be added to the list of general features of thin film growth.
4.2 STRESS AND GRAIN GROWTH
Vapor-deposited films are generally in a state of high mechanical
stress. For films which have been deposited on substrates at temperatures
above or below ambient temperature, the stress is thought of as consisting
of two parts : reversible and irreversible. Tne reversible part comes from
the differential thermal expansion between film and substrate. It is defined
to be zero when the film and substrate are at the deposition temperature.
The irreversible part, referred to as intrinsic stress, is apparently a
product of the thin film growth process.
The thermal stress can be evaluated using the following expression
(I = (cc - cc/1 - D ) E AT (4-1)
where cr is the thermal stress induced in a film due to temperature change
AT, c , and c . are the thermal expansion coefficients of the film and the
substrate, E and 2 are Young's modulus and Poisson ratio of the film
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respecti vely.
The intrinsic stress has been attribute to various causes. Murbach and
Wilman [67] proposed that intrinsic stress came about as a result of
contraction of the film as it is being deposited. It was assumed that
arriving atoms carry sufficient energy to maintain surface layers at a high
temperature. While this temperature exceeds the recrystallization
temperature of the metal, the film is able to relax to a stress-free state.
When the surface layers cool to the substrate temperature, the stress
develops. It was indeed observed that the average temperature of thin films
during deposition can be considerably higher than the substrate temperature
[68]. This temperature rise is presumably due to the exothermic release of
the heat of condensation as well as radiation heating from the evaporation
source. One of the serious objections to this theory is based on the
observation that the stresses in individual crystallites are a function of
island size [691. Other workers (701 have argued that any heat obtained from
condensation of individual atoms will be dissipated extremely rapidly.
Other studies have related the intrinsic stress to the coalescence of
islands [71] as well as the annealing and constrained shrinkage of
disordered material buried behind the advancing surface of the growing film
[721. Wilcock et al [73] have observed that, for Ag and Au films, the stress in
films thicker than 400X was predominantly thermal in origin. A tensile
intrinsic stress (~10 9 dyne/cm2) was found in films below this thickness,
including island structure films. This intrinsic stress was found to pass
through a maximum value at the thickness at which the last holes became
filled, and stress relief occurred with time immediately after film
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deposition. Their model for the origin of intrinsic stress was based on
evidence that islands in island-structure films consist of many crystallites.
As the film grows, the number of crystallites per island decreases (grain
boundary migration takes place), leading to a volume contraction in the
islands, and hence a tensile stress.
The origin of the intrinsic stress has also been inferred from a
comparison between stress-annealing and resistivity-annealing
characteristics. Stress and resistivity changes which occur at the same
temperature may be traced to the same mechanism. Resistivity annealing
mechanisms of cold-worked materials include vacancy migration,
interstitial migration, vacancy-interstitial annihilation and vacancy
coalescence. Vacancy mechanisms are favored in the room temperature
range on the basis of agreement between estimated and measured activation
energies. Based on stress-annealing experiments, Story and Hoffman [741
considered intrinsic stress to be related to the film density of lattice
imperfections, in particular, vacancies. During stress-annealing of
vapor-deposited Cu films, a large change in stress as well as resistivity
was found at an annealing temperature of about 25 0C. Correlation with
resistivity annealing experiments of cold-worked Cu indicated that a
vacancy mechanism is involved. The change in stress that was measured
corresponded to a volume increase of the material, which could be due to
both vacancy migration to the surface and vacancy coalescence. This points
out two important possibilities which will be discussed later on in this
study : i) the high tensile stress in the as-deposited state of a thin film is
caused by an excess concentration of vacancies; and (ii) stress-relief during
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room temperature annealing is related to vacancy migration to the surface
(or other available sinks, such as grain boundaries) and vacancy
coalescence.
Grain growth is a stress-relaxation mechanism when the film is
under compressive stress, assuming that grain boundaries are less dense
than the bulk material. Although most intrinsic stresses are tensile, a
compressive thermal stress can be induced into a film-substrate couple if
the film's expansivity is higher than that of the substrate, and the couple is
brought to a high temperature. Two cases have been reported for Au films
hillock growth and strain-energy-driven grain growth.
In annealing sputtered Au films (~1jm-thick) on sapphire,
Pennebaker [75] observed the growth of hillocks ( ~3jym diameter and
0.25jym height ) which are composed of grains much larger than the
surrounding grains. Pennebaker deduced that secondary grain growth took
place during hillock formation. The thermal compressive stress introduced
by heating to a temperature of 5700 C is on the order of 5 x 109 dyne/cm2.
This was presumably the driving force for hillock formation as well as
secondary grain growth, both of which are relaxation mechanisms for
compressive stresses.
Vook and Witt [76] have characterized the annealing behavior of thin
Au films deposited on glass near 800K by in-situ X-ray measurements.
Changes in X-ray intensity and line shape were observed to occur in warming
the films to room temperature. These changes were interpreted as resulting
from grain growh, annihilation of large amounts of intrinsic stacking faults
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and twin faults, and the relief of strain. (In the elastic regime, strain and
stress are related by Young's modulus. Strain is used for discussion here, in
accordance with the usage in the reference.) They defined the relative
tendency toward grain growth (Thki) to be the percentage change in the line
area of x-ray diffraction peaks as the films were heated up. In thicker films
( h 2 2700 %), they observed T200 > T 11 . These tendencies for grain growth
were explained on the basis of calculated changes in elastic energy. Because
of differential thermal expansion between film and substrate, the strain
energy Uhki increased when the film was warmed to room temperature. For
Au, U1 11 > U220 > U31 1 > U200 [77]. The energy absorbing mechanism would be
the growth of those grains having the lowest strain energy increase,
namely, {100}, {31 1), {220} and {111), in that order. This explains the
relative tendencies T200 > Ti1 1 in the thicker films. This behavior was less
clear in thinner films and was interpreted to be due to the competing
process of surface energy minimization which favors Ti I > T2 o-
The above observation indicates that grain growth due to
hkl-dependent thermal strain energy can only be expected to operate above a
certain thickness. Below this thickness, surface energy considerations
become more important and may dominate the relative tendencies for grain
growth.
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4.3 SURFACE-ENERGY-DRIVEN SECONDARY GRAIN GROWTH : MODEL
To analyze the rate of. grain boundary migration, we begin with the
following expression
v = m i AF (4-2)
which is a generalized form of equation (3-12). v is the growth rate, m is
the grain boundary mobility and Ii AF is the summation of the individual
driving or dragging force which are relevant to the process. This expression
only assumes the linear dependence of growth rate on driving force and is
independent of the growth mechanism. Boundary mobility, m, is an empirical
parameter representing the thermally activated process of boundary
migration. Even though m in general depends on the specific structure of
individual boundaries, we assume here that m takes on an average value
characteristic of high angle boundaries. The term &F depends on the
particular grain growth process we are considering.
AF for the SEDSGG process in a polycrystalline thin film can be
specified as follows [76]. We consider a film with thickness h which is
composed of columnar normal grains with average widths dn and surface
energies U and a single secondary grain with width d. and surface energy
Umin (Fig. 9). We assume that potential secondary grains have an orientation
which minimizes the surface energy (dmin) associated with the top and
bottom surfaces. This allows definition of the surface energy anisotropy,
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Fig.9 Schematic of surface-energy-driven secondary
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To model the growth of secondary grains, consider a cylindrical
secondary grain of radius r, ( r, = d, /2 ) and thickness h growing into a
uniform matrix characterized by a grain boundary energy per unit volume
Egb , given by :
E gb = N Agb Egb (4-3)
where Nn is the number of normal grains per unit volume, Agb is the grain
boundary area associated with an average grain and 6 a is n average grain
boundary energy per unit area. Consider a region with an in-plane area Tr,2
and thickness h. The energy per unit volume before secondary grain growth
is :
Fi = ( 2-Tfr, 2 U+ Tr,2 h Nn AgbSgb) / Tir8 2 h
After transformation, this region has energy
Ff = (21 rs2 -min + 2f r, h Egb / 2 h
(4-4)
(4-5)
The energy change in this transformation - the driving force - is given by :
AF = Ff - F = - (2A -/ h) - Nn Agbb gb + (2 gb /rs) (4-6)
If we take into account the shape of the normal grains, we can simplify the
above expression to
AF = - ( 2A6/h ) - ( Pgb/r n ) + ( rgb ) (4-7)
where p is the shape factor of normal grains and rn is the normal grain
radius ( rn = dn /2 ). For a matrix of hexagonal normal grains, the shape
factor p = 1.15. We can further simplify this result by assuming that
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secondary grain size is large compared to normal grain size, r, >> rn, and
normal grain size remains constant and equal to the film thickness
(specimen thickness effect, section (3.2.5) ). Under these conditions
AF = - ( 2 A-+ Ugb) / h (4-8)
This is the driving force for SEDSGG. It increases with decreasing film
thickness, illustrating the importance of this term for very thin films. It
also increases with increasing surface energy anisotropy A-6 and grain
boundary energy bdgb . A- is in general a smaller term than .gb. It is,
however, responsible for the selectivity in driving force which promotes
preferential growth of grains with minimum surface enengy orientations.
Inserting equation (4-8) into equation (4-2), we obtain
v = m ( 2 Ad +Ugb) / h (4-9)
Boundary mobility m is related to diffusivity D by
m = D V /XRT (3-14)
where V is the atomic volume, and X is the thickness of the grain boundary.
The diffusivity can further be expressed as
D = Do exp ( - Q / kT ) (4-10)
where D. is a temperature-independent constant, Q is the activation energy
of the diffusion process, and kT has its usual meaning. Equation (4-9) can
thus be expressed as
v = Do V /X RT [ (2At+ Ugb)/ h I exp (-Q/kT) (4-11)
This is the expression that will be used throughout the rest of the
discussion. To include the effects of dragging forces such as surface
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grooving and particle drag, additional terms with negative signs can be
inserted into the driving force term. The activation energy Q represents the
energy barrier that must be overcome to achieve boundary migration. Its
value is thus determined by the rate-limiting mechanism.
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5. EXPERIMENTAL
5.1 MODEL SYSTEM
Since the present study focusses on surface energy effects in grain
growth, a model system should ideally possess surface peoperties which are
relatively insensitive to the environment. In particular, oxygen adsorption
should be kept to a minimum since oxygen is known to have a drastic effect
on the relative surface energies of different hkl-surfaces [79]. In addition
the model system should be chemically inert to minimize undesirable
interactions with other materials in contact, such as the substrate. Other
desired properties include high atomic and grain boundary mobility as well
as appreciable surface energy anisotropy. These latter qualities allow us to
observe the desired effects easily. Based on these considerations, Au was
chosen to be the model system. One additional attractive feature of Au is its
ease of preparation for transmission electron microscopy.
The substrate for the model system should be amorphous (to preclude
epitaxial effects) and smooth and should have a well-characterized
procedure for surface cleaning. Thermally-grown SiO2 suits the above
requirements adequately.
Other relevant physical properties for Au and Si02 will be described
as the need arises. The experimental -- plot for Au could be found in the
work of Winterbottom and Gjostein [801.
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5.2 SAMPLE PREPARATION
Si0 2 is thermally grown by oxidizing a Si wafer in dry 02 atmosphere
at 1 000*C. The thickness of the thermal SiO2 is nominally 1000A. The
oxidized Si wafers are cleaned immediately prior to deposition. The cleaning
procedure involves boiling the wafers in a mixture of NH4 0H : H2 02 : H2 0 in
the ratio 1:1:7 for 15 minutes and subsequent immersion into high purity 16
MQ water. These wafers are further cleaned in a uv-ozone system prior to
loading. Cleanliness of the wafers is judged by the appearance of perfect
interference rings in a steam-nucleation test [81].
Film deposition is carried out using an electron-beam evaporation
system. The Au source is 99.999 % pure. Evaporation is normally done at
room temperature, at a rate of 1 0A/sec. The vacuum before deposition is
always in the range of 10~7 Torr. For experiments which require substrate
cooling, the wafer is mounted on a liquid-nitrogen-cooled copper block. A Ti
evaporation (with the shutter closed) is usually done prior to cooling the
substrate so that residual gases would be gettered by the Ti rather than
being condensed onto the cold substrate.
Samples thus prepared are stored in a N2 -flushed clean box for
further experiments.
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5.3 FABRICATION OF SURFACE-RELIEF STRUCTURES
The relief structures used in this study were generally 2000A-period
square-wave-profile gratings in Si0 2 , etched to a depth of 100-200X. These
were fabricated using X-ray lithography and reactive ion etching [82].
The process of X-ray lithography is illustrated in Fig. 10. Holographic
lithography was used to make an X-ray mask which was then replicated with
the Ck X-ray into PMMA (polymethyl methacrylate) on the substrate of
interest. The PMMA was 1000A-thick, and was spun onto the Si0 2 /Si wafer.
The PMMA was then developed to obtain a series of lines about 1000 % wide.
These PMMA lines were then used as a mask for the reactive ion
etching of SiO2 . The reactive gas used was CHF 3 . Etching was carried out at
a pressure of 10 mTorr and a forward bias of 1 kV. The PMMA was then
stripped from the substrate by jet-spraying and ultrasonic cleaning with
chlorobenzene. The patterned substrate was further cleaned following the
procedure in 5.2. A typical SEM micrograph of an Si0 2 grating is shown in
Fig. 11.
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5.4 TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY (TEM)
Characterization of the microstructure as well as the
crystallographic orientation in thin films was carried out in a JEOL-200CX
TEM operated at 200 kV. Two methods were used for the preparation of thin
films for microscopy : flotation and back-etching. Thin films of Au do not
adhere very well to Si02 substrates. We take advantage of this fact in the
flotation method. By holding a sample (usully 2x2 mm squares) at an
inclined angle and gently immersing it into water, the surface tension of the
water is able to peel and lift off the Au film entirely from its substrate.
The Au film, which is now floating on the water, is then picked up on a Cu
grid. After drying in air, the sample is ready for examination.
For thin films which do not come off their substrates easily by
flotation, a chemical approach has to be used. The sample is gently placed
and left to float on top of a solution of HF:HNO3 , usually in the ratio of 1:4.
The acid undercuts the film, causing the substrate to sink, while the Au film
is left floating. The film is then picked up using a C grid and left to float in
a beaker of distilled water to clean off the acid. A Cu grid is then used to
pick up the film.
In the course of experimenting with different methods to produce thin
films for microscopy, a new back-etching technique was developed. This is
shown in Fig. 12. The sample is placed face down on a glass slide and black
wax (dissolved in trichloroethylene) is used to cover the entire sample
except for a small window, usually 1/2 mm in size. The black wax is then
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Fig.12 Schematic of back-etching technique for
TEM sample preparation.
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hardened by drying in air. Small droplets of acid (HF-HNO3) are then placed
into the window using a capillary tube. The chemical etching of Si, which
involves the formation of gaseous products and bubbling, can be monitored
under an optical microscope (3x). When the etching action has slowed down,
the used droplet of acid is soaked up with a cotton applicator and a fresh
droplet applied. This is continued until the Si has been etched through and a
small membrane could be seen. This is usually quite obvious because of the
difference in reflectivity between Si and SiO2. The sample assembly is then
cleaned in water and the black wax is dissolved away using trichloro-
ethylene. The sample is further cleaned with organic solvents and dried for
examination.
This method is generally applicable for preparing any metallic thin
film sample which is separated from the bulk substrate by a buffer layer of
material which is insoluble in the reagent which etches the substrate. The
size of the membrane prepared in this manner is usually on the order of
several hundred microns.
5.5 MEASUREMENTS
The two measured quantities most frequently used in this study are
grain size and the percentage of transformation. Secondary grains are
defined as those which have a minimum average dimension of five times the
film thickness. Grain size is defined to be the average of the maximum
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in-plane dimension and the maximum perpendicular in-plane dimension.
These measurements were averaged over several hundred grains taken from
several randomly-chosen viewing areas. The percentage of transformation
was measured using an image analyzer.
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6 THIN Au FILMS ON Si0 2
In this chapter, we present the experimental results of grain growth
in thin Au films on Si02 substrates. This chapter is divided into four
sections. The first section describes the phenomenon of room temperature
grain growth in thin Au films. TEM information regarding the microstructure
and crystallography of thin films provides evidence that SEDSGG can take
place during room temperature aging as well as during deposition. Using
selected area electron diffraction and X-ray diffraction, we were able to
deduce that the strong deposition texture in thin Au films is a direct result
of SEDSGG. The possibilities of similar occurrences in other metallic
systems are also discussed. A study of the variation of secondary grain size
with film thickness has shown that the currently available secondary grain
growth model is valid for films which are both continuous and smooth. Next,
the kinetics of grain growth is examined. We discovered a phenomenon which
we call 'grain growth saturation' - referring to the virtual cessation of
grain growth before complete transformation. Possible reasons of
saturation are discussed in Section 6.4. Also, we have compared the grain
growth behavior between a film on a substrate and a free-standing film
which has been floated off and supported on grids. Differences in the
behavior highlight the importance of other factors in controlling grain
growth in thin films.
In Section 6.2, the results of grain growth at elevated
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temperatures are reported. These observations were made solely on
free-standing films, for experimental reasons which will be apparent later.
Emphasis is placed on the kinetics of grain growth and the extraction of the
activation energy parameter. The experimental data are compared with
theoretical models and departures from theory are pointed out. Of particular
interest is the value of the apparent activation energy, which has
traditionally been used as a clue in identifying the rate-limiting mechanism
of any kinetic process.
Section 6.3 describes some auxilliary experiments exploring the
influence of other external factors such as encapsulation and adhesion
layers on grain growth behavior. Another experiment described in this
section is the deposition of Au at liquid nitrogen temperature. The results
of this experiment reinforce some of the conclusions drawn in Section 6.1.
The objective of these experiments was to explore the effects of other
factors, some of which may be potentially useful for controlling secondary
grain growth.
Section 6.4 sums up the observations and presents a general model
of grain growth in thin Au films on SiO2 . The model borrows much from the
earlier models of grain growth but also includes certain factors specific to
vapor-deposited thin films. While it is not implied, nor intended, that the
present model is generally valid for other systems, many of the factors
therein may certainly be applicable to other thin film systems. The model is
at best semi-quantitative, owing to the very nature of certain quantities
such as vacancy clusters and material disorder, which have, so far, eluded
direct experimental characterization.
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6.1 ROOM TEMPERATURE GRAIN GROWTH
The experiments involved in this section were described in Sections
5.2 and 5.4. The Si0 2 substrates do not have surface relief structures. In
this section, the term texture refers to the orientation of the specific set
of crystallographic planes which are parallel to the substrate plane. Thus, a
(1 11)-oriented or (111)-textured grain has (11 1) planes parallel to the
substrate surface.
6.1.1 Identification Of SEDSGG in Au
One of the first issues to be addressed in establishing Au as a model
system is to show that SEDSGG does indeed occur in Au. But how do we
identify SEDSGG? A good starting point is that of grain size distribution.
According to the definitions in 3.1.4, secondary grain growth is associated
with a bimodal grain size distribution, in contrast to normal (or primary)
grain growth where the grain size distribution always remains monomodal.
However, a bimodal grain size distribution alone is insufficient to identify
SEDSGG. The preferential growth of certain secondary grains (leading to a
bimodal distribution) implies a general selectivity in growth rate which
could be due to a selectivity either in grain boundary mobility or in driving
force. The identification of SEDSGG (a driving force selectivity) thus rests
on characteristic differences (if any) between these two cases.
In a polycrystalline thin film with randomly oriented primary
grains, we can reasonably assume that a wide spectrum of grain boundary
structures, and thus mobilities is represented. It is conceivable that a
minor fraction of these boundaries have higher mobilities than the rest and
thus could promote preferential growth giving rise to a bimodal grain size
distribution [631. However, the secondary-primary grain size ratio could be
limited in extent for the following reason. The mobility of a boundary is
highly sensitive to its structure, and hence to the orientational
relationships between the two adjacent grains which define the boundary. A
mobile boundary could only remain mobile as long as its
high-mobility-structure remains unchanged. During grain growth in a fine
grained matrix, a grain boundary could only migrate a distance of the order
of a primary grain diameter before it meets its next-nearest neighbor (Fig.
13 a). A new boundary would thus be formed. Depending on the new
orientational relationship between the original (growing) grain and its
next-nearest neighbor, the boundary may or may not have the structure
necessary to qualify as a high mobility boundary. Thus, it is unlikely that
selectivity in boundary mobility for a particular grain can persist over large
migration distances.
Unfortunately, secondary-primary grain size ratios could not
provide a definitive distinction between selectivity in boundary mobility
and driving force. Boundaries migrating under the driving force of surface
energy anisotropy would eventually meet neighbors which have similar
orientations as the growing grain (Fig. 13 b). For these boundaries, the
driving force due to surface energy anisotropy is no longer present. Although
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Fig.13a Change in boundary character during grain
growt h .
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Fig.13b Change in driving force during
grain growth
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grain boundary energy still constitutes a driving force for further grain
growth, the boundary between two similarly oriented grains is likely to be
one of low mobility, thus posing a limit to secondary-primary grain size
ratio.
There is, however, a criterion which could be used to determine
whether secondary grain growth is due to mobility selectivity or surface
energy anisotropy. This criterion is based on the texture of the secondary
grains. We shall examine how texture may differ in the two cases. High
mobility boundaries are not associated with one unique boundary structure,
but rather a host of specific structures. This implies that grains with
different orientations can possess boundaries with similarly high
mobilities. In secondary grain growth induced by mobility selectivity, the
final surviving orientation is not uniquely specified. In other words, we
cannot expect a uniform texture. On the other hand, secondary grain growth
driven by surface energy anisotropy requires that preferential growth be
limited to those grains with orientations which minimize the surface
energy. Since this process involves the preferential growth of grains with a
specific orientation, there should only be one (ideally) surviving orientation
and thus the film should have uniform texture. Furthermore, this texture
should correspond to one which minimizes the surface energy, subject to
experimental conditions.
One may argue that surface energy driven secondary grain growth
should not be limited to grains with a minimum surface energy but rather
should be operative in any grain as long as orientational difference- ( and
thus surface energy anisotropy) exists between the grain and its neighbor.
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This is certainly true at high temperatures where the mobility term
dominates the growth rate (see equation 3-15) and a small contribution to
the driving force due to surface enengy anisotropy is negligible. Under this
condition, departures from uniform texture is expected and was indeed
observed [84]. Thus, the uniform texture criterion can only be applied under
conditions where the existence of a maximum surface energy anisotropy
(one of the grains necessarily having minimum surface energy) is the
determining factor of whether a grain should grow at all. It would be
difficult to predetermine the temperature ranges and experimental
conditions in which the above criterion could be tested.
Putting aside the complications just described, we could still
conclude, with general validity, that SEDSGG could be identified by two key
features:
(1) a bimodal grain size distribution.
(2) secondary grains have uniform texture.
A further reinforcement of feature (2) is that the texture should
correspond to minimum surface energy. This last point is limited in its
usefulness except for simple experimental conditions because the
orientation corresponding to minimum surface energy in a complex
environment cannot be determined a priori.
Having established the features to look for in identifying SEDSGG, we
proceed to examine the microstructure of a Au film as revealed by TEM. Fig.
14 is a typical bright field (BF) micrograph of a 250X- thick Au film. The
film is seen to consist of a background of fine grains whose sizes are on the
order of the film thickness and a few much larger grains with sizes many
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Fig.14 TEM micrograph of a 250A-thick Au film.
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times bigger than the neighboring matrix grains. The grain size distribution
is obviously bimodal in nature, and we could label the matrix of fine grains
as primary grains and the larger grains as secondary grains. We have thus
identified the first feature of a SEDSGG process.
To identify the texture of the secondary grains, we need to analyze
selected area diffraction (SAD) patterns. Fig. 15a is a SAD pattern of the
secondary grain shown in Fig. 15b. The diffraction pattern has a six-fold
symmetry. The diffraction spots have been identified by comparing the
magnitude of the g-vectors as well as their angular relationships with
tabulated diffraction patterns of the FCC structure. The spots have been
indexed accordingly and the pattern was verified to conform to a (111)
orientation, namely, the (111) planes of the secondary grain are parallel to
the substrate surface. Numerous secondary grains have been analyzed by SAD
and they invariably have (111) orientations. We conclude that secondary
grains in the film have a uniform (111) texture. Thus, the two key features
of a SEDSGG process mentioned earlier have been identified. The third
feature is also verified by reference to the fact that in FCC materials, (111)
planes - the most densely packed planes - should have minimum surface
energy for free surfaces and interfaces with inert amorphous substrates.
The development of a bimodal grain size distribution and the preferential
growth of secondary grains with an orientation that minimizes the surface
energy indicate that SEDSGG does indeed occur in Au, and the microstructure
just observed is a result of this process.
Having identified the SEDSGG process, we could examine the
microstructure and the associated diffraction patterns in more detail. We
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Fig.15a SAD pattern of the
in Fig.15b .
secondary grain shown
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Fig.15b TEM micrograph of a 25OA-thick Au film.
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will discuss various contrast images in the micrographs as well as
additional features of the diffraction patterns such as the innermost
unindexed spots in Fig. 15a.
A variety of mechanisms could give rise to image contrast in a BF
micrograph. A.detailed treatment of contrast formation could be found in
Ref. [851. Some of the common contrast features expected in a thin film are
diffraction contrast due to orientational difference, thickness contours due
uneven thicknesses, bend contours due to bending of the film, and defect
contrast associated with crystal defects such as grain boundaries,
dislocations and stacking faults.
The contrast seen between primary grains is probably due to
orientational differences between them. Grains oriented differently will
diffract the incoming electron beam by a different amount, giving rise to
intensity differences in the image. Since a BF micrograph is formed using
the transmitted beam, darker grains are interpreted to be diffracting more
strongly than the lighter ones. The primary grains are seen to have a variety
of orientations. More discussion will be devoted to this orientation
distribution later on.
Within the secondary grain shown in Fig. 15b, certain regions of the
grain are seen to be much darker than the rest. A darker region within a
grain could mean that the area is thicker, or bent. An effect due to
thickening can be ruled out based on the following observations. The surface
of a Au film has been examined in an SEM. Under the highest resolution
possible (few 100A ), no significant surface roughness features can be
observed. Secondly, a thicker area would necessarily have a transition
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region where it joins the thinner part of the film. Within the transition
region, the varying thickness would give rise to thickness fringes. (The
formation of thickness fringes is a result of the depth variation of the
transmitted intensity under dynamical scattering conditions.) The absence
of thickness fringes in the vicinity of the darker regions indicates that
darkening is due to bending. Bend contours are produced by the variation of
transmitted intensity with the deviation from the exact Bragg angle (the
rocking curve). The bending of the film could be a direct result of sample
preparation.
The difference between the darker and lighter regions can also be
inferred from their respective SAD patterns. Both will share the same basic
diffraction pattern corresponding to a (111) orientation. However, in the
lighter region, the 220 spots have uniform intensities, whereas in the
darker region, one of the 220 spots is strongly excited - having much higher
intensity then the rest. This means that the film is oriented such that one of
its reciprocal vectors lies at en exact Bragg angle where maximum
diffraction takes place. This will result in a much darker area in the image.
Bend contours can be made to migrate through the grain by tilting the
specimen. In contrast, thickness fringes do not change their physical
location with tilting; merely the periodicity of the fringes will be changed.
Throughout these experiments, tilting is often used to identify bend
contours within the film.
Defect contrast features have specific shapes and intensity
distributions. For example, feature A in Fig. 16 is a grain boundary while
feature B is a twin. A grain boundary which is inclined to the plane of
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Fig.16 TEM micrograph showing
and twins
grain boundary (A)
(B).
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observation usually shows up as a set of fringes, analogous to the thickness
fringes present in a wedge-shaped crystal. The absence of such fringes at a
grain boundary location indicates that the grain boundaries in our thin films
are not strongly inclined to the film surface. The exact boundary curvature
through the thickness of the film has yet to be determined (by
cross-sectional TEM). Boundary curvature in the film plane, however, is seen
to be rather significant.
Twins are growth accidents frequently observed in vapor-deposits as
well as annealed thin films. The formation of twins has been attributed to
multiple nucleation events on the surface of a growing grain [861. The grain
surface is considered to be made up of steps formed by {1 1 1} planes. On a
(111)-boundary surface, a two-dimensional close-packed layer has two
alternative ways of fitting on the existing plane. This is frequently called
'double positioning'. One of these arrangements mimic the stacking
sequence of the parent and is therefore a continuation of the original
crystal. The other arrangement introduces a 'fault' in the stacking
configuration, resulting in a sequence like ABCABACB. The layer B. is known
as a coherent twin boundary. Across this boundary, the two crystals are
mirror images of one another. The next growth accident that occurs reverts
the twinned sequence back to its original sequence and the twin is
terminated. The distance between the first and second 'wrong' nucleation
event determines the thickness of the twin. A coherent twin boundary has an
interfacial free energy approximately half the stacking fault energy of the
material. In Au , the stacking fault energy is about 45 erg/cm2 [87]. Thus, a
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twin boundary has an energy of ~22 erg/cm2, which is much smaller than
the energy of a high-angle grain boundary (~600 erg/cm2). For this reason,
twins can form readily in Au and there is little motivation for them to
disappear during annealing. Another feature of twins is that twin boundaries
tend to lie along close-packed directions. For a grain with (111) texture,
twin boundaries would lie along <110> directions, implying that the in-plane
angular relationship between twin boundaries is a multiple of 600. This
could be used sometimes to deduce the texture of a grain.
Twin boundaries could act as sites for double diffraction, giving rise
to additional spots in a diffraction pattern which are not predicted from
structure factor calculations [E6]. The original diffracted beam incident on
a twin boundary could undergo another diffraction event, giving rise to a
spot not present in the original reciprocal lattice. Such a spot in a SAD
pattern of a secondary grain is shown enclosed in a white circle in Fig. 17a.
This doubly-diffracted spot could be used to form a dark field (DF) image,
shown in Fig. 17b. The corresponding BF image formed using the transmitted
beam is shown in Fig. 17c. In the DF image, we note that only the twin
boundaries are visible, confirming them as sites for double diffraction. The
twin boundaries seen in both micrographs are oriented a multiple of 600
with respect to each other, as expected for a (111)-textured secondary
grain. Doubly-diffracted spots are very common in diffraction patterns of
secondary grains.
Several features in the primary grain matrix should be pointed out.
Fig. 1 Ba is the BF image of the matrix. The SAD pattern (Fig. 1 b) is taken
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SAD pattern of secondary grain,
doubly-diffracted
showing a
spot due to twin boundaries
(enclosed in white circle).
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Fig.17b Dark field image formed using doubly-diffracted
spot shown in Fig.17a.
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Fig.17c Corresponding bright field image of Fig.17b.
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Fig.18b SAD pattern of Fig.18a.
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from the area enclosed in the circle. Some of the primary grains have
well-defined boundaries (A). Such grains span the thickness of the film and
are called columnar grains. In other regions (B), boundaries are much less
clearly defined. In fact, the microstructure defies identification. Such
ill-defined images could be due to two reasons. Firstly, they could represent
a situation where grain sizes are so small that it takes a number of grains
to fill the thickness of the film. (The difference between A and B is shown
schematically in Fig. 18c.) Since many grains make up a column in region B,
much of the contrast information contained in the top grain is lost by the
time the beam exits from the bottom grain, having gone through many other
incoherent scattering processes in the interim. The result is a rather
confusing contrast.
The second possible origin is that of lattice disorder. To take an
extreme case, an amorphous film does not have any characteristic contrast
features, because diffraction mechanisms necessary for contrast formation
are absent in a non-crystalline body. We have not found any evidence to
substantiate that such amorphous regions exist, mainly because the regions
of interest are too small to be studied analytically using diffraction
techniques. However, vapor deposits are known to contain a high density of
point defects. A highly defective region can be looked at in two ways : a
crystalline structure with a high density of defects, or an amorphous
medium with a high density of microcrystallites. Whichever way we wish to
look at it, such a structure would give rise to ill-defined contrast images.
The diffraction pattern in Fig. 16b cannot be indexed readily. However,
it is apparent that primary grains have a multitude of different orienta-
1 1 1
Columnar Grain Structure
Ilon-Columnar Grain Structure
Fig.18c Schematic representation
non-columnar
of columnar and
grain structure.
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tions. To investigate whether the orientations represented correspond to a
truly random mixture, we need to perform analyses over much larger areas
to be statistically accurate. In Section 6.1.3, such an analysis using relative
intensities of diffraction rings is carried out. For now, as far as the primary
grains are concerned, suffice it to say that they are partially columnar,
interspersed with regions of disorder, and they certainly do not have
uniform texture.
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6.1.2 Thickness Dependence of Microstructure
Having identified SEDSGG in Au in the previous Section, we now
examine how this process affects the microstructure of the film as a
function of film thickness. We have examined films in the thickness range of
50-1 000A. TEM analysis was carried out about 24 hours after deposition. As
will be shown in 6.1.4, grain growth takes place during deposition as well as
during room temperature anneal. However, grain growth at room temperature
saturates at about 5 hours. Thus, a 24-hour room temperature anneal
ensures that all microstructures we study are in the final stable state.
Differences in microstructure could then be related to differences in film
thickness.
Fig. 19 shows three structurally-discontinuous films with varying
thicknesses. At the lowest film thickness of 50A (Fig. 19a), the film is in
the network stage of film formation. The earlier stages of nucleation, island
growth and island coalescence apparently took place at thicknesses below
50A. The network stage is characterized by strings of islands all inter-
connected with each other in a random network. The networks consist of
fine grains with fairly uniform sizes. The diffraction pattern indicates that
these fine grains have various orientations. Whether or not these
orientations are randomly distributed will be examined in the following
section. Growth twins are also commonly observed.
The open channels in between the networks are usually the sites for
the formation of new nuclei. These will grow into islands and eventually
join the existing network by coalescence. Additional nucleation in the
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Fig.19 Thickness dependence of the morphology
microstructure of evaporated Au films
(a) 50A, (b) 010O0A, (c) 125A.
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channels will not take place, however, if the mean channel width is smaller
than the surface diffusion length of adsorbed Au atoms. Judging from the
absence of detectable individual islands in the open channels, we can
estimate the surface diffusion length of adsorbed Au atoms on Si02
surfaces. Under present evaporation conditions, surface diffusion length
was estimated to be at least 300A, which gives a surface diffusivity on the
order of 2X1012 cm2 /sec. The currently accepted value for the activation
energy of surface diffusion is 2.35 eV [89]. Using this value, the measured
surface diffusivity would imply a surface temperature of ~1000 K. Although
the film surface is not expected to be maintained at room temperature
during deposition, it is unlikely to rise to such high temperatures. The
anomaly may be due to the following reason. When an arriving atom is
accomodated on the surface, part of its kinetic energy is transferred to the
substrate (as heat) while part of it may be transformed into translational
motion on the surface. The high surface diffusivity observed could be a
result of this process. A quantity such as surface temperature, which is
defined for a macroscopic thermodynamic state, may not be relevant in this
case.
As film thickness increases (Fig. 19b and c), the irregular channels
fill in and are gradually being eliminated. Grain size also increases
gradually with increasing thickness, indicating that some degree of
boundary migration is taking place. The average size of primary grains is
generally on the order of the film thickness. We note that in Fig. 1 9c
(125X ) some incipient secondary grains are present. The process of film
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formation up to this stage has been well documented by Pashley et at [65].
To recapitulate from section 4.1, this process consists of the following
stages: (i) nucleation; (ii) growth and coalescence of nuclei; (iii) channel or
network stage; and (iv) formation of a continuous film by the filling in of
holes. The microstructure of the deposited film is presumed to be
determined by these four processes only. We shall now show that a fifth
process, namely SEDSGG, can occur and alter the microstructure of a film
significantly.
Figure 20 shows the microstructure of three films with thicknesses
of 1 50A, 200A and 500A. This series of micrographs shows that as film
thickness increases, certain grains grow many times larger than the film
thickness and the neighboring primary grains. The sizes of these larger
grains increase rapidly with increasing film thickness, and the development
of a bimodal grain size distribution is clearly indicated. We will, from here
on, refer to them as secondary grains. The inserted SAD pattern in Fig. 20b
shows that secondary grains have a uniform (111) texture. These two
features identified the process to be SEDSGG (recall section 6.1.1).
The SEDSGG process can enlarge the grain sizes drastically. Fig. 20c
shows two large secondary grains which have impinged on one another. The
inserted SAD pattern indicates that both grains are (111)-oriented, with an
in-plane rotation angle of about 30*. The effect of microstructural change
due to SEDSGG is most clearly seen by comparing Fig. 20c and Fig. 19b, both
of which occupy equal viewing areas. Even though the film thickness of Fig.
20c is only 5 times that of Fig. 19b, the final grain size is almost 70 times
as large.
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Fig.20 Thickness dependence of the morphology and
microstructure of evaporated Au films
(a) 150A, 0(b) 200A, (c) 500A.
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The variation of grain size with film thickness is plotted in Fig. 21.
The lower curve, referring to primary grains, is a straight line with a slope
on the order of unity, indicating that primary grain size increases in linear
proportion to film thickness. This is in accord with the predictions of the
specimen thickness effect (section 3.2.5).
The upper curve for secondary grains shows three regions of
thickness dependence. Region I corresponds to a film still in the network
stage. The 'secondary' grains, although present, are limited in size by the
open areas in the film structure. By strict adherence to terminology, these
grains could not be called secondary grains, since a bimodal grain size
distribution is not yet clearly defined. They could be regarded as 'potential'
secondary grains. In Region II, secondary grain size increases rapidly with
film thickness. The micrographs corresponding to this thickness range show
that these secondary grains have not grown to the extent that they impinge
on one another. The onset of significant SEDSGG in Region II corresponds to a
thickness of about 175A. The significance of this thickness will be
examined shortly. In Region III we observe a slower increase in secondary
grain size with film thickness. Here, the secondary grains have begun to
impinge on each other. The behavior seen in Fig. 21 is accentuated by
plotting the grain size-film thickness ratio as a function of film thickness.
This is shown in Fig. 22. The transition from Region I to II is clearly seen to
occur at 175A. A maximum ratio of 20 is obtained at a thickness of 250K
before the slowdown in Region III.
The questions to be addressed are : (i) what causes the onset of
significant SEDSGG in Region 1l; (ii) what is responsible for the slowdown in
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Fig.21 Variation of grain size with film thickness.
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Region Il1; and (iii) how well do these observations conform to or deviate
from the theoretical model in section 4.3.
To answer question (i), we measured the percentage of substrate
coverage as a function of film thickness. The results are shown in Fig.23. We
could see that substrate coverage increases gradually with film thickness.
A 100% substrate coverage, corresponding to a continuous film, is obtained
at a thickness of about 175K. This coincides with the thickness at which
significant SEDSGG begins. Thus, one of the conditions for SEDSGG to
proceed is that the film must be.continuous or nearly continuous.
We can now define the range of film thickness in which we expect
SEDSGG to occur. The lower limit is set by the thickness at which the film
becomes continuous (the critical thickness). The upper limit is determined
by the thickness where selective driving forces due to other factors
becomes comparable to the driving force due to surface energy anisotropy.
One of these driving forces is strain energy anisotropy [761, which gains
importance as film thickness increases. Appendix A gives a simple
calculation of the upper limit film thickness based on estimated values of
elastic strain energy and average surface energy anisotropy. These two
values become comparable at a thickness of about 2700A. Thus, for Au films
deposited at room temperature on Si0 2 substrates, SEDSGG should be
operative within a thickness range of 175A-2700$. For the observation of
SEDSGG (which relies on identifying a bimodal grain size distribution), the
optimum thickness is slightly above the lower limit. For this reason, most
of the kinetic data to be reported later are taken at a film thickness of
250$ , which is also the thickness at which we observed a maximum
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The slowdown of grain growth in Region III could be due to one or both
of the following reasons. The micrographs for this thickness range show
that the secondary grains have begun to impinge on one another. When two
secondary grains with {111) texture meet each other (for example, see Fig.
20c) the driving force due to surface energy anisotropy is no longer present
at the boundary of impingement. Although other parts of the boundary which
have not experienced impingement could continue to migrate, the grain as a
whole is limited in its opportunity to expand. This will give rise to a slower
increase in grain size. The second reason is related to the decrease in
driving force due to surface energy anisotropy with increasing film
thickness, as mentioned in section 4.2. This decrease in growth rate, both
during deposition as well as during room temperature anneal, results in a
slower increase in grain size.
Referring to section 4.3, we note that the surface-energy driving
force, and hence, growth rate, is inversely proportional to film thickness.
Since the period of growth in these films are roughly equivalent (the only
variation being the period of deposition, differing by 45 seconds between
films of 50 A and 500$) we would expect-the final grain size to decrease as
a function of film thickness. The opposite is observed instead. This
discrepancy could be due to the following reason. A film which is just
continuous may still have significant perturbations in film thickness which
could inhibit grain growth. As the film gets smoothened out by increasing
deposition, grain growth becomes more efficient, resulting in a larger final
grain size. Since the surface roughness effect is a physical experimental
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condition, our observations should not be viewed as a contradiction to the
theoretical model which is derived for an idealized smooth and continuous
film. The observation nonetheless provides a practical guideline to the
usage of the model. The minimum thickness-maximum driving force
relationship is expected to hold only if a film is both continuous and smooth.
For the present case, this condition is met at a thickness of 250A. The
kinetics of room temperature grain growth for films with this thickness
will be examined in section 6.1.4.
6.1.3 Deposition Texture in Au
Deposition texture refers to preferred orientation of a thin film with
respect to the substrate. Generally, preferred orientations are specified by
two degrees of freedom: an hkl-plane and an hkl-direction. For example,
rolled sheets of a BCC metal may have a deformation texture given by
(10O}< 10> where {100) specifies the crystallographic plane parallel to the
sheet surface and <110> specifies the preferential alignment of the <110>
direction with the rolling direction. If a thin film has a perfect {hkl) texture
in addition to a perfect <hkl> in-plane orientation, it would then resemble a
single crystal. This would be the case for an epitaxial film.
In a thin film on an amorphous substrate, however, the textures
normally encountered are the {hkl) type, in which a majority of grains have a
particular set of {hkl} planes oriented parallel to the substrate surface,
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while the in-plane <hkl> directions are randomly distributed. This type of
texture is generally regarded as the result of the deposition process, hence
the name 'deposition' texture (annealing textures are the result of an
annealing process)..
Depostion textures of different materials as well as the possible
mechanisms responsible for their formation have been reviewed by Bauer
[661. The first mechanism involves oriented nucleation. This implies that
preferred orientation is introduced during the nucleation stage - the nuclei
formed have a certain set of {hkl) planes parallel to the substrate surface.
With increasing deposition, these oriented nuclei grow by the attachment of
arriving atoms on the oriented 'seeds'. The texture in the final film is a
direct reflection of the original texture in the nuclei. This model seems
plausible from a macro-energetics viewpoint. Nucleation is a competitive
process between the reduction of the volume free energy of condensation
and the increase of surface energy due to the interface of the atom cluster
(nucleus). Since surface energy is orientation dependent, a nucleus having an
{hkl}-interface of minimum surface energy would have a lower nucleation
barrier than otherwise. The nucleation rate will thus be enhanced for nuclei
having a particular orientation. The problem with this argument is that it
neglects the size effects of the nucleus. In vapor deposition at low
temperatures, the critical nucleus size is generally on the order of a few
atoms, and may be as small as one atom! It is difficult to associate an
orientation-dependent surface energy term to an atom cluster of such size,
especially if it contains only one atom. From this standpoint, the benefits of
preferred orientation could not possibly be recognized nor made use of
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during the nucleation stage. In addition, the substrate surface is rough on
the scale of the critical nucleus size (. 10A).
The second mechanism of texture formation is that of oriented
growth. Nuclei are formed with random orientations which then grow to the
final grain size with continued deposition. During this growth process,
islands with a certain orientation grow preferentially, with the result that
the final film consists of a majority of grains with such an orientation. This
viewpoint is favored in explaining deposition texture in Au. In a subsequent
discussion, this mechanism will be elaborated to include the role of SEDSGG.
To analyze textures, one needs large area measurements, in which
orientations of a large aggregate of grains are represented. This is best
done by relative intensities of diffraction rings, using either X-ray or
electron diffraction. In this experiment, the texture of the entire film is
examined using X-ray diffraction, while electron diffraction is used to
analyze selected large arees within the film. It has already been shown in
section 6.1.1 that secondary grains have uniform {111 } orientations. The
three question we wish to address now are :
(i) what is the deposition texture of the film?
(ii) do primary grains have random orientations or do they have a
similar deposition texture as the film?
(iii) what is the mechanism of texture development in thin Au films?
To answer question (i), we have used X-ray. diffractometry to analyze
the texture in an as-deposited film with a thickness of 250A. For a film as
thin as 250A, a random orientation distribution would generally be
insufficient to generate any detectable signals. However, if the film were
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strongly textured, diffraction peaks could be observed. Fig. 24 shows e
diffractometer scen end Table Il shows the x-ray powder diffraction file for
Au. The only significant peak in the scan is that of (111); all other allowed
peaks are absent. The presence of a sharp (111) peak in a film as thin as
250A with the noticeable absence of all other peaks indicates that the film
has a stong { 111) texture.
Secondary grains having uniform {1 11} orientations could contribute
to the {11 1) film texture detected by X-ray diffraction. However, to
ascertain whether secondary grains are solely responsible for deposition
texture, we need to essess the degree of preferred orientation, if any, in the
primary grains as well (question(ii)). For this purpose, we have done
selected eree electron diffraction on the primary grains for two films, 50A
and 200A-thick. Since secondary grain growth has not occurred in 50A-thick
films (section 6.1.2) we could do SAD using the largest aperture available
end enelyze relative intensities. For the 20OA-thick films, which consists
of both primary and secondary grains, SAD is done for as large en area es
possible without including secondary grains.
The SAD pattern of a 50A-thick Au film is shown in Fig. 25e. Measured
relative intensities should be compared to those tabulated for a truly
random eggregate. Major deviations indicate that the orientation
distribution in the sample is not truly random. Relative intensities in Table
II cannot be used because they were tabulated for X-rey diffraction under
kinematical conditions. These conditions break down once the film thickness
approaches e significant fraction of the extinction distance. The extinction
distence is defined as twice the distance et which the transmitted intensity
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Fig.24 X-ray diffractometer scan of 250A-thick Au film.
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TABLE II
X-ra Powder Diffraction Data for Au
hkl I/lo d!(0)
111 100 2.355
200 52 2.039
220 32 1.442
311 26 1.230
222 12 1.1774
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Fig.25a SAD pattern of a 50A-thick Au film.
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falls to zero (the transmitted intensity has an oscillatory variation with
distance in the two-beam dynamical approximation). The extinction
distance, [ , is calculated using the following expression :
L hkl = (71 V cos z) / X Fg (6-1)
where V is the atomic volume, 0 is the Bragg angle, X is the
wavelength of incident radiation and F, is the structure factor. Extinction
distances for Au for a 200 kV beam are calculated and shown in Table Ill.
We need a new tabulation of relative intensities (for a random
aggregate) which takes into account dynamical corrections. To do this, we
first evaluate the total intensity in an hkl-diffraction ring under
kinematical conditions. This is given by
Ihki (K) = 16 [ fe (Zhkld 12 dhkl Phki (6-2)
where Ihkl(K) is the total intensity in kinematical theory, fe(Zhkl) is the
atomic scattering factor for electrons at a Bragg angle of 3 hkl, dhkl is the
interplanar spacing and phkl is the multiplicity factor. In order to obtain
values suitable for insertion into equation (6-2), fe(s) should be plotted as a
function of sinZ/ X from published data. Values appropriate to the Bragg
maxima should be taken at positions given by : sin 0/ x = 1/2 dhkl. Values
for Au obtained in this way, using a lattice parameter of 4.075A, are shown
in Table IV. The relative intensity under kinematical conditions is obtained
by normalizing 1220 (K) = 1.
To correct the relative intensities using the two-beam dynamical
theory, we would need to know the thickness of the film. The correction
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TABLE III
Extinction Distances for Au at 200 kV
hkl
1 1 1
200
220
311
222
hki = TT V cos 0 )/( xF )
201.67
226.97
314.46
370.26
389.28
TABLE IV : Relative Intensities for Electron diffraction - Kinematical
nhkl .0/x fe(hkl) 1hkl (K) Ihkl (K)/1 2 2O(K)
8 0.2125 7.59
6 0.2454 6.72
12 0.3471 4.83
24 0.4069 4.07
8 0.4250 3.90
17348.43
8832.98
6442.43
7831.03
2293.83
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hkl dhkl
1 1 1
200
220
311
222
2.3527
2.0375
1.4407
1.2287
1.1764
2.69
1.37
1.00
1.22
0.36
could be made using the following expression :
Ihkl (D) - 1hk1 (K) [ sin2 (ilt/L g ) / (7Jt/g ) 2] (6-3)
where Ihkl(D) is the dynamically corrected intensity of the difraction
ring and t is the film thickness. Inserting appropriate values of ( from
Table III and Ihkl(K) from Table IV, we could tabulate Ihkl(D) as a function of
film thickness for various hkl reflections. Table V shows dynamically
corrected relative intensities for a randomly-oriented polycrystalline
aggregate (normalized with respect to 1220 (D) ).
There are several features to be pointed out in Table V. Firstly, when
the thickness of the film approaches the extinction distance for a particular
hkl reflection, the intensity of that reflection drops drastically. For
example, for the (111) diffraction ring, a severe drop in intensity occurs for
a thickness of 200A, which is close to the value of the extinction distance
of a (11 1) reflection. This illustrates a feature of the dynamical theory
which does not arise under kinematical conditions. The thickness of the film
has to be taken into account very accurately in evaluating relative
intensities. Secondly, we notice that Ihkl(D)/ 220(D) for a 20A film is very
close to Ihkl(K)/I 22o(K). This means that when film thickness is very much
smaller than the extinction distance, correction factors can be ignored, and
the two theories become equivalent. This should also be apparent from
equation (6-3) by setting t << (g. For our present purpose, corrections are
significant even for the thinnest film we have examined so far (50K).
Examining first the diffraction pattern of the 50A-thick film
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TABLE V : Relative Intensities for Electron Diffraction - Dynamical
lhkl (D)/1 2 20 (D)
.L()
20
50
100
125
150
200
250
300
400
(.11 1).
2.64
2.38
1.56
1.06
0.58
8.4x 10-4
1.44
53.34
5x 10-3
.(200)
1.35
1.27
0.98
0.77
0.55
0.11
0.19
24.75
0.58
.(220)
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
_(311)
1.22
1.24
1.34
1.43
1.55
2.00
3.40
25.64
0.19
.(222)
0.35
0.37
0.40
0.43
0.48
0.6
1.23
11.46
7x 10-3
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of Table V. The (200) and (220) rings are both much weaker than expected.
Also, the (311) ring, which should have comparable intensity to (200), is
hardly noticeable. For the 100$-thick film (Fig. 25b), (111) and (220) rings
have comparable intensities. However, (200), which should be close to (220)
in intensity, is much weaker than predicted. These relative intensity
distributions indicate that the orientations of the primary grains are not
truly random. Although the most intense ring is correctly predicted, the
relative intensities of other rings are misplaced, noticeably the (200) ring.
A cautionary note about the interpretation of relative intensities : they are
extremely sensitive to film thickness. The uncertainties in the quoted
values of film thickness, although small, could cause a significant change in
relative intensities. For this reason, we did not attempt to analyze any
degree of preferred orientation in the primary grains, which, if present, is
seen to be small.
SAD patterns of primary grains are also taken from a 200A-thick film
which consists of both primary and secondary grains. Such a SAD pattern is
shown in Fig. lab, with the corresponding BF micrograph (Fig. loa) showing
the encircled area where the diffraction data is taken from. Since the
number of grains sampled is insufficient to give a complete diffraction ring,
a comparison of relative intensities is not possible. Individual diffraction
spots are detected in all the allowed 'rings'., indicating the presence of
grains with various orientations.
To sum up this discussion in response to question (ii) of this section,
we could say that primary grains do not have truly random orientations;
0Fig.25b SAD pattern of a 100A-thick Au film.
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neither do they have any marked degree of preferred orientation. The most
important conclusion to be drawn is that primary grains do not have uniform
texture, and therefore could not be responsible for the strong {111 } texture
observed in the film.
This brings us to question (iii) : what is the mechanism responsible
for texture development in thin Au films. We have seen in section 6.1.2 that
a discontinuous film (0-175X) consisted mostly of primary grains while a
continuous film (>175$) consisted of both primary grains and secondary
grains with uniform (11 } textures. SAD patterns of discontinuous films
showed that primary grains do not have a uniform texture of any kind.
Limited data on primary grains in continuous films also indicated that these
grains have various orientations. This means that the orientation
distribution of primary grains in both continuous and discontinuous films
are fairly similar. However, in going from discontinuous to continuous
films, we have observed with X-ray diffraction that a strong {1 11 texture
developed in the film. The only obvious physical event that occurred when
the film became continuous was secondary grain growth, which resulted in
large areas of the film having {11 1} grains. We can thus conclude that the
development of a uniform ( 111} deposition texture in thin Au films on SiO.2
is the result of SEDSGG.
This result may provide some insight into the origin of deposition
texture in other thin film systems. Since SEDSGG is a process that can
generally be expected to occur in films with sufficient grain boundary
mobility and surface energy anisotropy, development of deposition texture
in other systems may be the result of SEDSGG as well. One of the reasons
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why SEDSGG may have escaped recognition so far is that it occurs at an
early stage of film growth, namely, when the film becomes continuous.
Identification of the bimodal size distribution, which partially signifies
SEDSGG, is only possible at some optimum thickness. The information
contained in this stage may have been buried as the film gets thicker,
although the texture properties generated at this stage are reflected in the
final film. Also, studies made on the kinetics of nucleation, island growth
and island coalescence invariably stopped at the point when the open
channel are being filled in. Naturally, SEDSGG was not being detected since
it takes place only when the film becomes continuous.
In general, the results of this section supports the argument that
grain growth is responsible for texture development, with two
qualifications. Firstly, deposition texture is not the result of oriented
growth in the island stage of film formation. Rather, it is the oriented
growth of secondary grains in a continuous film which is responsible for
texture development. Secondly, in the literature, no reason was given for the
growth selectivity of certain orientations. Our results have shown that the
orientation favored in selective growth is that which minimizes the surface
energy under experimental conditions. Thus, we propose, generally, that the
development of deposition texture in thin films on amorphous substrates is
the result of the SEDSGG process.
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6.1.4 TIME DEPENDENCE OF GRAIN GROWTH AT ROOM TEMPERATURE
In Section 6.1.2, we saw that SEDSGG occurs when the film becomes
continuous and the maximum growth rate is attained when the surface
roughness has smoothed out. We also recall that the microstructures were
examined 24 hours after deposition. What should be investigated next is
whether SEDSGG took place during deposition or during room temperature
annealing. To do this, 250A-thick Au films were deposited onto Si02 and the
samples were stored at room temperature in a N2 -flushed dry box. Parts of
the film were floated off periodically for immediate observation.
The variation of grain size with time at room temperature is shown in
Fig. 26. The micrographs corresponding to various annealing times are shown
in Figs. 27a and 27b. The earliest possible observation was made at 0.5 hour
after deposition (Fig. 27a). Secondary grains are already present at this
stage. Extrapolating the secondary grain size in Fig. 26 back to the time
when depostion terminated indicated that secondary grains several thousand
angstroms in diameter were already formed before room temperature
annealing began. Dividing this initial size by the period of growth ( the time
period between the formation of a continuous film and the end of deposition)
gives an average growth rate during deposition on the order of 500 A/sec.
Such a high growth rate.is not expected from any bulk diffusive process at
room temperature. Further analysis is not attempted, however, because of
insufficient information on the complexities of grain growth behavior in the
presence of a condensing flux of atoms and a constantly changing film
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Fig.27a TEM micrographs showing time dependence of
grain growth at room temperature (a) 0.5 hour,
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Fig. 26 also shows that grain growth which began during deposition
continued during room temperature annealing, albeit at a much lower rate,
estimated to be 0.2 %/sec. Observation of room temperature grain growth in
Au has also been reported by Yoshida et al.[901. In a study related to the
recovery process of thin Au films deposited on amorphous carbon films at
80K, they observed boundary migration in the temperature range of
200-300K. Above 300K., the grains with f{ 111} planes parallel to the film
surface were observed to grow preferentially. They also noted that surface
energy may play an important role in preferential growth.
Room temperature (22% of the melting point of Au) is significantly
below the temperature required for grain growth in bulk samples. By using
the observed growth rate at room temperature and an estimated driving
force, we can evaluate the diffusivity of Au during SEDSGG. The expression
we will use was first introduced in section 3.2.1
v( D V/ R T ) AF (3-15)
-AF is the driving force term, given by
AF =(2A 6 + )/h]- '2 / h (6-4)
The first -term corresponds to driving forces due to surface energy
anisotropy and the second term is the dragging force due to surface
grooving [601. Ad is the surface energy anisotropy. - gb i the grain
boundary energy, E is average surface energy and h is the film thickness.
Taking A 149 erg/cm2 (10% ), gb 0 00 erg/cm2, 1485 erg/cm2
h 250 x 10~8 cm, V = 10.2 cm3/mole ,RT at room temperature z
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2.134 x 10-5 cm.cal/mole and the observed growth rate v z 0.2 x 10~8
cm/sec, the diffusivity of Au during SEDSGG at room temperature is
D - 6.5 x 10-16 cm2 /sec.
In comparison, the various reported diffusivities for Au at room
temperature (see Table VI) are as follows:
(1) bulk lattice diffusivity = 4.5 x 10~2 cm 2 /sec.
(2) bulk grain boundary diffusivity z 1.84 x 10~17 cm2 /sec.
(3) thin film grain boundary diffusivity Z 3.6 x 1019 cm2/sec.
The measured value of 6.5 x 10~16 cm2 /sec for the diffusivity of Au
during room temperature SEDSGG corresponds well with the calculated
values of grain boundary diffusivity. Thus, the grain boundary diffusivity in
the present Au films is not anomalously high.
We will now address the issue regarding the temperature at which
SEDSGG takes place. For convenience, we define 'grain growth temperature'
as the temperature above which we could observe migration distances of at
least 100X for an annealing time of 1 hour. The measured SEDSGG rate of 0.2
$/sec or 720 X/hour is observed at room temperature whereas similar
migration rates in bulk Au can only be obtained at significantly higher
temperatures (50% Tm). This is largely due to the difference in grain
boundary mobility between bulk Au and thin Au films used in the present
study, and in part to the larger driving force inherent in thin films. The
following comparison illustrates the relative contribution of mobility
difference and driving force difference to the discrepancy in growth
temperature.
If grain boundary diffusivity in bulk Au is similar in value to the grain
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TABLE VI : Diffusion Data for Au
D = DA exp[-Q/kTl
_Do_(gcm2's)* Q_(eV) Reference
(1) Bulk Lattice
Self-Diffusion
(2) Bulk Grain Boundary
Self-Diffusion
(3) Grain Boundary Self-
Diffusion in Thin Films
0.091
0.01
0.02
1.81 [911
0.68 [921
[93]1.00
* The Do values for grain boundary self-diffusion are calculated
based on an estimated grain boundary width of 5 x 10 ~~3 cm.
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boundary diffusivity in the present case, then for an average grain size of
100pm, a growth rate of 0.2 $/sec (as reported in the present case) would
be obtained at 34% of the melting point. This difference in growth
temperature is strictly due to the larger driving force in thin films. The
difference between 34% Tm and the cornmonlyi observed 50% Tm can be
attributed to the difference in grain boundary mobility between bulk Au and
the thin films in our experiments. This implies that diffusivity
characteristic of boundary motion in bulk Au is generally below the grain
boundary self-diffusivity as measured in tracer experiments. This could be
due to the higher impurity content in bulk Au used in earlier studies.
The influence of impurity content on growth temperature is also
evident in earlier studies related to thin Au films [90, 98, 108, 1091. In
cases where films were deposited at vacuum conditions better than 10-6
Torr (as in the present case), boundary migration could be observed at or
below room temperature [90,1091. Films deposited at room temperature in a
vacuum of 1 0-5 Torr generally consisted of fine primary grains, and
secondary grain growth could only be observed upon annealing the films in a
temperature range of 50-300"C [98,1081. Thus, impurities incorporated into
the film under poor vacuum conditions could have a significant effect on the
growth temperature of secondary grains.
At a given temperature, the growth rate of secondary grains in
thinner films is expected to be higher than that in thicker films, if boundary
mobilities are comparable in both cases. This can be seen in the following
comparison. We have shown earlier that a film with a diffusivity of 6.5 x
10cr lcm2/sec at room temperature and a thickness of 250 % would have a
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boundary migration rate of 720 %/hour. A film with similar diffusivity but
with a thickness of 1 tm would have a rate of 18 K/hour.
The surface energy anisotropy, A Z5, although smaller in magnitude
than 'gb , serves a crucial function. It is responsible for the selectivity in
driving force which underlies SEDSGG. Given the enhancement in growth rate
due to film thickness, the A term determines which grains are favored to
take advantage of this large driving force. The overall driving force term
could be viewed as a vector. Its large magnitude is derived primarily from
the film thickness, while the direction of action is guided by A. . Together,
they are responsible for the preferential growth of { 1 11 }-oriented grains in
thin Au films at room temperature.
For a much thicker film, an enhanced driving force due to film
thickness is not present. The only way to bring about grain growth is to
increase the diffusivity by increasing the temperature. At an elevated
temperature where boundary migration can take place, the migration rate is
primarily controlled by the diffusivity. Under these circumstances, a smll
selectivity in the driving force due to surface energy anisotropy is not
likely to influence the selectivity in the overall growth process. Rather,
selectivity in diffusivity, or grain boundary mobility, may control any
preferential growth process. This implies that for SEDSGG to proceed, not
only do we need a selectivity in driving force, but this selectivity must be
exercised in a condition where the driving force dominates the grain growth
rate. This is best accomplished for thin films at the lowest possible
temperature.
We now turn our attention to the last part of the curve in Fig. 26.
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Grain growth, which began during deposition and continued durin~g room
temperature anneal, did not proceed indefinitely. Grain size saturates to a
constant value after a few hours of annealing. Saturation of grain growth
with time would be expected after a matrix is fully transformed (secondary
grains having consumed all primary grains) since secondary grains would
have impinged on one another, resulting in the elimination of the driving
force due to surface energy anisotropy. To investigate this possibility, we
have examined the percentage of primary grains transformed to secondary
grains as a function of time. The results in Fig. 28 show that growth
saturation occurred after only about 50% of the matrix of primary grains
was transformed to secondary grains. Since a driving force still exists in
the presence of unconsumed primary grains, growth saturation can only be
attributed to (A) a reduction in grain boundary mobility or (B) the
development of a retarding (dragging) force.
Some of the possible causes of saturation are listed below
(A) Mobility Reduction (B) Dragging Force
(1) Vacancy Outdiffusion (1) Impurity Drag
(2) Vacancy Coalescence (2) Surface Grooves
(3) Vacancy Drag
(4) Tensile Stress
(A) Mobility reduction can be due to the exhaustion of mobile point
defects crucial to the diffusive process responsible for grain growth.
Exhaustion can take place by two different means : (A1) outdiffusion of
vacancies to the nearby free surface which acts as an infinite sink and (A2)
condensation of vacancies into vacancy clusters. The exhaustion of
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vacancies due to outdiffusion is shown to be feasible within the time frame
of interest (saturation time is about 5 hours at room temperature) if
outdiffusion occurs via grain boundaries. Considering the present facts
alone, this is certainly a likely mechanism because of the abundance of
grain boundaries in a fine-grained thin film.
Vacancy coalescence is possible if we assume that the interaction of
vacancies with the stress field associated with a grain boundary will tend
to bring isolated vacancies into close proximity in the neighborhood of a
boundary. We will also assume that vacancy clusters do not contribute to
boundary mobility.
Both these processes are more likely to restore the excess
concentration of vacancies to an equilibrium value rather than to result in
an undersaturation of vacancies. This depletion of excess vacancies will
only affect the preexpoential in the diffusivity term. The lowest value the
diffusivity can have is the equilibrium value for that particular
temperature. We have confirmed earlier that the measured diffusivity
corresponds (within an order of magnitude) to the calculated equlibrium
value of diffusivity. Thus, mobility reduction due to exhaustion of excess
vacancies (either through outdif fusion or coalsecence) could not
satisfactority explain the saturation phenomenon in SEDSGG. Saturation
must then be due to the development of a dragging force.
(B) Some of the possible sources of dragging forces will be described
below. The list of possibilities is meant to be suggestive rather than
exhaustive. We will introduce the various factors and consider the nature of
the physical interaction leading to inhibition of grain boundary motion. The
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will be discussed in 6.4.2.
(BI)_ mpurity Dg
The impurity drag theory was previously described in 3.2.4. The basic
hypothesis was that solute atoms have a lower energy in the vicinity of
grain boundaries than in a perfect lattice, implying the existence of an
attractive force between a solute atom and a grain boundary. Due to this
interaction, impurities concentrate near the boundary. This atmosphere
must be dragged along as the boundary migrates, thus decreasing the
boundary velocity. As boundary migration proceeds., additional impurities in
the matrix may be swept into the boundary, resulting in an increase in the
dragging force. When sufficient impurities are gathered around the boundary
to generate a dragging force of comparable magnitude to the driving force,
boundary migration will stop.
A saturation effect based on impurity drag may be understood by
referring to Fig.6. The curve labelled C3 (high solute content) predicts a
sudden drop in boundary velocity when the impurity concentration becomes
sufficienty high. Let us assume that the early stages of SEDGG
corresponds to a point somewhere in the top part of the curve labelled C2.
Here, boundaries migrate freely under a high driving force. As boundary
migration proceeds. impurities may be gathered around the boundary, which
is equivalent to a gradual change from curve C2 to C3. When we reach the
region of instability in curve C3, the boundary will experience a drop in
velocity, as indicated by the dotted lines in Fig.6. This abrupt reduction in
boundary velocity may account for the observed saturation phenomenon.
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Impurities which do not form a solid solution with the material could
exert dragging forces as well. For example, gas bubbles which formed as a
result of gaseous contamination during deposition could impede boundary
motion [941. Likewise, second phase particles and precipitates could produce
similar effects.
(B2) Surface Grooving
Mullins (601 first considered the effect of surface grooving on grain
growth in an attempt to explain the specimen thickness effect (see Section
3.2.5). Following his analysis, we can estimate the dragging force generated
by a groove as a boundary attempts to pull itself out from the groove root.
This dragging force is given by:
-AF ~ (Ugb2 / h U) (3-22)
We note that this is a static approximation based on a stationary
boundary which neglects surface energy differences. Due to uncertainties
such as grain boundary profile, this should suffice for an order of maqnitude
estimate. Using ),b = 800 erg/cm2 , 3 = 1485 erg/cm2 and h = 250x10~cm,
the dragging force amounts to 9 x 107 dyne/cm2 . In comparison, for the same
values, the driving force for grain growth (assuming A- = 10% of 1 and
using equation (3-25) ) is 4 x 103 dyne/cm2 . Since the driving and dragging
forces are comparable in magnitude, changes in the grooving condition could
conceivably lead to a balancing of these forces, giving rise to saturation. In
the absence of such changes, surface grooving should still give rise to part
of the total dragging force.
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(B3) VacancDrjag
The vacancy drag model was recently proposed by Gleiter [95]. This
model is based on the observation that behind a migrating grain boundary, a
high supersaturation of vacancies may exist [96]. This high vacancy
supersaturation was explained in terms of 'growth accidents' occurring
during grain boundary migration. A growth accident involves a jump of an
atom of the growing crystal into the migrating boundary so that a vacant
site is left behind in the lattice of the growing crystal. The excess
vacancies retained in the lattice alter the properties of this crystal and
exert a drag force on the migrating boundary (vacancy drag).
Gleiter [95] has modelled this phenomenon in the following way. Let
Fig. 29 represent a schematic section through a grain boundary that
migrates in the direction z by the transfer of atoms from crystal I to
crystal 11. X represents an unfilled site on a ledge at the surface of the
growing crystal 11. Site X may be filled either by one of the neighboring
atoms in crystal I (eg. atom B) or by an atom of crystal II (eg. atom A). If
atom B jumps into site X, an elementary act of boundary migration will be
accomplished. If atom A jumps into site X instead, a vacancy will be formed
at site A (growth accident). The vacancy at site A may escape to the
boundary by diffusion or it may be trapped if the boundary migrates further
into the z-direction. Since a negative potential well for vacancies exists in
the vicinity of a moving boundary (equivalent to a vacancy-boundary binding
energy), the vacancy trapped at site A could conceivably migrate with the
boundary, analogous to a solute impurity atmosphere surrounding a boundary.
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Fig .29
The probability (C.) of forming a vacancy at A by a growth accident is:
C, = exp [ (GBX-GAX) / kT] (6-18)
where Ggg is the activation energy for the transfer of atom B across the
boundary to site X, GAX is the activation energy of the jump of atom A to site
X, and kT has its usual meaning.
Assuming that this probability is constant, the total number of
growth accidents will increase as boundary migration proceeds. Part of the
generated vacancies may be left behind in the bulk of the growing crystal
and part of them may travel behind and with the migrating interface. This
latter part contributes to a time-dependent dragging force. According to
Gleiter [91] this dragging force is given by
-AF =Hv AC (6-19)
where H. is the formation energy of a vacancy and AC is the concentration of
excess vacancies incorporated into the lattice.
An alternative representation of the vacancy drag force is given by
Estrin and Lucke [97] :
- AF = ( H0 x ) / ( 2 b3 ) (6-20)
where HO is the binding energy between a vacancy and the grain boundary,
x is the dimensionless vacancy production capacity, and b is the spacing of
atomic planes.
In both cases, the dragging force will probably increase with growth
until a steady state is reached. When vacancy drag reaches a magnitude
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comparable to the net driving force (a driving force which takes into
account other drag forces), boundary migration should stop.
(B4) Tensile Stress
The analysis on tensile stress build-up during grain growth is
presented in Appendix B. This analysis is based on the fact that grain growth
is a densification process due to the overall decrease in grain boundary area.
Since the film is rigidly adhered to the substrate, a tensile stress will be
built up as growth proceeds. At some limiting grain size, this retarding
force balances the driving force and growth is terminated. This possibility
is investigated in an experiment described in the next section.
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6.1.5 Grain Growth in Free-Standing Films
In the previous section, we mentioned briefly the possible role of
tensile stress generated during grain growth in causing the cessation of
boundary migration. The way tensile stress may affect the driving force for
grain growth is described in Appendix B. In this section, we examine this
possibility by reversing the argument - if tensile stress build-up retards
grain growth, then a stress-free film should exhibit enhanced grain growth
relative to a stressed film. Stress-free films are prepared by floating off
the Au films from their substrates immediately after deposition. This
free-standing and presumably stress-free film is then examined
periodically. For comparison, part of the film is left untouched on the
substrate. After predetermined annealing periods at room temperature,
portions of this film are floated of f for immediate observation. We thus
have a side-by-side comparison of grain growth under two conditions : (i) a
free-standing film corresponding to a stress-free state, and (ii) a film
confined to a substrate where tensile stresses are allowed to build up
during grain growth.
The results are shown in Fig. 30. The two columns compare room
temperature grain growth in a free-standing film versus a film on a
substrate as a function of time. The reference micrograph labelled
as-deposited' is taken at 0.5 hour after deposition - the earliest possible
time a film could be thinned and examined in a TEM. The obvious trend is
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that a film on a substrate experiences more exensive grain growth than a
free-standing film both in terms of grain size and the percentage of
transformation. Equivalently, we can say that grain growth in a stress-free
film saturates sooner than in a stressed film. This is the exact opposite of
what we would expect if tensile stress is responsible for growth
saturation. We conclude, therefore, that the growth saturation phenomenon
is probably not the result of stress build-up during grain growth.
What then, could be responsible for the earlier saturation of grain
growth in the free-standing film compared to the film adhered to the
susbtrate? Impurity drag is not likely to be influenced by the absence of the
substrate. The vacancy drag force should, in principle, be reduced in the
presence of the two free surfaces. The effect due to surface grooving could
be increased by a factor of 2 due to the extra free surface. Since the
dragging force due to surface grooving is comparable in magnitude to the
driving force for grain growth, this extra factor may account for the early
saturation. Even if surface grooving is not totally responsible for the earlier
saturation in free-standing films, it should account partially for the
dragging force leading to saturation.
We also propose an additional source of dragging force which may
lead to earlier saturation in free-standing films. This hypothesis is based
on the internal changes within the film which accompany the change in the
state of stress as a film is floated off. In Section 4.2, it was mentioned
that intrinsic tensile stress in deposited films may be the result of
frozen-in point defects, specifically vacancies. Conversely, we can think of
a biaxial stress supporting a large quantity of 'open spaces', or vacancies, in
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the material. These vacancies are in excess of the equilibrium concentration
at the given temperature. Stress relaxation occurs by the gradual
elimination of excess vacancies by outdiffusion to nearby free surfaces or
grain boundaries, analogous to the process of recovery. This may take a very
long period of time depending on the activation energy of vacancy diffusion
and the annealing temperature. (In the case of grain growth, vacancy
annihilation is facilitated by grain boundary migration where the grain
boundary can move toward existing vacancies instead of relying on the
diffusion of vacancies to the boundary.)
Now imagine that total stress relaxation is instantly achieved, not by
removing the origin of stress (vacancies) but by removing the substrate
which sustains that stress. This is the effect of floating off the substrate
to create a free-standing film. The system will have a sudden impetus to
eliminate its excess vacancies so that the total vacancy concentration can
be restored to an equilibrium value corresponding to a stress-free state.
And it would want to do so by the quickest means possible. A possible
alternative to the slow process of outdiffusion. is that of vacancy
coalescence. Instead of migrating to the free surface or grain boundary,
vacancies may seek to combine with their neighbors to form divacancies,
trivacancies, etc. At a given temperature, an equilibrium concentration of
vacancy clusters are 'allowed' in the system. Vacancy coalescence thus
permits a group of excess monovacancies to be transformed into an
equilibrium vacancy cluster without outdiffusion.
Vacancy clusters may have the same effect as precipitates or
dispersed particles on boundary migration, that is, a dragging force is
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exerted on the boundary. The exact quantity of vacancy clusters will not be
analyzed because of the unknown concentration of excess vacancies
incorporated into the matrix. However, we could estimate the fraction of
boundary area intersected by clusters in order to provide the remaining
dragging force necessary to terminate grain growth.
From the estimations made earlier, we have a driving force (for A, =
10% of V ) of 4 x 108 dyne/cm2 and a dragging force (due to surface grooving
on two free surfaces) of 1.8 x 108 dyne/cm2. The dragging force due to
cluster impediment is given by
- AF = ( 4 Ugb f) / di (6-8)
where f is the fraction of the boundary area intersected by clusters and di is
the diameter of the cluster. We will approximate cluster diameter to be on
the order of atomic dimensions, 1.8 x 10~8 cm. To generate a remaining
dragging force of 2.2 x 108 dyne/cm 2 to balance the driving force, f has to
be 0.12%. Thus, only a small quantity of vacancy clusters needs to be
present in the vicinity of a grain boundary to generate a significant drag
force.
We can now summarize the main points in this section. Surface
grooving may account for part of the dragging force responsible for early
saturation in free-standing films. We speculate on the existence of an
additional dragging force due to vacancy clusters. These clusters may be
generated by instantaneous stress relief during the preparation of the
free-standing film. The implications of these deductions for the saturation
phenomenon in films confined to substrates are as follows. Surface grooving
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should continue to play a role in generating a drag force. It may be less
important here since there is only one free surface. Vacancy cluster
formation may also occur, but to a lesser degree, because stress is not
being relieved instantaneously. Either impurity drag or vacancy drag may
become an important mode of growth saturation as growth proceeds. This is
consistent with the observation that growth saturation occurs in a film on a
substrate only after significant growth has taken place.
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6.2 GRAIN GROWTH AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES
This section describes the grain growth behavior of thin Au films at
elevated temperatures. The temperature range is 1200 C to 2650 C. Since the
growth behavior of free-standing films differs from that of films on
substrates, it would be desirable to carry out heat treatments for both
classes of films. Ideally, films should be taken from the same wafer so that
uncertainties due to evaporation conditions can be safely disregarded.
However, for films on substrates, the latter condition cannot be met. This is
because grain growth occurs immediately after deposition, making it
impossible to standardize the initial microstructure for a series of
experiments involving different heat treatment temperatures and annealing
times. Free-standing films, on the other hand, can easily be preserved in
their initial state by floating off the film immediately after deposition. For
this reason, we have chosen to use free-standing films exclusively for the
study of grain growth at elevated temperatures.
Heat treatment is carried out in air, after having confirmed that
growth behavior is independent of annealing ambient. Several ovens are
pre-set to the desired temperatures and heat treatment is done immediately
following film preparation. Within the temperature range studied, it was
found that the most siginificant microstructural changes occur in the first
few minutes of anneal. Thus, the annealing time is limited to less than 30
minutes.
A few experiments were also carried out in a TEN hot-stage. The
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experimental condition here is not quite the same as oven annealing because
the hot-stage has to be slowly ramped up to the desired temperature. Also,
the temperature indicated on the stage may not be equivalent to the
temperature experienced by the film. The purpose of TEM experiments
however, was to gain visual information on grain growth in progress.
Quantitative data on grain growth are taken solely from oven annealing
experiments. The two measured quantities used for analysis are grain size
and percentage of transformation.
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6.2.1 Time and Temperature Dependence
Figures 31a and 31b show a series of micrographs representative of
the microstructures obtained after annealing at various temperatures. Only
the shortest and the longest annealing times are shown. The initial
microstructure of the unannealed film is also shown for comparison. Grain
size is seen to increase with time at a given temperature. It also increases,
although to a lesser degree, with temperature for a given annealing time.
Percentage of transformation also follows this behavior qualitatively. For
long annealing times at the higher temperatures, the matrix is completely
transformed. The fine grain matrix prevalent in the initial microstructure is
no longer apparent. The micrograph for 2650C/30 mins. is shown in dark
field (using a 220-spot) to clarify the boundaries separating the grains. The
completely transformed matrix has a uniform {11 1) texture, represented by
a singularly strong 220 diffraction ring.
This growth behavior is represented quantitatively in Fig. 32 and Fig.
33, showing the time dependence of grain size and percentage
transformation respectively. The time axis is plotted on a log scale. During
the initial annealing period (up to 5 min.), grain size increases with time, as
expected. For longer annealing times (5-30 min.), the growth of secondary
grains slows down. The microstructure is essentially stabilized after about
10 minutes of annealing (regardless of temperature) and remains unchanged
for annealing periods up to several hours. The same trend is observed for
percentage transformation. This stabilization occurs before the complete
transformation of the matrix (except for 2650 C), as shown in Fig. 33. Thus,
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Fig.31a TEM micrographs showing the time and temperature
dependence of grain growth: 122 C and 170"C.
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the saturation phenomenon encountered in the previous section is again
observed for free-standing films at elevated temperatures.
This saturation behavior can also be seen in a plot of percentage
transformation versus annealing temperature in Fig. 34. The curves
represent 5 and 30 minute annealing periods almost coincide with each
other while those for shorted annealing times are spaced farther apart. This
indicates that beyond a certain annealing period (~10 min.) the fraction of
the matrix transformed settles to a constant value characteristic of the
annealing temperature. This maximum percentage of transformation is
linear with temperature. This result suggests that at any annealing
temperature below 2650C, grain growth saturation will be observed; the
higher the temperature, the larger the saturation value. Thus, only a finite
amount of secondary grain growth, or transformation, is permitted for any
given temperature. If we think in terms of driving force, the observation
above suggests that at each temperature, a corresponding amount of the
dragging force is lowered, permitting growth to take place (at the room
temperature initial state, the dragging force balances the driving force,
resulting in the first growth saturation). As growth proceeds at an elevated
temperature, a growth-dependent dragging force develops, ultimately
balancing the driving force and giving rise to a second growth saturation.
The data on grain size and percentage transformation are interpreted
in two other conventional ways. The first plot, shown in Fig. 35, gives the
relation between the log of grain size versus log time. This is the usual way
for analyzing normal grain growth. The grain size D is simply expressed as
D = C tn (6-9)
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where C is an empirical rate constant which embodies the driving force as
well as the mobility, t is the time and n is know as the growth exponent. In
normal grain growth driven by grain boundary energy alone, n should have a
value of 0.5. Taking the log on both sides gives
In D = In C + n in t (6-10)
A plot of in D versus In t should give a straight line with a slope of n.
This value can then be compared with the ideal value of 0.5 . As shown in
Fig. 35, the growth exponent has an average value which departs
significantly from 0.5 . In fact, two growth exponents can be identified for
each temperature, one pertaining to the initial period of growth, the other
to the final period of growth. The initial exponent is on the order of 0.25
while the final exponent is close to zero. A growth exponent of 0.25
suggests that the growth rate is inversely proportional to the volume of the
to-be-consumed grain instead of the radius of curvature of the boundary (for
n=0.5). The reason for this dependence is not clear. A growth exponent of
zero simply means that the grain size is constant, consistent with the fact
that this exponent is measured at the part of the curve where saturation
occurred.
The second plot is based on the Johnson-Mehl-Avrami analysis of
percentage transformation X. The dependence of the function In[-ln( 1 -X)] on
in time is shown in Fig. 36. The expression used is
1 - X = exp [ - B tk ] (6-11)
This expression assumes a constant growth rate for a constant number of
secondary grains. Taking the logarithm on both sides gives :
In [ -In (1-X) I = In B + k In t (6-12)
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where B is a constant representing growth rate to the power k, and k is the
power dependence of time. k also represents the dimensionality of growth.
For grain growth in a thin film, k is expected to have a value of 2, since
growth is essentially two-dimensional. As shown in Fig. 36, k has a value
somewhat smaller than 2 in the initial period and a value of less that 0.5
for the saturation period. A value of k < 2 could imply the following : a
time-dependent growth rate, growth of new secondary grains or grain
growth is nor occurring isotropically on a two-dimensional plane. In-situ
observations of grain growth using a TEM hot-stage have shown that all
three factors could be present. A value of k < 0.5 in the saturation period
again indicates that grain growth in independent of time after saturation.
6.2.2 Activation Energy
The activation energy Q contained in the diffusivity term in the
growth rate expression (equation 6-5) is an indicator of the rate-limiting
mechanism involved in SEDSGG. Q can be interpreted in two ways. Firstly, it
represents the energy barrier that has to be overcome before the boundary
can migrate. If a group of processes are involved in the act of boundary
migration, the measured activation energy will represent the barrier of the
slowest process. A high activation energy does not necessarily mean a small
growth rate. This is because of the presence of other factors such as the
preexponential in the growth rate expression. A step with a small activation
energy can conceivably be rate-limiting if the preexponential is small. In
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grain growth, the activation energy of boundary migration is generally taken
to be the activation energy of grain boundary diffusion. This assumes that
the slowest event in grain growth is the act of an atom transferring itself
from one grain to the other via the boundary.
Q can also be interpreted as the temperature dependence of growth
rate, or, in other words, how sensitive is the growth rate to temperature. A
large activation energy would mean a large increase in growth rate per unit
increment of temperature and vice versa. This interpretation allows us to
determine the relative importance of diffusivity and driving force in
contributing to the growth rate. Since Q is contained in the diffusivity, a
process with a small Q would have a relatively temperature-insensitive
growth rate . The growth rate would then be determined primarily by the
driving force and other temperature-independent factors.
In this section the activation energy will be calculated in three
different ways. The simplest way, which involves fewest assumptions, is to
plot the log of growth rate versus reciprocal temperature. Recalling the
expression of growth rate :
v = [ (DOV) / aRT ] &F exp (-Q/kT) (6-13)
(The symbols have been explained in equations 3-15, 6-4 and 6-5.) Taking
the logarithm on both sides gives
ln v= In [(Do V AF)/ aRT ] - Q/kT (6-14)
If we neglect the small temperature dependence of the term in
brackets, a plot of in v versus 1/T should give a straight line with a slope of
Q/k. This method does not depend on estimating the magnitude of AF; nor
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does it assume the validity of any grain growth model. All the uncertainties
in the model are lumped into the term in brackets. The major drawback,
however, is that the preexponential is a lumped parameter.
The growth rate v is estimated from Fig. 32 by linearizing the grain
size data at 1 minute annealing time. Only the initial period of growth (<1
min.) is considered to avoid the complications of saturation. The resulting
Arrhenius plot is shown in Fig. 37. The activation energy calculated from the
slope has a value of 0.12 eV. This value of Q is lower than the activation
energy of any known diffusive process. Possible rate-limiting mechanisms
with a small activation energy will be discussed shortly.
The second method of calculating activation eneryg is based on the
Johnson-Mehl-Avrami analysis of fraction transformed. The fraction
transformed X is expressed as
X = 1 - exp [ -B exp -(2Q/kT) - (6-15)
where B includes the driving force, the prefactor of diffusivity and the
annealing time. This expression assumes a zero nucleation rate and a
constant growth rate of secondary grains. These assumptions may not be
valid for the present case. Nevertheless, we carry out the analysis as a
means of comparison. Taking the logarithm gives
In [ -1n(1-X) I = In B - 2Q/kT (6-16)
Plotting the quantity In[ -In(1-X) I versus 1/T should give a straight line
with a slope of 2Q. Such a plot is shown in Fig. 36. Two curves,
corresponding to 1 minute and 2 minute anneals, are shown for comparison.
The activation energy calculated from the slope has a value of 0.14 eV for
both cases. This value is comparable to that obtained in the first method,
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even though the assumptions made in (6-15) are not satisfied. The errors
introduced may be contained in the quantity B rather than the activation
energy. .
These two analyses both yield an activation energy on the order of 0.1
eV. A small value of Q indicates that the growth rate is not strongly
influenced by the value of the temperature-dependent diffusivity. It is
necessary therefore to further examine the preexponential. The analyses
above have the inherent disadvantage that the y-intercept is a lumped
parameter. We can, however, make fairly good assumptions about the value
of AF so that the diffusivity can be factored out of the growth rate
expression. An Arrehius plot can then be done using diffusivity alone, and Do
can be estimated.
AF is estimated using the values Ugb = 800 erg/cn2 and
= 149 erg/cm2 (see equation (4-B) ). Values for other constants are
V=10.2 cm3/mole and a = 3.58 x 10~8cm. The experimental diffusivity values
are shown in Table VII, along with equilibrium grain boundary diffusivity
values (obtained from Table VI). The growth rate data is taken from 1
minute annealing time. Taking the logarithm on the diffusivity expression
gives :
In D = In D. - Q/kT (6-17)
A plot of In D versus 1/T should give a straight line with a slope of Q/k. The
y-intercept will give a measure of the preexponential Do . Such a plot is
shown in Fig. 39. The measured diffusivity (solid dots) agrees well with
calculated grain boundary diffusivity (open circles) at low temperature but
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usivity for Grein Bounderg Motion in Au
T(K)
395
443
508
538
v _(cm/sec)
19.1 x 10-8
24.5 x 10-"
37.9 x 10~"
50.0 x 10-8
Q(experimental) Dgb(from TABLE VI)
4.99 x 10-14 4.00 x 10-14
7.18 x 10-14 6.52 x 10-13
1.27 x 10-13 1.23 x 10-11
1.78 x 10-13 3.77 x 10-11
* : in units of cm 2 /sec.
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Fig.39 Ln of diffusivity as a function
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of reciprocal temperature.
diverges at higher temperatures. The measured activation energy is 0.16 eV,
in agreement with the measured values presented earlier. The
preexponential Do has on anomolously small value of 10-12 cm2 /sec. In
comparison, grain boundary diffusion has an activation energy of 0.68 eV ond
a preexponentiol of 0.01 cm 2/sec.
We propose the following argument to explain the small
preexponentiol, D0. For grain growth, we assume that Do is related to the
number of sites on the growing surf ace available for the attachment of new
atoms. In the conventional picture of a high ongle boundary ( i.e. the groin
interface consists of a series of (111)-steps) Do would be related to the
number of ledges and kinks on the boundary surf ace. The density of these
sites would depend on the plane of intersection between two misoriented
grains, that is, the boundary orientation. If one of the grains is
quasi-crystalline, the boundary orientation (and site density) may not be
rigidly defined. In this case it is conceivoble that the interface will
reorient itself such that a minimum of steps will be exposed, thereby
reducing its interfacial energy. A small value of D. could therefore imply
that the moteriol adjacent to the interface is highly disordered.
All three onlyses discussed above give on activation energy on the
order of 0.1 eV, implying that grain boundory diffusion is not the
rate-controlling mechonism during grain growth ot elevated temperatures.
Activation energy for grain growth on the order of 0.1eV has previously been
reported by Mancini [98] on Au ond by Hentzell et ol [99] on Ni-Al. Mancini
attributed the low activation energy to the highly disordered initial
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structure of the deposited films. Hentzell pointed out that an apparent
activation energy of 0.1 eV is far too low to be identified with any diffusive
process in metals, either on the surface, along grain boundaries, or in the
bulk. He also pointed out that 0.1 eV is about the same magnitude as the heat
of crystallization for Ni. (Heat of crystallization should be close to the heat
of fusion, which is 0.13eV in Au.)
In his suggested model, deposited atoms are allowed to nucleate from
a disordered pre-cursor state. The disordered state is believed to
crystallize in a collective process, involving very small displacements of
the individual atoms. The grain boundary is thus treated as an interface
between a highly ordered grain and a quasi-crystalline mass. In this sense,
the grain boundary more closely resembles a solid-liquid interface. The act
of interface migration thus accomplishes more than grain growth; it
represents crystallization as well. As the interface advances, atoms in the
quasi-crystalline mass rearrange themselves according to the crystallo-
graphy of the advancing grain. This process does not rely on diffusion.
Rather, grain growth takes place by the crystallization of groups of atoms
which then coalesce with the mother grain. The grain boundary does not
migrate in the strict sense - it disappears from one location and reappears
in another. Our in-situ observations in the TEM hot-stage confirm that the
apparent boundary movement is jerky and discontinuous. The boundary of a
secondary grain does not expand outward gradually. Rather, random portions
of the boundary 'pop out' instantaneously. This explanation is also consistent
with the small values of DO.
This model , however, fails to explain why a uniform texture is
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obtained in the film. A group of atoms about to crystallize does not 'know'
the optimum orientation for minimizing surface energy. Thus, surface
energy anisotropy does not play a role in the driving force for this process,
and a uniform texture is not expected. Also, this process is not consistent
with the saturation phenomenon observed. We propose an alternative process
which is characterized by Q ~ 0.1eV, and in addition, could give rise to
uniform texture.
In Au, only two characteristic energies of interest have a value of
0.1eV. One of them is the heat of crystallization, as discussed above. The
other is the binding energy, or alternatively, the dissociation energy of a
divacancy. Dissociation energy of larger vacancy clusters are expected to be
on the same order of magnitude. A measured apparent activation energy of
0.1 eV indicates that the dissociation of a vacancy cluster could be the
rate-limiting step in grain growth. To understand this, we should recall
that free-standing films experience early saturation at room temperature,
and this is the standard initial state for heat treatment studies. The reason
for the saturation is believed to be due to the balancing of driving and
dragging forces, the latter being exerted by surface grooves and vacancy
clusters. The extent of surface grooving is not expected to change much at
moderately high temperatures. The vacancy cluster concentration, on the
other hand, is expected to depend strongly on temperature. As the
temperature is raised, we would expect clusters to become unstable and
dissociate at a rate determined by the dissociation energy. The breakup of
clusters will relieve the dragging force previously responsible for
saturation, allowing the boundary to migrate. Since the dissociation of
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clusters is a necessary first step for boundary migration, and assuming that
it is the slowest step, the measured activation energy will be that of the
dissociation energy. The basic nature of the SEDSGG process has not
changed; merely the dragging force holding it back has been neutralized. The
film will therefore have uniform texture in accordance with the process of
selective secondary grain growth.
The two alternative explanations for Q ~ 0.1 eV share the same
difficulty in experimental verification. Lattice disorder, or degree of
crystallinity, is difficult to detect and quantify on a small scale. Likewise,
small quantities of divacancies dissociating at a boundary is equally hard to
observe. The foregoing discussion is thus meant to propose processes which
can explain the observations, rather than rigorous interpretations of
results.
The activation energy for grain growth on substrates could not be
evaluated using the procedures in this section since a consistent heat
treatment study could not be carried out. We could, however, estimate the
activation energy based on room temperature growth rate data by making
reasonable assumptions about the driving force and the preexponential
factor.
Using equations (3-15) and (6-4), the room temperature diffusivity
was estimated to be 6.5 x 1016 cm2 /sec (see Section 6.1.4). Diffusivity can
be expressed as:
D = Do exp (-Q/kT) (6-5)
Using a value of 0.01 for Do (Table VI), Q was estimated to be 0.79eV, which
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is close to the activation energy for grain boundary self diffusion. An
activation energy of similar magnitude has also been reported by Yoshida et
al. [90]. The rate-limiting step for grain growth on substrates thus appears
to be that of grain boundary diffusion.
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6.3 EXTERNAL FACTORS
Grain growth has been carried out under several other conditions in
order to investigate possible influence of external factors on SEDSGG. This
may give us a better undrstanding of the nature of SEDSGG as well as the
means to control it experimentally.
6.3.1 Deposition at Liquid-Nitrogen Temperature
A series of films were deposited at liquid-nitrogen temperature
(77K) keeping the deposition rate at 10A/sec. Substrate temperature is
known to have a dramatic effect on nucleation and growth kinetics. From
heterogeneous nucleation theory, we would expect a decrease in critical
nucleus size with decreasing temperature. Also, surface mobility of
adatoms will be reduced. These effects should result in a lower critical
thickness (thickness at which the film becomes continuous) as well as a
finer grain size. Also, grain growth by boundary migration is not expected to
occur at such a low temperature.
Fig. 40a shows a micrograph of a 200A-thick Au film deposited at
liquid-nitrogen temperature. The film was warmed up and annealed at room
temperature for several hours before the microgaph was taken. For
comparison, Fig. 40b shows a 200A-thick Au film deposited at room
temperature and annealed at room temperature for several hours. The sizes
of the secondary grains and the percentage of transformation in these two
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Fig.40a TEM micrograph
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similar. Since grain growth is not expected to occur during a liquid-nitrogen
temperature deposition, we may interpret that the extensive growth seen in
Fig. 40a is due exclusively to room temperature grain growth. Even though
secondary grains of considerable sizes were not expected to be present in
the as-deposited state, the presumably smaller primary grain size (just
after deposition) should give a higher driving force, which results in
secondary grains having sizes comparable to those of the room-
temperature-deposited film. This result emphasizes the importance of
SEDSGG in establishing the microstructure of a thin film, to the extent that
it obliterates microstructural differences due to deposition temperature. It
also reconfirms the fact that grain growth in thin Au films can occur at
room temperature, with the aid of a large selective driving force due to
surface energy anisotropy.
The discontinuities (voids) in Fig. 40a are probably due to
agglomeration, or the breaking-up of a structurally unstable matrix. This
could be the result of the relaxation of stress built into the fine grain
matrix during cold deposition.
Films deposited at liquid-nitrogen temperature also experience
growth saturation during room temperature anneal. The maximum fraction
transformed appears to be similar to that of films deposited at room
temperature. This suggests that the cause of saturation is independent of
the initial state of the'as-deposited film. Rather, it is related to the growth
process itself. Thus, it appears that the key to saturation effect lies in a
dragging force which develops gradually with boundary migration.
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6.3.2 Adhesion
Au is known to have poor adhesion on Si0 2 . (This is the reason why
Au films can be floated off the substrate very easily.) One of the questons
that came to mind was whether the degree of adhesion between a film and
the substrate can have any effect on grain growth behavior. We have chosen
to use a thin layer of Cr as a buffer layer between Au and Si0 2 . Au and Cr
are known to adhere to each other strongly. In addition, the solubility of
these metals in each other as well as the chemical interactions between
them are very limited at room temperature.
Experiments were carried out in which a thin layer of Cr, ~50A-thick,
was first evaporated onto Si0 2 . Without breaking vacuum, 400A of Au was
evaporated subsequently. The samples were then left to anneal at room
temperature, and were examined periodically in a TEM.
Fig. 41 shows a series of micrographs of Au-Cr films annealed for
various periods of time at room temperature. This series should be
compared to Fig. 27, which shows room temperature annealing for Au films
on Si02. The initial microstructure of the Au-Cr film is seen to be unchanged
with annealing time, that is, little grain growth takes place at room
temperature. The average grain size is on the order of the film thickness,
with noticeable absence of large secondary grains. There is, however, one
significant difference between the fine grains seen here and those in the Au
film - the orientation distribution. The SAD pattern of a Au-Cr film consists
of a series of rings, the strongest of which is the (220) ring, indicating a
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Fig.41 TEM micrographs showing time dependence of
grain growth of Au-Cr films at room teiperature.
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strong (111 ) texture in the fine Au grains on a Cr- substrate. The fine grains
on an Si0 2 substrate have various orientations.
The preferred orientation of Au grains on a Cr-substrate could be due
to two reasons. Firstly, there could be some degree of epitaxy of Au on Cr. If
the Cr layer has a uniform ( 11) texture, the mechanism of epitaxy would
allow extension of this texture into the Au film. If this takes place, SEDSGG
of Au is not expected to occur, since no surface energy anisotropy exists
between grains of the same texture. Secondly, the preferred orientation in
Au could be due to SEDSGG. The initial grain size in the Au film at critical
thickness can be much finer than that seen in Fig. 41. Assuming a somewhat
random orientation distribution among initial grains, a smaller initial grain
size implies a higher density of potential secondary grains ({1 1 1)-oriented
primary grains). SEDSGG could take place by the preferential growth of
these {1 1 1)-oriented grains but their final size would be drastically
reduced because the same film area is being shared by a larger number of
grains. If this process does take place, the micrographs of Fig. 41 would
represent the state of complete transformation. The final state would be
characterized by a monomodal grain size distribution.
We should point out that these two explanations refer to two
different aspects of the substrate. The first aspect is the crystallographic
nature of the surface on which the film is formed. As long as a surface is
crystalline, there is the possibility of epitaxy under proper conditions.
Since epitaxy is generally believed to be initiated at the very early stage of
nucleation, it is likely to dominate the resultant microstructure and texture
of the film. However, we do not think that this is a likely event for the
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present case because of the following reasons. Firstly, epitaxy usually
occurs at elevated temperatures; the predominance of an epitaxial effect at
room temperature is questionable. More importantly, if preferred
orientation exists at all in the thin Cr layer, it should be of the {1 10} type
instead of {1 1 1) because Cr is a BCC material.
The second aspect of the substrate is the adhesion at the
film-substrate interface. Adhesion can be viewed as the bond strength at
the interface. Since Au bonds strongly with Cr, the interfacial energy is
likely to be much lower than that of the Au-SiO2 interface. If we analyze
this in terms of heterogeneous nucleation, a lower film-substrate
interfacial energy translates to a smaller contact angle and hence, smaller
critical nucleus size. This in turn means that islands of very small sizes can
be stabilized. More importantly, increased adhesion could lead to limited
surface mobility of adatoms and island clusters. This effect would limit
island coalescence. Thus, the overall effect of increased adhesion would be
to produce a matrix of very fine grains at a very small critical thickness.
SEDSGG in a very fine-grained matrix could only produce secondary grains of
small sizes because of the high density of eligible grains.
In summary, we have shown that the choice of a substrate is
extremely important in controlling SEDSGG. A crystalline surface could
possibly have an epitaxial effect on film formation under the right
conditions. Increased adhesion at the film-substrate interface is likely to
promote finer primary grain sizes as well as smaller final secondary grain
size.
Au films on a Cr substrate do not undergo significant grain growth at
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elevated temperatures. Fig. 42 shows the microstructure of a Au-Cr film
annealed at 510*C for 30 minutes. The matrix is composed of roughly
equiaxed grains with uniform sizes.. The average grain size is somewhat
larger than that achieved at room temperature, but there is no evidence of
any preferential growth. The film has a uniform {1 1 1} texture, similar to
that of the as-deposited film. Large void areas are also seen in the matrix.
This breaking-up is the result of the agglomeration process (beading) and
will be described in more detail in Chapter 6. The uniform increase in grain
size is the result of normal grain growth, or growth driven by grain
boundary energy alone, without the selective component of surface energy
anisotropy. This is because the initial film has a uniform {111) texture. We
should point out that the inhibition of SEDSGG due to texture can
conceivably be overcome by selecting a different ambient where a different
orientation (not ( 11) ) has minimum surface energy. This subject has not
been pursued further because the dependence of surface energy on ambient
is not yet understood.
6.3.3 Encapsulation
Thin films, when molten, often agglomerate into small beads. The
common solution to this problem is to encapsulate the film with an inert
material which is structurally stable at high temperatures. In ZMR of Si,
the encapsulation material is usually a bilayer of SiO2 and Si3 N4 [161.
In the solid state, similar agglomeration effects can be seen at
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Fig.42 TEM micrograph of a Au-Cr film
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temperatures below the melting point. Agglomeration in both the solid and
liquid state is believed to be due to surface energy minimization, although
the mechanism of agglomeration may be different in the two cases. To
suppress agglomeration in high temperature grain growth, a sputtered layer
of Si02 is commonly found to be effective. Since encapsulation seems to be
a necessary step in any high temperature grain growth experiment, it would
be worthwhile to examine whether the presence of a capping layer has any
influence on the grain growth process itself.
Fig. 43a shows the microstructure of a 250%-thick Au film
encapsulated with 1000A of Si02 and annealed at 3500 C for 20 hours. The
film is completely transformed to secondary grains and no evidence of
breakup is detected. (Uncapped Au films generally agglomerate at around
5000 C.) The suppression of agglomeration using a capping layer of 1000A
Si02 is effective up to 9000 C, the highest temperature investigated. The
long annealing time (20 hours) in the above experiment is meant to show
that temperature is the chief determinant of whether agglomeration will
take place - prolonged heating below the 'agglomeration temperature' will
not lead to agglomeration. This suggests that agglomeration consists of two
events : a thermally activated process needed to initiate agglomeration and
a subsequent rapid kinetic process responsible for the breaking up of the
matrix.
For a rough comparison of grain sizes, we refer to Fig. 43b, which
shows the microstructure of an uncapped 250$-thick Au film annealed at
210 0C for 30 minutes. The grain sizes in both cases are comparable; that of
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Fig.43a TEM micrograph of a 250A-thick Au film
encapsulated with 1000A of SiC2 and annealed
at 350 C for 20 hours.
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Fig. 43b may be somewhat larger, even though its annealing temperature is
lower by 1400 C. (Due to the saturation phenomenon, the longer annealing
time in Fig. 43a is insignificant.) If the film in Fig. 43b were annealed at
3500C, the average grain size will be roughly 1.5 times that of Fig. 43a.
Thus, the presence of a capping layer does introduce a certain degree of
retardation to grain growth, although the effect has not been quantitatively
analyzed.
One possible reason for growth retardation may be due to the
influence of the cap on A-. The magnitude of AU (usually expressed as a
fraction of the average surface energy) depends on the absolute surface
energy. If the surface energy is lowered, A-6 will have a smaller value, even
though the degree of anisotropy (percentage) remains unchanged. The
interfacial energy of a Au-SiO2 interface is expected to be lower than that
of the free surface of Au. Thus, if a thin Au film has two Si0 2 interfaces (as
in a capped film), the total value of A- will be lower than that of a film
with one free surface. The magnitude of the driving force will be lowered by
a corresponding amount, possibly leading to smaller secondary grain sizes.
In summary, encapsulation can have two effects on a thin film : the
suppression of agglomeration and some retardation of grain growth. It is
thus recommended that that capping layers be used only where absolutely
necessary, for example, in very high temperature experiments.
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6.4 MODEL OF GRAIN GROWTH IN THIN Au FILMS
This is the final section on secondary grain growth in thin Au films.
We present a summary of the broad range of phenomene associated with
grain growth and the fundamental processes responsible for each of the
above features. Further analysis is also carried out for certain espects not
treated in detail previously. We attempt to unify various pieces of
information obtained and to propose a general model of the solid state
kinetic processes which occur in deposited metal films (non-ref ractory)
starting et the point when the film is deposited. The model is qualitative by
necessity because the complex combination of events leading to the
observed final state cannot be formulated easily. It is therefore only one of
many (unknown) possible sequence of events which can explain the
observations self-consistently, and is meant to stimulate ettention to
certain viewpoints which may be applicable to the analysis of other growth
systems.
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6.4.1 Growth
Imagine a flux of Au atoms impinging onto an amorphous and inert
substrate at a constant rate. The arriving atoms impart their kinetic energy
to the substrate ( considered to be infinitely thick) and are rapidly
equilibrated with the surface. By a statistical process, several atoms may
accumulate at an identical site on the surface. When a sufficient number of
atoms have gathered at a particular site, they may begin to regain the
identity of the starting material by staying permanently together and
establishing a thermodynamically stable phase. This colony of associated
atoms, known as the nucleus, grows with the addition of more arriving
atoms, eventually becoming islands of substantial sizes. When islands have
grown sufficiently large to impinge on each other, they may coalesce to
form bigger islands so as to minimize surface energy. This process of island
growth and island coalescence continues until a network of islands (now
known as grains), is formed. Further deposition fills in the open areas
resulting in a continuous film.
The size of these grains prior to the formation of a continuous film
depends on the density of nuclei and the frequency of coalescence. For
limited coalescence and a high nuclei density, initial grain sizes will be
very small. Furthermore, the mean thickness at which the film becomes
continuous will also be small. This is the case where arriving atoms have a
strong adhesion with the substrate - small critical nucleus size and low
surface mobility for adatoms and island clusters, which results in a very
fine-grained matrix at a small critical thickness (thickness at which the
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film becomes continuous).
We should point out that the coalescence of islands, especially larger
ones, could be accompanied by boundary migration. Such boundary migration
may be restricted by geometrical constraints because islands generally
resemble hemispherical caps and the boundary separating the islands at
their adjoining neck may have minimum area. Boundary migration is not
possible if the attendant energy gain through boundary-area increase is
larger than the driving force. Nevertheless, a certain degree of boundary
migration does take place, which is evident by comparing the grain size in
the matrix (a few hundred angstroms) with the typical critical nucleus size
(several angstroms). When the film becomes just continuous, thickness
perturbations or surface roughness are still significant, and geometrical
constraints may persist to thicknesses somewhat larger than the critical
thickness. With increasing deposition, perturbations smoothen out by
surface diffusion and their effect on boundary migration is lessened.
The foregoing discussion is a general account of events leading to the
formation of a continuous film consisting of a matrix of fine normal grains.
Due to the specimen thickness effect (believed to be the result of surface
grooving) the size of normal grains are generally on the order of the film
thickness. In the case of Au, normal grain size is linearly proportional to
film thickness, implying that boundary migration among the normal grains
does take place as the film thickens. However, at a given film thickness,
normal grain size remains constant with anneling time during room
temperature anneal. The orientation distribution of normal grains is close to
random, and remains so during room temperature anneal. In other words,
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normal grains in Au do not possess any texture.
Going beyond the observations in Au., we postulate that as long as the
substrate is amorphous, normal grains always have random orientations.
Alternatively, we can say that the deposition texture frequently observed in
thin films is not present at the critical film thickness. We justify the above
statements as follows. If the substrate is amorphous., epitaxial effects can
be ruled out. The next process that can induce texture in normal grains is
that of oriented nucleation. The process of oriented nucleation requires that
potential nuclei be able to recognize an orientation-dependent surface
energy. The typical sizes of critical nuclei in vapor deposition at room
temperature is on the order of 10 or fewer atoms. For a cluster of this size
it is doubtful that individual crystallographic planes could distiguish
surface energy differences. Furthermore, the unit cell of the FCC structure
has barely been formed (it requires ~10 atoms to distinguish between a
crystalline and an amorphous phase). Therefore, oriented nucleation is not
likely to take place, and initial grains will be randomly oriented. These
initial grains grow vertically and laterally by the addition of more atoms.
This growth stage does not lead to tex:,ture development. When the film
reaches critical thickness, the continuous matrix will consist of normal
grains with random orientations, and the film as a whole does not have any
texture. The texture observed in thin films must be the result of a process
which occurs after the critical thickness is reached. This process is
described below.
As the film becomes continuous (at critical thickness) geometrical
constraints such as necks and open channels (but not surface roughness) are
being removed, and boundaries are somewhat free to migrate. Equilibrium
grain boundary mobility does not contribute significantly to growth rate at
room temperature. The driving force for boundary migration can be very
large since critical thicknesses are generally small (except for high
temperature deposition). If this large driving force is isotropic, boundaries
of all normal grains will migrate with equal rates. The monomodal size
distribution of normal grains will be preserved and texture will not develop
in the film. The driving force, however, is selective. It consists of two
parts: one due to grain boundary energy and one due to surface energy
differences between grains of different orientations, or surface energy
anisotropy (see equation (4-B) ). This latter part is responsible for the
selectivity in driving force, which in turn, gives rise to a selectivity in the
growth rate. Maximum growth rate is obtained for a maximum surface
energy anisotropy. This occurs when one of the two adjacent grains has a
unique orientation which corresponds to minimum surface energy
(orientation with maximum surface energy is undefined). Thus, normal
grains with this unique orientation ( {11 1) in the case of Au) will grow
preferentially with the maximum growth rate. This is the origin of
surface-energy-driven secondary grain growth.
Secondary grain growth naturally leads to the development of a
bimodal grain size distribution. Since secondary grains are exclusively
{1 1 1}-oriented, increasing growth of these grains implies that an increasing
fraction of the film surface will become {111 )-oriented also. This may be
the origin of deposition texture.
Texture development begins with the onset of SEDSGG at the critical
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thickness and continues until secondary grains have impinged or have
saturated, whichever happens first. If the critical thickness is very small
and the final film thickness is reasonably large, there is a substantial
period of growth available during the deposition process itself. A small
critical thickness is also coupled with high nuclei density in the case where
there is a strong adhesion between the film and the substrate. The resulting
film may have fine secondary grains that have grown to impingement as
well as a strong texture at the termination of deposition. Neither the
secondary grain size nor the film texture will experience further changes
during annealing.
The above discussion is centered on events which begin at critical
film thickness. At this point, even though secondary grains may begin to
grow, existing thickness perturbations in the film may still present
geometrical constraints to boundary migration. With subsequent deposition,
thickness perturbations even out or become less important as the film
thickens. Within this transition period, the growth rate depends more
strongly on surface roughness effects than film thickness. A thicker film
may have a smaller driving force, but since roughness is reduced, the
resulting growth rate may be larger than that of a thinner film. Therefore,
during this period, secondary grain sizes may increase with film thickness.
The end of the transition period occurs at a thickness where surface
roughness reaches zero or a constant value. Henceforth, an increase in film
thickness will lower the driving force, leading to a decrease in growth rate.
This turnover point thus corresponds to a minimum practical thickness for
which the driving force for SEDSGG can be maximized. The theoretical
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prediction that driving force is inversely proportional to film thickness is
expected to hold beyond the turnover point.
Secondary grain growth begins during deposition when the film
reaches critical thickness, continues to the end of deposition, and may
proceed further during room temperature annealing. This last process
obviously will not occur if secondary grains have impinged, as in the case of
substrates which adhere strongly to the film. The growth process can be
viewed as one continuous event with different growth rates depending on
which stage the film is in. Growth rates exceed theoretical limits by a large
factor during deposition. An explanation will not be attempted here because
of the complexities involved. Growth rates during room temperature anneal
can easily be understood in terms of an equilibrium mobility and a high
driving force due to extremely small film thickness.
The last point to be made is the applicability of the above
interpretations to microstructural developments in thin films in general.
Every vapor-deposited thin film has to go through a critical thickness.
Whenever this thickness is reached, there is a possibility for SEDSGG to
occur if the maximum AZ of the system is sufficiently large. If SEDSGG
does occur, there will be texture development. If SEDSGG proceeds to
completion by the end of deposition., the bimodal grain size distribution
characteristic of SEDSGG will not be apparent. If it does not proceed to
completion during deposition, further transformation may occur during room
temperature annealing. This, in turn, may or may not proceed to completion.
Thus, SEDSGG could occur in any thin film system having sufficient AS, with
or without a final bomodal grain size distribution to identify it. In any case,
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the texture developed during this process remains.
6.4:2 Saturation
In the previous section., we stated that grain growth will occur given
a sufficiently high driving force and mobility. If the driving force is very
large., as in the case of thin films, grain growth can proceed at low
temperatures (room temperature in the case of Au). This implies that grain
growth will eventually lead to the complete transformation of the matrix
into secondary grains. However, this is true only in the case of an ideal
situation where external factors can be ignored. In reality, external factors
can have a significant influence on the growth rate, to the extent where
growth can be terminated altogether before complete transformation.
The effect of external factors may take the form of a dragging force -
a force which acts in a direction opposite to that of the driving force. The
dragging force may remain constant with time or it may increase as growth
proceeds. If the dragging force increas with the extent of growh, there
a possibility that it will achieve a magnitude comparable to that of the
driving force before complete transformation. When this happens, one should
observe the saturation phenomenon - the cessation of secondary grain
growth before the total consumption of primary grains.
We have considered several possible dragging forces that may be
responsible for saturation in a 'pure' Au film on SiO., substrate (i) iimpurity
drag, (ii) surface grooving and (iii) vacancy drag. We have also considered
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vacancy cluster drag in relation to the saturation in a free-standing film.
The absence of foreign precipitates in the Au films indicates that
impurities, if any, are only present in very small concentrations.
Nevertheless, we cannot rule out the possible role of impurity drag. Certain
impurities, in particular 02 [1001, could seriously inhibit grain boundary
motion. Small amounts of 02 impurities (below the detection limit of Auger
analysis) may be incorporated into the material during the deposition
process. As boundary migration proceeds, impurity accumulation at the
boundary may become sufficiently large to overcome the driving force. Since
the amount of impurities could not be detected, it is difficult to quantify
the effect of impurity drag. Thus, impurity drag remains a possible source
of dragging force leading to saturation. Impurities may also have an adverse
effect on grain boundary mobility. If such impurities exist in the material,
growth saturation could be the result of mobility reduction in addition to
the development of a dragging force.
A dragging force due to surface grooving should, in principle, be
present on any free surface so long as the grooving angle is non-zero.
Previous estimations (Section 6.1.4) showed that the dragging force
produced by surface grooving is comparable in magnitude to the driving
force. The fact that boundary migration could take place prior to saturation
suggests that the dragging force is somewhat smaller. However, as boundary
migration proceeds, groove depths may increase as a function of time. This
may be especially crucial at grain boundary triple junctions. In addition,
there may be changes in grooving conditions such that the dragging force
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increases with increasing boundary migration. These effects may lead to a
natural limiting size for secondary grains. The limiting grain size should be
proportional to the film thickness since the effect of surface grooving is
reduced for thicker films. The nature of the time dependence of grooving for
a moving boundary has yet to be clarified. This should resolve the issue of
whether surface grooving alone could lead to saturation. For the present, we
maintain that that surface grooving will, at least in part, be responsible for
the total dragging force leading to saturation.
A vacancy drag force is produced by the very act of boundary
migration itself. Unlike impurity drag, vacancy drag may be operative in
pure materials. According to equation (6-18), the effect of vacancy drag is
strongest at low temperatures. For room temperature SEDSGG on SiO2J
substrates, it appears that vacancy drag could be an important factor.
Whether or not vacancy drag alone would lead to saturation depends on the
extent of boundary migration required to generate a sufficiently large
dragging force to balance the available driving force. Since vacancy drag
should be present in any system, given a finite probability of vacancy
generation, it could play a role in any growth-related saturation
phenomenon.
Based on the available observations on the saturation behavior, it is
difficult to establish the relative importance of the dragging forces
considered above. For the present, we could only conclude that each of the
three sources may have a partial role in causing saturation. Further insights
into the exact cause of saturation may be gained through some of the
experiments suggested in Section 10.3.
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Free-standing Au films experience saturation as soon as the
substrate is removed. Possible causes of this early saturation have been
attributed to surface grooving and vacancy cluster drag. The effect of
vacancy clusters (formed as a result of coalescence of excess vacancies) is
assumed to be similar in nature to that of insoluble second phase particles
in hindering boundary motion. When a migrating boundary has gathered a
sufficient number of clusters in its motion (on the order of 0.1% of the
boundary area), the dragging force exerted by these clusters may balance the
driving force, leading to growth saturation. The 'apparent' activation energy
for grain growth in free-standing films was measured to be =0.leV. This
value corresponds closely to the binding energy of a vacancy cluster. A
rate-limiting mechanism based on cluster dissociation would support the
hypothesis that vacancy clusters could be partially responsible for stopping
grain boundary motion.
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6.4.3 Substrate Effects
Three substrate effects relevant to grain growth are considered : (i)
substrate crystallinity; (ii) film-substrate adhesion; and (iii) tensile stress
in the film due to substrate confinement.
Substrate crystallinity is expected to be important only at the
nucleation stage. A crystalline substrate, under proper conditions, could
have an effect on film nucleation, that is, allowing oriented nucleation to
take place. If the substrate and film material were the same, it is
conceivable that the nucleation barrier can be avoided altogether, with the
result of monolayer growth. In the present case of an amorphous SiO2
substrate, this aspect of the substrate can be neglected.
Film-substrate adhesion directly influences heterogeneous nucleation
kinetics. A strong adhesion is manifested by a high density of islands and a
small critical film. thickness. This allows SEDSGG to occur at a very early
stage during deposition. In the case of Au on Cr substrates, SEDSGG is
completed by the end of deposition. The secondary grains are, however,
limited in size.
The origin of intrinsic stress in deposited films has been traced to
several possible causes, none of which has recieved general acceptance.
This intrinsic stress (usually tensile) is generally thought to be an inherent
property of the film itself. What is often overlooked is that the substrate
has to be present for this stress to exist. Regardless of its origin, tensile
stress in a thin film cannot be sustained without the presence of the
substrate. This is a general statement which follows from the fact that free
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bodies must be stress-free. What we assume next is that intrinsic stress is
related to the excess concentration of vacancies frozen into the lattice
during deposition. These excess vacancies are tolerated in a film under
tensile stress. Upon removal of the substrate, and hence the stress, these
excess vacancies are no longer tolerated. To eliminate the excess vacancies,
two possibel mechanisms are available : vacancy outdiffusion and vacancy
coalescence (or vacancy cluster formation). Which mechanism is operative
depends on the proximity of vacancies to each other, grain size and film
thickness. The first factor refers to the distance a vacancy has to migrate
before it meets another vacancy to form a cluster. The last two factors
refer to the distance between a vacancy and its closest sink. If the excess
vacancy concentration in a 250 A-thick film is on the order of 1016 cm-3,
vacancies are closer to each other than to the nearest sink. Since the
concentration of excess vacancies in a vapor-deposited film is expected to
be high, vacancy coalescence is considered to be the likely mechanism.
Vacancy clusters formed by coalescence may have a significant impact on
growth behavior, analogous to the pinning of grain boundaries by pores or
voids. Since clusters are of much smaller dimensions than a pore, their
effect can be analyzed in the same way as dispersed second phase particles.
In an earlier section (6.1.5) it was estimated that a grain boundary having
0.1% of vacancy clusters will be prevented from further migration. We
speculate that the drag effect due to vacancy clusters could be partially
responsible for early saturation in free-standing films.
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6.4.4 The Rate-Limiting Step
This discussion on the mechanism which governs the growth rate only
refers to free-standing films, and may not apply to films confined to their
substrates. The rate-limiting step is inferred from the value of the
'apparent' activation energy, measured to be 0.16 eV. To understand the
mechanism characterized by this activation energy, we need to refer to the
initial state of the free-standing film.
Free-standing films experience an early saturation at room
temperature. Early saturation is believed to be due to dragging forces
exerted by vacancy clusters formed during substrate removal. In order for
growth to proceed, the dragging force due to vacancy clusters must be
eliminated so that a finite driving force is available. At elevated
temperatures, grain growth thus consists of a sequence of two events:
dissociation of vacancy clusters leading to the reduction of dragging force,
and atomic transport across the boundary leading to boundary migration. The
migration rate of the boundary will depend on the relative rates of these
two steps, and will be determined by the rate of the slower step. The
apparent activation energy of the overall process will be the energy barrier
that must be overcome to accomplish the slower step. The energy barrier for
the dissociation of vacancy clusters is the binding energy of the cluster,
which is on the order of 0.1 eV . The energy barrier for boundary atomic
transport is roughly equivalent to that of boundary self-diffusion, which is
0.66 eV. The measured activation energy of 0.16eV identifies the cluster
dissociation process to be the rate-limiting step for boundary migration in
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free-standing films.
We may picture the grain growth behavior in free-standing films in
the following way. At a given annealing temperature, a certain fraction of
vacancy clusters will dissociate by thermal activation, relieving the
boundary of the dragging force, thus allowing it to migrate. The rate at
which the boundary could migrate depends on the rate of cluster dissocia-
tion. Boundary migration would presumably be accompanied by the
generation of other dragging forces. Growth proceeds to the point where the
driving force is again balanced by an equal and opposite dragging force, and
growth is terminated. This may explain the saturation phenomenon in
free-standing films at elevated temperatures.
In the vacancy drag model, the vacancy generation rate and the
vacancy escape rate (to the boundary) are considered to have different
temperature dependences. If the temperature dependence of the vacancy
escape rate is higher than that of the vacancy generation rate, the effect of
vacancy drag will be reduced at higher temperatures. This implies that a
larger extent of growth is required before a dragging force of sufficient
magnitude can be generated. The saturated value of percent transformation
is thus higher for higher temperature anneals. If the annealing temperature
is sufficiently high, complete transformation can take place, and the
saturation effect will not be observed.
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7. SOLID STATE GRAPHOEPITAXY
In chapter 2, we have reviewed various approaches to graphoepitaxy
and their relative merits. The ideal approach should involve a low
temperature process which is generally applicable to any film-substrate
combination. The approach based on solid state grain growth satisfies these
requirements. Grain growth processes could occur at temperatures well
below the melting point of the material, and even as low as room
temperature in the case of Au. Furthermore, solid state grain growth is a
universal process which can occur in any thin film material with sufficient
grain-boundary mobility and surface-energy anisotropy. It is also
independent of the nature of the substrate as long as it is amorphous and
chemically non-interacting, qualities which are readily available in
materials such as Si0 2 and Si3N4 . The concept of graphoepitaxy will be
applied to SEDSGG.
In the preceding chapter, we have examined SEDSGG in thin Au films
on Si0 2 . The SEDSGG process was shown to be responsible for preferential
growth of large secondary grains which are uniformly {1 11)-oriented. The
fundamental process underlying SEDSGG is that of surface energy
minimization in a thin film; i.e, grains with orientations that minimize
surface energy ({111) in Au) will experience a selective driving force for
growth. Since surface energy differences are isotropic in the plane of
growth, these secondary grains do not have any preferred in-plane
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orientation. In applying the concept of graphoepitaxy to SEDSGG, we will, in
effect, be attempting to induce a preferred in-plane orientation in
secondary grains by inducing anisotropy in the plane of growth. This
in-plane anisotropy will be introduced on the substrate surface via periodic
surface relief structures.
The model system chosen for the graphoepitaxy experiment is Au on
SiO2 . The choice is based on the ease of SEDSGG in this system at low
temperatures. Also, considerable characterization of the features of SEDSGG
has been done on this system in earlier experiments involving flat
substrates. The only difference between the present experiment and
experiments in Chapter 6 is substrate surface topography. For the present
experiments, 2000A-period surface-relief gratings etched to various depths
are fabricated on the surface of an SiO2 substrate, according to the
procedures given in section 5.3. Au is deposited onto the structured
substrate in an electron-beam evaportion system at room temperature at a
rate of 10A/sec. Characterization in a TEM is typically carried out after 24
hours of room temperature annealing.
The use of surface gratings is aimed at introducing a non-random
in-plane orientation distribution in secondary grains. Thus, in-plane
orientation will be used as a key parameter for assessing the effects of
graphoepitaxy. Extensive crystallographic analysis was carried out using
electron diffraction patterns of a large number of secondary grains. The
following questions are addressed :
(1) The effect of surface-relief structures on the in-plane orientation
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distribution of secondary grains, if any.
(2) If a preferred in-plane orientation does exist, what could be
responsible for the choice of that particular orientation.
(3) Other influence of surface gratings on the SEDSGG process beside
the crystallography of secondary grains.
The next section deals with the first two questions. The method of
in-plane orientation analysis will be described, followed by a discussion on
the nature of preferred in-plane alignment in secondary grains. The last
section reexamines the SEDSGG process in conjunction with a structured
substrate surface. The influence of surface gratings on the driving force for
grain growth will be discussed.
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7.1 IN-PLANE ORIENTATION
The difference between in-plane orientation and texture of a
secondary grain is best illustrated by referring to the diffraction pattern of
two adjacent secondary grains (Fig.44). If we index the individual
diffraction spots, we could distinguish two sets of overlapping diffraction
patterns. Both diffraction patterns have six-fold symmetry, indicating a
common (111) texture for both grains. However, they are rotated with
respect to each other, meaning that these secondary grains have different
in-plane orientations. For a matrix of secondary grains with uniform {1 1 1}
texture and random in-plane orientations, the composite diffraction pattern
will be a stong (220) diffraction ring.
To specify an in-plane orientation, we need a reference direction on
the surface. The direction of surface gratings provide a natural choice. Next,
we need to choose a common crystallographic direction. The angular
relationship between the chosen crystallographic direction of the grain and
the reference direction of the substrate specifies the in-plane orientation
of an individual secondary grain. When a host of secondary grains are
analyzed, the uniformity of this angular relationship indicates the degree of
preferred in-plane orientation or, in other words, the graphoepitaxial effect.
In this analysis, the bright field micrograph of a secondary grain and its
corresponding SAD pattern must be examined together. Owing to the nature
of electron optics in a TEM, there is an inherent rotation between the image
formed on the viewing screen (bright field image) and the image formed at
the back focal plane (diffraction pattern). This inherent image rotation must
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Fig.44 SAD pattern of two adjacent secondary grains.
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be accounted for. In all subsequent displays of pictorial and graphical
results, the above correction has been made.
For this graphoepitaxy experiment, 1000A-thick Au films were
evaporated onto a 2000A-period grating in Si02. The grating had a
square-wave profile and was etched to a depth of 200A. A larger film
thickness had to be used (compared to earlier experiments) in order to
obtain a smooth and continuous film on a structured substrate. Figure 45
shows a typical example of a secondary grain grown on a substrate with a
surface grating 200A in depth. The higher defect density is typical of
thicker films. Certain boundaries of the grain are seen to be aligned with
the grating direction. This is believed to be due to geometrical constraints
introduced by the substrate topography, and should not be confused with the
property of crystallographic alignment.
The inserted SAD pattern in Fig. 45 shows that the secondary grain
has a {111 } texture, as expected for SEDSGG in Au. To analyze the in-plane
orientation, we now define a common crystallographic vector. The
220-vector in the diffraction pattern is the vector from the central
transmitted spot to a 220-spot. Because of the 6-fold symmetry, there are
six angular relations between the 220-vectors and the reference grating
direction. These are (clockwise) : +300, +900, +1500, +2100 +2700 and +3300.
Since the grating has mirror symmetry, +300 and +330* (or -30*) are
equivalent. The smallest absolute angle is chosen to define the in-plane
orientation. In this case, the in-plane orientation is specified by a 300
difference between the 220-vector and the grating axis. Another more
convenient representation is to find a crystallographic vector which is
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Fig.45
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parallel to the grating axis. This vector could have a higher index and may
not appear in the diffraction pattern. For the FCC sturcture, a 30* deviation
for a 220-vector is equivalent to a 00 deviation for a 112-vector. For cubic
structures, the hkl-vector in reciprocal space (diffraction pattern) is
parallel to the <hkl> direction in real space (BF). Thus, an alternative way to
represent the in-plane orientation of the {1 1 1}-textured secondary grain is
to say that its <112> direction is parallel to the grating axis.
In-plane orientations of a large number of secondary grains have been
analyzed in a similar manner. These secondary grains have a uniform { 111 )
texture and an in-plane orientation distribution as shown in Fig. 46. This
histogram shows the number of secondary grains which falls within each
interval of angular deviation between the <112> direction and the grating
axis. The angular interval was chosen to be 50*. Angular deviation is plotted
up to the maximum absolute value of 300. The orientation distribution in
Fig. 46 is seen to be non-random. In fact, there is a marked tendency for the
<112> direction to be aligned with the grating axis. Thus, the answer to
quesion (1) is that secondary grains grown over a square- wave profile
grating (200A groove depth) show a uniform {1 1 1} texture as well as a
preferred parallel alignment of the <112> direction with the grating axis.
To answer question (2), we refer to the crystallographic symmetry of
a FCC structure. Fig. 47 shows the Bravais lattice of the FCC structure. The
(111) plane and the (1TO) plane are also shown. These two lattice planes are
seen to intersect along the [TT2J direction. In addition, the dot product of
their normal vectors, [111] [1TO] , gives a value of zero, indicating that
these planes are perpendicular to each other. Thus, in general { 111) and
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{ 110} planes are mutually perpendicular and intersect along <112>
directions. The parallel alignment of the <112> direction with the grating
axis indicates that the {1 10) planes of the {1 11)-textured secondary grains
have a tendency to be parallel to the grating axis. Considering that surface
gratings have a square-wave profile, this also means that (1 10) planes are
parallel to the sidewalls of the grating. Thus, secondary grains grown on a
square-wave-profile grating have a preferential alignment of {1 11) planes
parallel to the substrate surface and {1 10) planes parallel to the grating
si dewal ls.
This observation can be rationalized as follows. Generally, one would
expect a material to minimize its surface energy by having its most
densely-packed planes parallel to an amorphous surface. For FCC materials
such as Au, the densest plane is {1 11), thus giving rise to the {1 11) texture
on a flat substrate as observed earlier. On a substrate with a square-wave
profile grating, there is an additional sidewall surface to be considered.
Following the surface energy minimization argument, the material would
prefer to have the densest packed plane parallel to sidewalls as well.
However, the availability of densely-packed planes which could be parallel
to the sidewall is restricted by the fact that the grains are already
{111)-textured. The only planes which can be considered are those
perpendicular to the {1 11) plane, and of these, {1 10) has the highest density
and presumably, the lowest surface energy. Thus, surface energy
minimization on the sidewall surface is achieved by having {1 10) planes
parallel to the grating sidewalls. This preferential alignment could in fact
be thought of as a second degree of surface energy minimization. The overall
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minimum-surf ace-enery configuration is as follows : the densest atomic
planes being parallel to the flat protions of the grating and the densest
perpendicular planes being parallel to the sidewalls of the gratings. This
additional phenomenon due to surface gratings is the key to solid state
graphoepitaxy - the ability to predesignate the in-plane orientation of
secondary grains which already have a uniform texture.
The above argument also implies that, for a given film thickness, the
graphoepitaxial effect should be proportional to the ratio of groove depth to
period. A variation in these parameters will give rise to a variation in the
total sidewall surface area available for a second degree of surface energy
minimization to take place. We demonstrate this by using surface gratings
with a reduced groove depth of 100A, keeping the grating period constant at
2000A. Figure 48 shows the in-plane orientation distribution of {1 11)
grains on such a grating. The in-plane orientation distribution is seen to be
random. This is in accordance with the prediction that the effect of second
degree surface energy minimization should be reduced by decreasing the
ratio (h/p).
To enhance the graphoepitaxial effect, it is obvious that we should
have surface gratings with fine period and large groove depths. This last
variable is limited practically by the film thickness - a film with a
thickness smaller than the groove depth will not be continuous. Even for
thickness-depth ratios somewhat larger than unity, severe geometrical
constraints come into play. These effects will be examined in the next
section. Due to the limited freedom of the depth variable, the only way to
improve the graphoepitaxial efect is to have gratings with a finer period.
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Current fabrication technology limits this value to about 2000K. Thus,
further innovation in fabrication techniques are needed to further the
applicability of graphoepitexy. The validity of this concept, however, is
confirmed by the present experiment.
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7.2 SEDSGG ON RELIEF STRUCTURES
We have established that surface relief structures could lead to
preferred in-plane orientation in secondary grains via a second degree of
surface energy minimization. In this section, we shall examine other
features of the SEDSGG process that could be influenced by the presence of
gratings on the substrate surface. We shall examine the relationship
between texture in thin films and the symmetry of the gratings, as well as
geometrical constraints to grain growth induced by surface topography.
Lastly, we discuss the nature of the driving force in SEDSGG on a structured
substrate.
Secondary grains grown on a square-wave-profile grating have a
{111) texture, similar to that observed on a flat substrate. This is contrary
to an earlier notion for the need of compatibility between the symmetry of
the grating and the natural texture of the grain. Grating symmetry, however,
could be manipulated to produce a different texture in the film [13].
Consider a set of gratings with a V-shaped profile as shown in Fig.49a. The
deposited film will choose to minimize its surface energy by having {1 1 1}
planes parallel to the Si0 2 surface (A), which is inclined at an angle of 54.7*
with respect to the nominal surface (dashed line). Since {1 1 1} and {100}
planes are also mutually inclined at an angle of 54.70, this is equivalent to
{100} planes (B) being parallel to nominal surface. As deposition continues,
the perturbations in film topography will be evened out, resulting in the
film shown in Fig.49b. The texture in the film, which is always measured
with respect to the nominal surface (since groove depths are much smaller
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Fig. 49 Schematic illustration of the use of V-shaped
gratings to manipulate texture in a thin film.
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than film thickness), will be {100} even though surface energy minimization
is based on { 111 ) planes. This is an illustration of how the symmetry of the
surface gratings can be manipulated to produce different film textures.
The issue to be addressed next is the geometrical constraints to grain
growth imposed by surface relief structures. Fig. 50a shows a 500A-thick
Au film on a square-wave profile grating with a 2000A period and a groove
depth of 200A. The ratio of film thickness to groove depth in this case is
2.5, compared to a ratio of 5 for the film in Fig. 45. The secondary grains are
seen to be restricted in width to within half a period of the grating. They
are, however, elongated along the grating direction. After annealing at
5600 C for 1 hour (Fig. 50b), the matrix is completely transformed. The
widths of secondary grains are still limited to within half a period of the
grating. This implies that grain boundaries are pinned at the vicinity of the
sidewall. The reluctance of grain boundaries to migrate past the sidewall
can be explained as follows. Electron-beam deposition is essentially a
point-source evaporation process. Point-source deposition on a corrugated
surface is likely to give rise to non-conformal coverage. These
non-conformities occur at the corners of the grating, thus making the film
in these regions thinner than the rest of the film. These regions, marked A,
B and C, are schematically shown in Fig. 51. Secondary grains, which began
growing in flat portions of the grating, could expand until their grain
boundaries coincide with the sidewall. Since the film thickness at the
sidewall is smaller than the rest of the film, a grain boundary in the
sidewall region will have minimum area. Any subsequent movement of the
boundary will involve an increase in boundary area. This is essentially
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equivalent to a dragging force of the type imposed by surface grooving,
although it is much more severe in this case. Given the unfavorable
energetics of further migration, a boundary will be trapped at the sidewall.
Secondary grain sizes are thus limited to within half a period of the grating.
The degree of non-conformity in coverage that could give rise to a
complete inhibition of boundary migration is difficult to ascertain. A more
practical parameter to consider is the film thickness-groove depth ratio.
The present ratio of 2.5 is seen to generate severe geometrical constraints.
Fig. 45, which corresponds to a ratio of 5, shows uninhibited growth. Thus,
the critical ratio is estimated to be somewhere between these two values.
While these values may be valid for the present experiments, they cannot be
used as an absolute guideline because deposition conditions may vary from
system to system, with a corresponding variation in conformity.
Nevertheless, the point of this discussion is that surface relief structures
do impose geometrical inhibitions to grain growth, the severity of which
could be significant. One solution to this problem is to use an extended
source for evaporation. Another is to rotate the substrate in a gyroscopic
fashion. Both methods tend to yield a more conformal film coverage, which
could eliminate the growth constraints mentioned above.
Lastly, we trace the development of preferred in-plane orientation
from the initiation of SEDSGG, that is, the point at which the film reaches
critical thickness. For room temperature deposition of Au on Si0 2, the
critical thickness is about 175A. At this stage, the potential secondary
grains have sizes on the order of film thickness. On the average, 1000K (half
the grating period) is the minimum size that a secondary grain must have
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before the first pair of sidewalls is encountered. Since SEDSGG began with
sizes much smaller than 1000A, the initial stage of SEDSGG must be
insensitive to the presence of surface relief structures. This implies that
there exists an original matrix of secondary grains which are unaware of
the gratings. These secondary grains will have {111) texture, as dictated by
the SEDSGG process, but their in-plane orientations would bear no
relationship to the grating axis. Yet, examination of the final state reveals
that a majority of secondary grains have {1 10) planes preferentially aligned
with the grating sidewall . What happened in between?
We believe that the answer lies in the additional driving force for
SEDSGG supplied by the grating sidewall. The change from a initially random
in-plane orientation to a final preferential alignment must be the result of
a selective growth process. From the original matrix of secondary grains
which have grown beyond 1000$, those which are aligned with the grating
axis ( {1 10) parallel to sidewall) may outgrow or consume those which are
not. This is the only way to achieve preferred in-plane orientation in the
final state. Selective growth implies that preferentially-aligned secondary
grains have a higher growth rate, or a higher driving force. This additional
driving force is above and beyond the (2A + Ngb)/h term in conventional
SEDSGG. It can be viewed as an additional surface energy anisotropy
provided by the grating sidewall : surface energy difference between the
{ 110) plane and any other higher index plane which can be parallel to the
sidewall. Thus, the phenomenon of solid state graphoepitaxy in Au is
basically a SEDSGG process working in conjunction with a second degree of
surface energy anisotropy. The first degree of surface energy anisotropy
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selects the texture. The second degree selects the in-plane orientation.
Together, they could produce secondary grains with uniform texture and
uniform in-plane orientations.
The additional driving froce due to grating sidewall can be analyzed
as follows. Consider two grains with similar size and texture but different
in-plane orientation on a structured substrate. Grain A is preferentially
aligned with the grating axis (sidewall surface energy dmin) whereas grain B
is not (9). Let the grain dimensions be specified by breadth B, length L and
thickness h; and let the gratings have period p and groove depth d.
The total area due to the sidewalls is given by :
[2 (B/p) + 1 ld L (7-1)
For secondary grain sizes larger than the grating period, B >> p, this
term reduces to
(2 B / p)d L (7-2)
The energy per unit volume before transformation is
G 1= { min [ 2(B/p) I dL + U [ 2B/p I dL } / 2BLh (7-3)
After transformation, the energy per unit volume is
Gil = { Zjfl [ 2 (25/p) dL] } / 2BLh (7-4)
The driving force for transformation is thus given by
AF = Gi - G, = { (2B/p) ( Z - U ) dL }/ 2 BLh (7-5)
Defining surface energy anisotropy A-2 to be -d - , we obtain
&F =(2B A2 dL )/( 2 pBLh)( d A2 )/ hp (7-6)
The additional driving force due to the sidewall is thus inversely
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proportional to both the grating period as well as the thickness-depth ratio
(h/d). The assumption used in (7-2) is not truly valid since selective growth
leading to preferred in-plane orientation begins when B ~ p. If the
assumption is relaxed, the final expression contains an additional term
AF = (d/p) (I /h) (AU2) + (dU)/2Bh (7-7)
Since B >> d, the additional term is small. Equation (7-7) reduces to
(7-6) for large secondary grain sizes.
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B. STRUCTURAL INSTABILITY IN THIN FILMS
Thin films deposited on non-wetting substrates are susceptible to
structural break-up at elevated temperatures. This is because the
equilibrium shape of a thin film material on a foreign substrate is that of a
hemispherical cap with an equilibrium contact angle with the substrate.
Given this inherent instability, a planar thin film will seek to return to its
equilibrium shape via any kinetic process available. The breaking up of a
thin film has been referred to as agglomeration, film rupture or beading. The
term beading will be used here. The final state of a beading process is a
dissociated network of film material. consisting of individual islands as
well as strings of interconnected material. This is shown in Fig. 52. The
appearance of a beaded film is very much like a film in the network stage,
except that the strings and islands have much larger sizes.
We believe that the process of beading consists of two steps. First,
structural discontinuities must form in the matrix. These could be holes or
other defects which have penetrated the film thickness. The mechanism
responsible for the generation of such discontinuities depends on the
specific system. We postulate that for thin films, hole formation is due to
surface grooving at grain boundary triple junctions (the point at which three
separate boundaries meet). For thicker films, the process of hillock growth
(4.2) could lead to discontinuities around the hillock. These two mechanisms
of discorntinuity formation are distinctly different, and will be the subject
of subsequent discussion. The second step in beading is the growth and
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Fig.52 Optical micrograph showing beading in a thin film.
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eventual interconnection of discontinuities, resulting in the dissociation
of the matrix into individual parts. Once an individual part is isolated,
surface tension forces will tend to pull the material together in order to
reduce the total surface area. This is what gives rise to the final state of a
beaded film. The second step is driven solely by surface energy
minimization. All it requires is the existence of discontinuities, regardless
of how they were formed. This step will not be considered here. We shall
concentrate on the first step of beading, namely, the processes responsible
for the initiation of beading.
8.1 GRAIN BOUNDARY TRIPLE JUNCTIONS
In this section we focus on experimental identification of the
physical origin of discontinuities in thin films. Some of the possible
candidates are film thickness perturbations, grooving at grain boundaries
and grooving at grain boundary triple junctions.
It has been shown theoretically by Srolovitz [1011 that a thin film is
dynamically stable against small perturbations in film thickness, that is,
small perturbations decay with time. Thus, small surface roughness does
not lead to film discontinuities. On the other hand, large perturbations
which bring the surface into contact with the substrate may grow. A
possible source of such large perturbations is grooving at grain boundaries.
Mullins [1021 considered the case where an infinite planar grain boundary
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intersects a perpendicular free surface. He found that the groove depth
increases with time as t 14 . Thus, a grain boundary groove will eventually
hit the substrate, forming a discontinuity. However, for finite grain sizes
(as in the present case), there exists an equilibrium groove depth [101]
given by
de D [ (Z -sing cosg) / (4 sin2g)](61
where Z is the equilibrium groove angle (see Fig. Ba) and D is the distance
between grain boundaries, i.e. grain size. For Au, the equlibrium groove depth
is on the order of 10-20 A for films 200-500 A thick. Thus, grooving at a
grain boundary is not likely to lead to the formation of discontinuities in
thin Au films.
The situation is rather different at grain boundary triple junctions. At
these sites, the equilibrium groove depth is effectively infinite [1011. This
means that grooving at triple junctions could lead to hole formation. Once
the holes reach a certain critical size, they could grow and eventually
intersect, leading to structural break-up. Although triple junctions have
been for some time the prime suspect for the cause of beading, no
experimental verification has yet been carried out. To do this, we need a
film which has not beaded up completely. The location of the smallest holes
observable will pinpoint the sites at which these holes were formed.
We have carried out the experiment using 400A-thick Au films on a
50A-thick Cr adhesion layer. The purpose of the adhesion layer is to provide
a matrix of secondary grains with uniform sizes. Uncertainties due to large
variations in grain size can then be ruled out. The films were annealed in
vacuum at 510*C for 1/2 hour. In the absence of a cap, beading effects
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become apparent at around 500*C.
The annealed film is shown in Fig. 53. Two large holes, several
thousand angstroms in diameter, can be seen in the matrix, indicating that
the process of beading has begun. In addition to the readily apparent large
holes, higher magnifications reveal the existence and location of smaller
holes. Typical examples of the latter are shown in Figs. 54a and 54b. The
small holes have an average diameter on the order of a hundred angstroms.
Their shapes vary from perfectly circular to slightly dihedral. Holes with
sizes much smaller than 100A have not been observed. Although the shapes
and sizes of these small holes may vary slightly, they have one property in
common - they are all located at grain boundary triple junctions. Small
holes with these sizes could not be found elsewhere in the film matrix. The
fact that all small holes are located exclusively at grain boundary triple
junctions indicates that the triple junctions are responsible for the
generation of discontinuities in thin films. In other words, triple junctions
initiate the beading process in a thin film. To our knowledge, this is the
first direct experimental confirmation of the role of grain boundary triple
junctions in thin film structural stability.
One remaining point to be noted is the distribution and density of
these small holes. Although a quantitative measure of hole density has not
been made, it is readily apparent that there are many more triple junctions
in the film than there are holes. This means that while all holes form at
triple junctions, not all triple junctions form holes. Thus, being a triple
junction is only a necessary but not a sufficient condition for a hole to
form. Triple junctions have not been characterized intensively enough to
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Fig.53 TEM micrograph of a 400A-thjck Au film on
50A-thick Cr layer, annealed
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at 510 C for 0.5 hour.
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Fig.54b TEM micrograph showing a small hole which is
located at a grain boundary triple junction.
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elucidate other conditions necessary for hole formation. This may have to do
with the relative orientations of the three grains making up the triple
junction, that is, the structural character of the triple junction itself.
8.2 HILLOCK GROWTH
Hillock growth refers to regional thickening in the film normal
direction. Pennebaker [75] observed hillock growth in relatively thick
sputtered Au films (~1Ipm) after a 24-hour anneal at 5000 C. The hillock
consisted of grains much larger than the surrounding grains. He proposed
that the same driving force that is responsible for hillock growth also
motivates secondary grain growth. This driving force was attributed to
thermal compression stress generated by expansivity difference between
the film and the substrate. Thus, both hillock growth and the attendant
secondary grain growth are phenomena related to stress relaxation
processes.
The primary stress-relief mechanism responsible for hillock growth
is the surface transport of material to the hillock from adjacent areas of
the film. Material conservation requires that material accumulation on the
hillock be accompanied by material depletion in the areas surrounding the
hillock. As hillock growth proceeds, its adjacent areas may eventually be
devoid of material , and a discontinuity will be formed. This is shown in
Fig.55 for a lyam-thick Cu film deposited on Si0 2 and annealed at 5500C
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Fig.55 SEM micrograph of a 1 p m-thick
0
Cu
Si0 2 and annealed at 550 C for 10
film deposited
hours.
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on
7.5pm
for 10 hours. The hillock is seen to be surrounded by discontinui ties which
have penetrated the film thickness. Thus, hillock growth can also be
responsible for the initiation of beading.
We could now summarize the study on structural stability as follows:
(1) Beading without substantial grain growth and regional thickening
could be due to the formation of discontinuities at grain boundary triple
junctions.
(2) Beading accompanied by hillock growth and substantial grain
growth within these hillocks is likely to be caused by discontinuities
formed around the hillocks.
We noted earlier that thermal compressive stresses are responsible
for hillock growth and the attendant secondary grain growth. That both
processes should occur concurrently in sputtered Au films may be
coincidental. The driving force (due to stress) needed for secondary grain
growth may in general be different from that for hillock growth. Since
thermal stresses are proportional to temperature, we may define, for each
process, a growth temperature corresponding to the minimum temperature
where observable growth takes place. If secondary grain growth
temperature is lower than hillock growth temperature, the film matrix
could form large secondary grains without any thickening effect. Since the
strain energy in a grain is generally orientation-dependent, this process of
stress-driven grain growth could conceivably lead to a large-grained film
with uniform texture. This texture, however, will not correspond to
minimum surface energy. Rather, it should correspond to minimum strain
energy. If secondary grain growth temperature is equal to or higher than
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hillock growth temperature, hillock formation will always accompany
secondary grain growth, and the matrix will be structurally dissociated.
This is expected to be the case for most materials since surface
diffusivities (for hillock growth) are comparable to grain boundary
diffusivities (for grain growth). In this case, it is still possible to obtain
stress-driven secondary grain growth without beading by using an
encapsulation layer to suppress hillock growth.
The point of this discussion is that, in the presence of a capping
layer, stress-driven secondary grain growth may be indistinguishable from
SEDSGG without the analysis of growth texture. Texture analysis may be
difficult if the textures corresponding to minimum surface energy and
strain energy are not known. Moreover, they may be similar.
One way to distinguish between the two is to perform annealing for
an uncapped film and allow beading to take place. If stress-driven grain
growth was operative, it should be accompanied by hillock growth; meaning
that discontinuities will be formed around the secondary grains. In the
beaded matrix, all secondary grains (thickened) should be bordered by open
areas (developed from the initial discontinuity). If SEDSGG was operative,
discontinuities will not be developed preferentially around the secondary
grains. Thus, 'land-locked' (i.e. surrounded by primary grains) secondary
grains may be found within the matrix. This recommended procedure may not
be the only, or most efficient, way to distinguish betwen these two
processes. For certain experiments at low temperatures (such as Au
experiments), it is not necessary. However, the similarity of the two
processes under some conditions should be recognized and considered.
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9. GROWTH ENHANCEMENT DUE TO ION BOMBARDMENT
This is a preliminary feasibility study on the use of low energy
(<5000eV) Ar* ion bombardment as a post-deposition process to promote
grain growth. In extending the SEDSGG and graphoepitaxial approach from
a metallic system such as Au to undoped semiconductors, one of the
major considerations is the low boundary mobilities in the latter
materials. In order to observe SEDSGG in undoped semiconductors,
annealing usually has to be done at very high temperatures (>90% of the
melting point in the case of Ge). Such high processing temperatures are
contray to the potential promises of SEDSGG as a low temperature
approach. Therefore, there exists a need for the development of a scheme
which could enhance boundary mobility without resorting to thermal
processing.
One promising non-thermal process is that of low energy ion
bombardment. This method is based solely on the physical interactions
between an energetic ion beam and the surface of the material. In
applying low energy ion bombardment during sputter deposition of
InSb/GaSb superlattice structures, it was found that elemental
diffusivities were increased orders of magnitude over thermal diffusion
values [1031. In another experiment, ion bombardment led to enhanced
precipitation in supersaturated alloys [104]. Ion bombardment of the
substrate and the growing film during deposition has also been shown to
result in dramatic changes in film nucleation characteristics as well as
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elemental incorporation probabilities, in addition to changes in the
morphology, crystallinity and defect concentration in the film. A review
of the various effects of ion bombardment on film formation can be found
in referece [105].
The underlying feature in all the ion bombardment effects listed
above is enhanced diffusion. Ion bombardment can enhance diffusion by
introducing large concentration of point defects (vacancies and
interstitials) since the threshold energy for atomic displacements in
metals and semiconductors is on ther order of 20-30 eV. Ion
bombardment can also accelerate diffusion by increasing the jump
frequency of point defects. Since grain boundary migration is intimately
related to diffusive processes involving point defects, it is reasonable to
expect that ion bombardment could have a significant effect on boundary
mobility, and hence, grain growth. However, this possibility has never
been tested.
The only experiment where enhanced boundary migration has been
recorded was carried out by Singh et al [106] using 1 MeV electron
irradiation on austenitic stainless steel foils. Enhanced boundary
migration was attributed to the interaction between the boundaries and
the point defects introduced during irradiation.
Earlier studies on the effects of ion bombardment had
concentrated on the use of ion beams during the film deposition stage.
Since our primary intention is the promotion of boundary migration in a
SEDSGG process (which requires a polycrystalline film as the starting
point), we used ion bombardment as a post-deposition step. For this
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experiment, 250A-thick Au films were deposited by conventional means
onto SiO2 , and the thin films were floated off immediately after
deposition. The purpose of using free-standing films (where SEDSGG is
severely limited) is to allow maximum range for growth enhancement to
occur. The free-standing films, which were supported on Cu grids, were
placed on a H20-cooled stainless steel block inside the ion beam
chamber. Ar* ions, with energies 300-1000eV and current densities
0.15mA/cm2 to 0.4 mA/cm 2 were used in this experiment. The time of
bombardment was standardized at 30 seconds.
9.1 RESULTS
The results of ion bombardment experiments are summarized in
Fig. 56, which shows a representative micrograph for each processing
condition. The microstructure of the as-deposited film is shown for
comparison. After a 30-second bombardment at 300eV and 0. 15 mA/cm2,
no noticeable enhancement of growth has taken place. The same ion
energy, at a higher current density (0.4 mA/cm2), produces a few
secondary grains with relatively large sizes. Bend centers are seen to be
present in these isolated secondary grains. The origin of the bend
contours is not yet understood. At this stage, the film matrix is still far
from being fully transformed.
As we increase the ion energy to 1000eV, significant changes in
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Fig.56 TEM micrographs showing the effect of Ar+-ion
0
bombardment on grain growth in 250A-thick Au films.
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the microstructure can be observed. At a current density of either
0.15 mA/cm 2 or 0.4 mA/cm2 , the film matrix is seen to be completely
transformed to secondary grains with sizes many times larger than those
in the initial state. The corresponding diffraction patterns indicate a
uniform {111) texture. Thus, we have demonstrated that SEDSGG, with
the aid of 1000eV Ar4 ion bombardment, can lead to complete matrix
transformation within a time period as short as 30 seconds. The
implications of this observation will be examined in the next section.
At a higher ion energy of 1500eV, we observed that the
microstructure is quite similar to that obtained using 300eV ions. The
film bombarded by 1500eV ions at 0.4 mA/cm2 has been sputtered away.
The absence of growth enhancement at high ion energies seems to
indicate that there exists an optimum ion energy range within which
enhanced boundary migration can take place. This optimum energy range
may be related to the atomic displacement energy and defect generation
energy characteristic of the film material.
Before we could attribute the observed growth enhancement to
ion-solid interactions, we have to account for the temperature rise in
the film due to ion bombardment. We mentioned earlier that the
free-standing Au film is supported on a Cu grid which is heat-sunk onto a
H20-cooled block. Based on the thermal conductivity and heat capacity of
Cu and Au, we have estimated that the temperature rise in the film is
negligible (see Appendix C). This is expected from the common knowledge
that both Cu and Au are excellent heat conductors.
To further discount the role of temperature rise in growth
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density (Ws/c m)- is the processing variable. Power density is the product
of beam voltage and current density, and represents the maximum energy
per second that can be dissipated as heat within the film material. Thus,
temperature rise in the film should scale with power density if loss
mechanisms remain the same. The relationship between the extent of
growth and power density should indicate whether thermal effects are
important. Fig. 57 shows the variation of growth behavior as a function
of power density (displayed in descending order). The extent of growth,
or the percentage of transformation, is seen to bear no direct
relationship with power density, suggesting that thermal effects are not
primarily responsible for the growth enhancement observed. Theref ore,
the mechanism responsible for growth enhancement should be traced to
ion-bombardment-induced physical processes such as defect generation
and enhanced diffusion.
9 1N-bu II0MARDI IEN I -ENHANCED- IUUILI I T
Before ion bombardment, free-standing films are in a suspended
state where dragging forces balance the driving force for grain growth.
After a 30-second bombardment with 1000eV ions, the matrix is fullIy
transformed into secondary grains. One of the first effects of ion
bombardment has to be the relief of the drag.ging force. The nature of the
ion-surface interactions leading to the relief of the dragging force is not
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Fig.57 Variation of grain growth behavior in Au films
with the power density of Ar +-ion bombardment.
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complete matrix transformation should take place only after several
hours, if saturation does not occur. In the present case, complete
transformation was obtained after 30 seconds, indicating that boundary
migration occurred under highly non-equilibrium conditions. Analysis of
the non-equilibrium aspects of boundary migration is beyond the scope of
the present study. However, we could deduce which parameter of the
SEDSGG process is most seriously affected by ion bombardment.
Examining the driving force, we can see that its value depends on
surf ace energy anisotropy, grain boundary energy and film thickness. The
first two terms are intrinsic properties of the film material and should
not vary much in the presence of an ion beam. Film thickness is reduced
to about half its original value after a 30-second bombardment by
1000eV ions. This will result in a two-fold increase in the driving force,
which could hardly account for the 1000-fold decrease in transformation
time. Therefore, growth enhancement must be due to an enhancement in
grain boundary mobility.
We have mentioned earlier that ion bombaredment could lead to
enhanced diffusion rates by generating of a large concentration of point
defects. Although most defects are generated close to the surface layer
of the film, they have a penetration depth of ~1000$ [1031. A large influx
of point defects could conceivably alter the kinetics of atomic transport
across the boundary to a significant extent, not to mention possible
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changes in the grain boundary structure itself. This, in our opinion, could
lead to a large enhancement in grain boundary mobility which is
responsible for the rapid transformation of the matrix.
In summary, we have shown, for the first time, the effect of
ion-bombardment-enhanced-grain-boundary-mobility. In addition, we
have demonstrated the feasibility of using low energy ion bombaredment
as a post-deposition, non thermal process for promoting grain growth.
The development of such a process could have far-reaching implications
on the applicability of SEDSGG and graphoepitaxy to a broad spectrum of
materials.
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10. SUMMARY
This chapter summarizes the major characteristics of SEDSGG and
graphoepitaxy in thin Au films on SiO2 substrates. Even though the bulk of
the analysis was based on Au, we believe that the principles discussed are
fundamental in nature, and may apply to thin films in general. The chapter
concludes with some suggestions for future work.
10.1 SEDSGG
In thin films, the driving force for grain growth due to surface energy
anisotropy becomes very important. In addition, if the thin film consists of
normal grains with sizes on the order of film thickness, the driving force
due to grain boundary energy becomes significant also. Given a favorable
condition where boundaries can migrate freely, this large driving force,
together with equilibrium grain boundary mobility, could result in
significant grain boundary migration. This condition is met during vapor
deposition when the film reaches critical thickness - the thickness at
which the film becomes continuous and the last discontinuities in the film
matrix are being removed.
This boundary migration differs from normal grain growth in the
selectivity of the growth rate, which derives from a selectivity in the
driving force. This selectivity is introduced by surface energy differences
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between grains with different crystallographic orientations. Growth
preference is given to normal grains which maximize the surface energy
anisotropy, ie. grains with orientations which minimize the surface energy.
In the case of Au, these are the {l11 }-oriented normal grains.
Normal grains with such an orientation grow into secondary grains
(purely a definition by size) with sizes many times larger than the film
thickness as well as the neighboring normal grains. This unique orientation
becomes increasingly prominent as secondary grains occupy an increasing
fraction of the film area. When a definite preferred orientation is
established in the film proper, the film is said to have a texture. The role of
the SEDSGG process in texture development may not have been recognized in
the past because SEDSGG initiates at critical thickness and may have
accomplished complete transformation by the end of deposition.
A SEDSGG process should occur at a lower temperature than
conventional grain growth in the bulk, as long as boundary mobilities have
equilibrium values. In the case of Au, a grain growth temperature as low as
room temperature (22% of the melting point) has been observed. In
comparison, bulk grain growth temperatures are typically on the order of
50% of the melting point. For a material with a sufficiently large surface
energy anisotropy (10% of average surface energy), we could say generally
that grain growth in a thin film occurs more readily than in the bulk.
Thin Au films on SiO, substrates experience growth saturation during
room temperature annealing. The cause of saturation was attributed to the
development of a dragging force which balances the available driving force.
In the absence of impurities, the primary sources of the dragging force are
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considered to be surface grooving and vacancy drag. In the event that
impurities are incorporated during deposition, impurity drag could play a
role in causing saturation as well.
A free-standing film, on the other hand, experiences saturation
shortly after the substrate is removed. The dragging force in this case is
probably due to surface grooving as well as vacancy clusters which form as
the film attempts to eliminate its excess vacancies (incorporated during
deposition) upon substrate removal.
We have measured an 'apparent' activation energy of 0.16eV for grain
growth in free-standing Au films. This value is comparable to the binding
energy of vacancy clusters. The rate-limiting step for boundary migration in
this case appears to be the dissociation of vacancy clusters, which were
presumably responsible for part of the dragging force leading to saturation.
The activation energy for grain growth in films confined to substrates was
estimated to be 0.79eV. This value agrees closely with the activation energy
of grain boundary self-diffusion (0.66eV).
10.2 GRAPHOEPITAXY
The simplest way to think about solid state graphoepitaxy is to
consider a SEDSGG process with a driving force which contains two degrees
of surface energy anisotropy. The first degree (related to the flat portions
of the grating) selects the texture of the secondary grains, and the second
degree (related to the perpendicular sidewall of a square-wave-profile
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grating) selects the in-plane orientation of secondary grains with a
predetermined texture.
More fundamentally, this process relies on surface energy
minimization on all surfaces in contact with the film. Since each surface
energy minimization process specifies one degree of orientational freedom,
the orientation of a secondary grain which satisfies the minimum surface
energy requirement is uniquely specified. For Au films on square-wave
profile gratings, this unique orientation is {1 11) parallel to the flat
portions of the substrate and {1 10) parallel to the grating sidewall.
Secondary grains with this orientation will therefore attain the maximum
driving force and will outgrow not only the normal grains but also other
{1 1 1-secondary grains without the favored in-plane orientation. Working in
conjunction, the two degrees of selectivity in a graphoepitaxial growth
process could produce large-grained films with uniform texture as well as a
preferred in-plane orientation.
10.3 FUTURE WORK
One obvious extension of the present work is to perform similar
experiments and analysis in other thin film systems, paying close attention
to microstructural development as a function of film thickness, especially
around critical thickness. This will help to experimentally verify the role of
SEDSGG in the development of microstructure as well as deposition texture
for thin films in general. This understanding may prove to be vital to the
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conceptual advancement of thin film metallurgy as well as the practical
tailoring of thin film properties in microelectronic applications.
It would be interesting to perform an experiment which combines
graphoepitaxy and ion bombardment. lon-bombardment-enhanced-mobility
may help to overcome the growth inhibitions on a structured surface,
allowing secondary grains to achieve larger sizes, and perhaps, a higher
degree of orientational perfection. Another way to improve the in-plane
orientation is to invoke the second degree of surface energy minimization
after secondary grains on a flat substrate have grown to impingement. These
secondary grains will naturally have random in-plane orientations. A grating
could be fabricated on the top surface of the film itself. Further growth can
be encouraged using thermal means or ion bombardment. The top surface
grating may provide sufficient driving force for the further growth of those
secondary grains with a favorable in-plane orientation.
One inherent limitation of the SEDSGG process is its dependence on
the maximum surface energy anisotropy available in the system under
equilibrium conditions (free surface in contact with vacuum or air). A
search could be made for other ambients which could increase the surface
energy of the system. This would increase surface energy anisotropy, hence
making the growth process more selective.
The potential use of SEDSGG in conjunction with graphoepitaxy to
achieve quasi-single-crystalline thin films on amorphous substrates
depends on two major factors : (i) the ability to produce large grains and (ii)
the ability to define the orientations of these grains within a narrow range
of distribution. The second factor can be dealt with by providing a more
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selective driving force. This will depend on the discovery of an optimum
ambient and/or further innovations in fabrication technology to furnish
finer period gratings with sharper definitions. The first factor depends in
part on the number of secondary grains which satisfies the selection
criteria. To limit the total number of boundaries in the final film, one must
restrict the number of eligible secondary grains capable of growing. This
can be achieved using directional anneal. Heat is localized to a spot or a
narrow zone using a focussed source, and is scanned at the proper rate
across the film. In this way, only a few eligible secondary grains are
'activated'. The growth initiated in these grains can be sustained by
scanning the heat source at a rate close to the equilibrium boundary
migration rate. If the growth of these few grains can be perpetuated across
the entire film, large areas of single-crystalline material should be
produced.
Further experiments on Au are suggested
(1) In order to clarify the issue of growth saturation, the relative
importance of the dragging forces should be determined.
1a) 02 has been suggested as a possible gaseous contaminant giving
rise to impurity drag. We could intentionally introduce 02 into the
evaporation chamber and characterize the saturation behavior (limiting
secondary grain size, limiting percentage of transformation, saturation
time etc.) as a function of 02 content. More sensitive means of impurity
detection, eg. SIMS, could be employed to monitor the impurity content. If 02
were found to have a role in the saturation effect, one may try to reduce the
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02 content in the gaseous ambient by flushing the chamber with purified
gases.
1b) The role of surface grooving in saturation can be studied by
tracing the evolution of the groove profile as boundary migration proceeds.
The grooving angle, the groove profile, as well as the shape of the boundary
could be recorded as a function of time by doing cross-sectional TEM on a
hot-stage. If systematic changes in these parameters were found, one
should repeat the experiments for a thicker film. The effect of grooving
should, in principle, be less.
1c) The role of vacancy drag is difficult to verify because firstly,
the effect of vacancy drag and impurity drag are qualitatively similar, and
secondly, there no are physical entities such as impurities or surface
grooves that one could detect and measure. Earlier experiments indicating
the existence of vacancy drag involved precipitation kinetics studies in
supersaturated solid solutions. One could introduce known amounts of solute
atoms, eg. Cu, into the Au film in a high temperature deposition process.
When the film is annealed at room temperature, precipitation should occur.
One could then measure the precipitation rates within the grain as well as
behind a migrating boundary. An enhancement in precipitation rate behind a
moving boundary would suggest a supersaturation of vacancies produced by
boundary motion.
(2) The graphoepitaxy experiments in this study were done at room
temperature. Higher annealing temperatures could be used in order to
improve the degree of preferred in-plane orientations. One should also try to
observe further growth in secondary grains (on a patterned substrate) after
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impingement has occurred. Post-impingement growth of better oriented
grains would prove the existence of an additional driving force due to the
grating sidewalls.
(3) To re-examine the effect of stress on grain growth, one could
study the growth behavior of films which are intentionally subjected to a
state of stress. One could put the Au film under tension or compression by
flexing the substrate in a bending machine. This should be done immediately
after deposition. Grain size and percentage of transformation should be
measured as a function of time.
(4) In this work, no systematic study was made on the growth
behavior of Au films on SiO2 substrates at elevated temperatures. Using a
hot-stage in the evaporation chamber, annealing can be carried out
immediately after deposition. This should be done for different times and
annealing temperatures. The deposition condition (partial pressure in the
chamber, deposition rate etc.) should be monitored carefully to ensure that
the initial microstructure remains constant from experiment to experiment.
(5) This experiment is designed to further investigate the effect of
ion bombardment on grain boundary mobility. Encapsulate a Au film with an
Si0 2 layer and open up small holes (several thousand angstroms in diameter)
in the encapsulation layer to expose designated regions of the Au film
surface. After ion bombardment, the growth behavior in these exposed
regions should be examined, paying particular attention to the size of the
transformed areas compared to the size of the window. Several issues may
be addressed in this experiment. If secondary grain growth occurs only in
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the exposed areas, it shows that the thermal component of ion bombardment
is not instrumental in enhancing grain growth. If the grain boundaries of a
secondary grain are contained within the periphery of the window, it
suggests that a boundary has to be directly exposed to ion bombardment for
migration to take place. If grain boundaries could migrate beyond the
window, then the diffusing defects (eg. vacancies) created by ion
bombardment are probably responsible for the enhanced boundary motion.
Furthermore, the extent by which a boundary could migrate beyond the
exposed region would give a measure of the diffusion length of the defects.
In conclusion, we have shown that SEDSGG and graphoepitaxy are
promising approaches for obtaining large-grained films with preferred
orientation on amorphous substrates. Using the model system of Au, we
were able to study in detail many of the characteristics of these two
processes. The fundamental principles underlying both processes in Au were
seen to be general in nature, and should therefore be applicable as
guidelines for the processing of other materials. It is hoped that the present
study will provide the necessary framework for future investigations.
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11. CONCLUSIONS
The main conclusions from this study are as follows
(1) SEDSGG in thin Au films leads to preferential growth of
secondary grains with uniform ( 111} te)<ture. This mode of grain
growth determines the final microstructure in vapor-deposited
Au films.
(2) Significant SEDSGG initiates during room temperature deposition
when a film becomes continuous.
(3) SEDSGG is responsible for the development of deposition texture
in Au films evaporated onto amorphous substrates.
(4) Growth saturation during SEDSGG is apparently due to the
development of a dragging force. Possible sources of the dragging
force are impurity drag, surface grooving and vacancy drag.
(5) SEDSGG on square-wave-profile gratings leads to selective
growth of {111 -textured secondary grains with a preferred
in-plane orientation.
(6) Solid-state graphoepitaxy can occur via SEDSGG with an
additional driving force due to the second degree of surface
energy minimization at the grating sidewall.
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(7) Beading in a thin flm initiates by the formation of structur
discontinuities, or holes, at grain boundary triple junctions.
(8) Low energy ion bombardment could enhance grain boundary
mobility, thereby enhancing grain growth at low
temperatures.
APPENDIX A
STRAIN ENERGY VERSUS SURFACE ENERGY
Young's modulus of Au, E = 7.7 x 1011 dyne/cm2 .
Average surface energy of Au, 9 = 1485 erg/cm2
We assume that a thin Au film has an intrinsic stress of
a- = 2.9 x10 9 dyne/cm2 (value quoted for 1000A-thick Au deposited at room
temperature onto quartz), and a surface energy anisotropy A- (10% of
U ) = 148.5 erg/cm2
For a film with a square surface of length a and thickness h,
the in-plane strain energy = (a 2 /E) (a2 h) = 1.1 x 107 (a2 h),
and the total surface energy = 148.5 (2a 2 )
Therefore, (strain energy)/(surface energy) = (1.1x10 7)/148.5 (h/2)
= 3.7 x 104 h
The ratio = 1 when h = 2700A.
ie. when h < 2700A, surface energy > strain energy,
when h > 2700A, strain energy > surface energy.
=> Surface energy effects will dominate for thicknesses below
2700K.
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APPENDIX B [107]
TENSILE STRESS AND GRAIN GROWTH
The density of a region containing a grain boundary is usually
different from a region containing no boundary. It is generally accepted that
for most most materials, the density is reduced by the presence of grain
boundaries. We shall denote 0 as the width of a grain boundary and a as the
atomic diameter. The normalized density of the boundary is defined as :
c = (Q - a)/a. If c = 0, the boundary has the same density as the grain; if
= 1, the boundary has a monolayer of atoms missing.
As boundary migration proceeds, two boundaries will eventually
coalsece to produce a single boundary. This will produce a boundary width of
20. Local atomic forces at the boundary require that 20 be reduced to Q+a.
This reduction generates an elastic distortion in the film given by
20 - (0+a) = 0 - a = o a. Since e is positive, the stress is tensile.
(Negative c implies a boundary density which is higher than grain density.)
As growth proceeds, there is a positive contribution to the energy of the
system due to increasing strain. In other words, the stress generated during
growth represents a dragging force.
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APPENDIX C
TEMPERATURE RISE DURING ION BOMBARDMENT
A free-standing Au film is supported by a Cu grid which is in thermal
contact with a H20-cooled heat sink.
At steady state, aT/at = 0 = T/ax is a constant.
The steady state heat flux is 9 = -K (dT/dx) , where KAU is the
thermal conductivity of Au.
Assuming that steady state heat flux = incident heat flux due to ions
dT/dx = 9 / KAu
For 9P= 0.4 W/cm2 and KAU = 3.17 W/cm.K
dT/dx = 0.126 K/cm.
For a 1 00-mesh Cu grid, the windows are 250jim x 250pm squares. This
would give a maximum temperature rise of z 0.001 K in the center of the
window. Therefore, if the Cu grid is maintained at ambient temperature, the
temperature rise in the Au film during ion bombardment is negligible.
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